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Abstract
A boundary decay condition, called vanishing to infinite logarithmic order is intro-
duced. A pseudodifferential calculus, extending the b-calculus of Melrose, is proposed
based on this modest decay condition. The mapping properties, composition rule,
and normal operators are studied. Instead of functional analytic methods, a geo-
metric approach is invoked in pursuing the Fredholm criterion. As an application, a
detailed proof of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem, including a review of Dirac
operators of product type and construction of the heat kernel, is presented.
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Introduction
In 1975, M. Atiyah, V. Patodi and I. Singer succeeded in extending the celebrated
index theorem([4]) to the setting of a manifold with boundary. A Dirac type operator
of product type, D , namely, a first-order elliptic differential operator such that the
principal symbol of D˚D is the metric for all cotangent vectors, and over a color
neighborhood of the boundary,
D “ ΓpBs `D0q,
where D0 is a self-adjoint Dirac type operator on the boundary, and where Γ is a
unitary isomorphism of the the vector bundles in question, is never Fredholm on its
natural (Sobelev) domain([5]). To obtain a good index theory, a non-local boundary
condition
Pfp¨ , 0q “ 0,
where P is the spectral projection of D0 corresponding to eigenvalues ě 0, was in-
troduced in [1], and the following index formula for the boundary condition problem
was proved
IndD “
ż
KAS ´ dim kerD0`ηpD0q
2
, (1)
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where KAS is the Atiyah-Singer integrand as in the local index formula([8]), and
ηpD0q the η-invariant of D0: let tλju Ă R be the (discrete) spectrum of D0,
ηpD0q :“ lim
zÑ0
ÿ
λj‰0
signλj
|λj|z “ limzÑ0 ηpzq.
Note that (1) can be viewed as providing information about the function ηpzq; in
particular that ηpD0q is finite and measures the “spectral asymmetry” of D0. For
applications in Riemannian geometry, see [1] and [2]; For more general operators, see
[3].
To give an alternative description of the boundary value problem, Atiyah, Patodi
and Singer also considered a related non-compact manifold with an infinite cylindrical
end, and the non-local boundary value condition was interpreted as L2-integrability
conditions on the non-compact manifold. In 1993, R. Melrose picked up this underde-
veloped idea, and extended it into a systematic approach, called b-calculus, to study
and generalize the index problems on manifolds with boundaries or corners([25]).
Further developments in this direction were obtained in [29], [12], and [16]. The
b-calculus can be further embedded into a more general framework called boundary-
fibration structure([26]). Various analytic problems on spaces with singular structures
can be studied under this framework, for example, see [23], [6], [11] and [28] and many
others.
In the b-calculus, the pseudodifferential operators are described by their Schwartz
kernels as conormal distributions living in the stretched double product of the original
manifold, which is obtained by “blowing up” the product of the boundary in the
(ordinary) product of the manifold. To get a good theory, some decaying properties
have to be imposed near the left and right boundary of the stretched product. In the
classical setting, the condition was specified to be vanishing in Taylor series. This
choice of decay condition is natural in that it induces nice mapping properties on
2
(b-)Sobolev spaces, and techniques from functional analysis can be applied.
In this work, inspired by a more geometric approach manifested in [17], [12],
[22], or the unpublished manuscript [20], we propose a calculus, called bl-calculus, by
replacing the vanishing in Taylor series condition by the vanishing to infinite logarith-
mic order condition. The major attention was paid to the discussion of the Fredholm
property: On one hand, the bl-calculus is larger than the b-calculus, inclusive enough
to incorporate the process of inverting normal operators (when possible); on the other
hand, the function spaces involved in the mapping properties are neither Hilbert nor
Banach spaces, hence the usage of functional analysis is required to be minimized.
We adapt the “finite rank remainder” method initiated in [19] and developed in [20]
to tackle the Fredholm problem. To illustrate the application of this calculus, we
include a heat kernel proof of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem for a Dirac
operator.
Outline
In Chapter 2, we develop the bl-calculus in detail. In Section 1.1, we study the
notion of vanishing to infinite logarithmic order. In Section 1.2, we describe the
properties of the local bl-symbols and give the definition of the calculus. In Section1.3
- Section 1.4, we describe the mapping properties and the composition rules. Detailed
computations are given in a fashion mixing up the geometric and analytic aspects of
Melrose’s blow-up techniques. In Section 1.5, explicit computation is demonstrated
to establish the algebra homomorphism from bl-pseudodifferential operators to their
normal operators. In Section 1.6, a substitute of the analytic Fredholm theory is
constructed and applied to study the Fredholm problem.
In Chapter 3, we review the Dirac operator of product type on a manifold with
cylindrical end. In Chapter 4, we construct the heat kernel of a Dirac operator via the
3
heat calculus. A brief comparison of b-calculus and bl-calculus is included in Section
3.2.
In the appendices, we collect some technical facts needed. In Appendix A, basic
notions of conormal distributions with bl-symbols are recovered. This formulation is
required in our definition of the calculus. In Appendix B, we describe the b -geometry
and the blow-up techniques of Melrose’s, on which the numerous calculi associated to
different boundary-fibration structures rely heavily. In Appendix C, we introduce a
unconventional approach to establishing Fredholm property observed by P. Loya. In
Appendix D, we review the fundamental properties of the η-invariant that we need
in the proof of the index theorem. We also present some useful, well-known results in
spectral theory, which are not readily available in the literature though. To enhance
readability, most of the proofs are included.
4
Chapter 1
bl-pseudodifferential operators
1.1 The logarithmic decay
We fix the notion of logarithmic decay at boundary hypersurfaces of a manifold with
corners in this section. We also familiarize the readers with the various coordinate
systems we use when studying the stretched double product X2b of X, that is, the
blown-up space of X2 along BXˆBX. Note that X2b is a typical example of manifolds
with corners in Melrose’s sense ([25]).
Recall that Rn,1 :“ r0,8qˆRn´1. Denote the interior of Rn,1 by R˚n,1. A function
upr, s, yq “ pr, s, y1, . . . , yn´2q P C8pR˚n,1q is said to be (b -)Schwartz in s within tr ă
au, if given any (multi-)indexes α, β, γ and ` P N,
sup
răa
∣∣p1` |s|q`prBrqαBβs Bγyupr, s, yq∣∣ ă 8. (1.1.1)
For simplicity, assume that X “ r0,8q. We first look at the left and right bound-
ary of X2b . Note that they are a pair of disjoint boundary hypersurfaces of X
2
b . Away
from both lb and rb, we may use the “global” coordinates
pr, sq :“ px` x1, ln x
x1
q. (1.1.2)
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Then X2b zlbY rb – R2,1. Note that lb (resp. rb) is correspondent to ts “ ´8u (resp.
ts “ `8u). Near lb, we may use the coordinates
px1, tq :“ px1, ln x
x1
q. (1.1.3)
We will, with a bit abuse of language, denote a function in various coordinate systems
by the same name. For example, given upr, sq P C8pR2,1q – C8pX2b zlb Y rbq, the
restriction of u near lb can be represented via (1.1.3) by
upx1, tq :“ upx1p1` etq, tq “ upr, sq.
Under this recognition, we can express the transition rules of (first order) b -derivatives
between (1.1.2) and (1.1.3) as
$’’&’’%
rBr “ x1Bx1
Bs “ Bt ´ et1`et ¨ x1Bx1
and
$’’&’’%
x1Bx1 “ rBr
Bt “ Bs ` es1`es ¨ rBr
. (1.1.4)
Also, we can study the transition rules for higher order b -derivatives.
Lemma 1.1.1. Given any index α, Bαs “ pαpBt, x1Bx1 , et1`et q, where pαpζ, η, ξq “ ζα `
p1αpζ, η, ξq is a polynomial with the degree of ζ in p1αpζ, η, ξq less than α. Similarly,
Bαt “ qαpBs, rBr, es1`es q with qαpζ, η, ξq “ ζα ` q1αpζ, η, ξq.
Proof. We use induction on α. The base case α “ 1 was just (1.1.4). Assume that
6
the claim is true when α “ k. Then we compute
Bk`1s “ pBt ´ e
t
1` et ¨ x
1Bx1qpkpBt, x1Bx1 , e
t
1` et q
“ pBt ´ e
t
1` et ¨ x
1Bx1q
ˆ
Bkt `
ÿ
aα1,α2,α3
ˆ
et
1` et
˙α1
px1Bx1qα2Bα3t
˙
“ Bk`1t ´ e
t
1` et ¨ x
1Bx1Bt
`
ÿ
aα1,α2,α3α1
ˆ
et
1` et
˙α1
px1Bx1qα2Bα3t
´
ÿ
aα1,α2,α3α1
ˆ
et
1` et
˙α1`1
px1Bx1qα2Bα3t
`
ÿ
aα1,α2,α3
ˆ
et
1` et
˙α1
px1Bx1qα2Bα3`1t
´
ÿ
aα1,α2,α3
ˆ
et
1` et
˙α1`1
px1Bx1qα2`1Bα3t ,
hence the first claim follows from induction principle. The second claim is proved in
the identical way.
Similarly, near rb, we may use the coordinate
px, t1q :“ px, ln x
1
x
q, (1.1.5)
then $’’&’’%
rBr “ xBx
Bs “ et1`et ¨ xBx ´ Bt1
and
$’’&’’%
xBx “ rBr
Bt1 “ e´s1`e´s ¨ rBr ´ Bs
, (1.1.6)
and results similar to Lemma 1.1.1 also hold.
Proposition 1.1.2. Let u be a function in C8pX˚2b q. The following statements are
equivalent:
(i) Let upr, sq be the coordinate representation of u under (1.1.2). Then upr, sq is
Schwartz in s within tr ă au for any a, that is, given any indexes α, β and
7
` P N,
sup
răa
∣∣p1` |s|q`prBrqαBβs upr, sq∣∣ ă 8. (1.1.7)
(ii) Let upx1, tq and upx, t1q be the coordinate representation of u near lb under
(1.1.3) and rb under (1.1.5), respectively. upx1, tq is (left-)Schwartz in t within
tx1 ă au for any a, that is, given any δ P R, indexes α, β and ` P N,
sup
x1ăa
tăδ
∣∣∣p1` |t|q`px1Bx1qαBβt upx1, tq∣∣∣ ă 8, (1.1.8)
and upx, t1q is (left-)Schwartz in t1 within any tx ă au either.
Proof. (i )ñ(ii ). Consider (1.1.8) first. According to (1.1.2), (1.1.3), (1.1.4) and
Lemma 1.1.1, we have
p1` |t|q`px1Bx1qαBβt upx1, tq “ p1` |s|q`prBrqαqβpBs, rBr, e
s
1` es qupr, sq.
Since |esp1` esq´1| ă 1, by (1.1.7), we have (1.1.8) holds. To see that upx, t1q is
Schwartz in t1, just observe that
p1` |t1|q`pxBxqαBβt1upx, t1q “ p1` |s|q`prBrqαrqβpBs, rBr, e´s1` e´s qupr, sq
for some polynomial rqβpζ, η, ξq, and |e´sp1` e´sq´1| ă 1 as well, then apply the same
argument as above.
(ii )ñ(i ). Just “reverse” the process in the last paragraph via (the first part of )
Lemma 1.1.1.
Away form the right and left boundary in X2b , we could also use the projective
coordinates. Near lb, they are given by
pz, ωq :“ px1, x
x1
q; (1.1.9)
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near rb, by
pw, γq :“ px, x
1
x
q. (1.1.10)
The transition rules for b -derivatives between (1.1.3) and (1.1.9) are
$’’&’’%
x1Bx1 “ zBz
Bt “ ωBω
;
between (1.1.5) and (1.1.10), $’’&’’%
xBx “ wBw
Bt1 “ γBγ
.
Recall that u P C8pX˚2b q. Let upz, ωq be the coordinate representation of u away from
rb under (1.1.9). Then (1.1.8) is equivalent to
sup
zăa
ωăeδ
∣∣p1` |lnω|q`pzBzqαpωBωqβupz, ωq∣∣ ă 8. (1.1.11)
Note that (1.1.11) simply means that all b -derivatives of upz, ωq decay faster than
any negative power of |lnω| when approaching the left boundary of X2b . Hence, we
introduce the following definition.
Definition 1.1.3. A function u P C8pX˚2b q is said to be vanishing to infinite logarith-
mic order at the left boundary, if (1.1.8) or (1.1.11) holds.
The condition of vanishing to infinite logarithmic order at the right boundary is
defined accordingly. Proposition 1.1.2 implies that u vanishes to infinite logarithmic
order at both the left and right boundary if and only if (1.1.7) holds. We denote the
collection of functions satisfying (1.1.7) by lS0lb,rbpX2b q.
Note that in (1.1.11), ω is just a boundary defining function for lb. In fact,
the decaying condition in question can be defined at any boundary hypersurface of
9
a manifold with corners. Roughly speaking, a function is said to be vanishing to
infinite logarithmic order at a boundary hypersurface if all b -derivatives decay faster
than any negative power of the logarithm of a (hence any) correspondent boundary
defining function.
When studying collections of boundary hypersurfaces with non-empty intersec-
tion, we will impose jointly decaying conditions near the intersections. For example,
u P lS0lb,rbpX2q Ă C8pX˚2q if given any a ą 0,
sup
x, x1ăa
`p1` |lnx|q`p1` |lnx1|q` ∣∣pxBxqαpx1Bx1qβupx, x1q∣∣˘ ă 8 (1.1.12)
for any index α, β, and ` P N. However, it is easy to see that one might as well just
require decaying at each boundary hypersurface separately.
Proposition 1.1.4. Let u P C8pX˚2q. u P lS0lb,rbpX2q if and only if given any a ą 0,
sup
x, x1ăa
`p1` |lnx|q` ∣∣pxBxqαpx1Bx1qβupx, x1q∣∣˘ ă 8,
sup
x, x1ăa
`p1` |lnx1|q` ∣∣pxBxqαpx1Bx1qβupx, x1q∣∣˘ ă 8. (1.1.13)
for all indexes α, β and ` P N.
Proof. If (1.1.12) holds, then (1.1.13) holds, since p1` |lnx|q, p1` |lnx1|q ě 1.
Assume that (1.1.13) holds. Note that when x ă 1, |lnx| is decreasing, thus when
both x and x1 are less than 1,
p1` |lnx|qp1` |lnx1|q ă maxtp1` |lnx|q2, p1` |lnx1|q2u.
Since (1.1.13) is valid for arbitrary ` P N, (1.1.12) follows.
Another example that plays a fundamental role in the rest of this work is the
collection of functions that vanish to infinite logarithmic order at the entire boundary
10
of X2b .
Proposition 1.1.5. Assume that u is a function in C8pX˚2b q with upr, sq the coor-
dinate representation of u under (1.1.2). u P lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q if and only if given any
indexes α, β and ` P N,
sup
răa
∣∣p1` |ln r|q`p1` |s|q`prBrqαBβs upr, sq∣∣ ă 8. (1.1.14)
for any a ą 0.
Proof. Assume that (1.1.14) is true. Observe that, near lb within tt ă δu,
p1` |lnx1|q`p1` |t|q`px1Bx1qαBβt upx1, tq
“p1`
∣∣∣∣ln r1` es
∣∣∣∣q`p1` |s|q`prBrqαqβpBs, rBr, es1` es qupr, sq
“p1` |ln r ´ ln p1` esq|q`p1` |s|q`prBrqαqβpBs, rBr, e
s
1` es qupr, sq,
hence by Peetre’s inequality,
∣∣∣p1` |lnx1|q`p1` |t|q`px1Bx1qαBβt upx1, tq∣∣∣
ďp1` |ln r|q`p1` ln p1` esqq`p1` |s|q`
∣∣∣∣prBrqαqβpBs, rBr, es1` es qupr, sq
∣∣∣∣
ď `1` ln `1` eδ˘˘` p1` |ln r|q`p1` |s|q` ∣∣∣∣prBrqαqβpBs, rBr, es1` es qupr, sq
∣∣∣∣
ďD`αβ
`
1` ln `1` eδ˘˘` “ C`αβ.
By the equivalence between (1.1.8) and (1.1.11), u P lS0lb,ff pX2b q. Similarly, near rb
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within tt1 ă δu,
p1` |lnx|q`p1` |t1|q`
∣∣∣pxBxqαBβt1upx, t1q∣∣∣
“p1`
∣∣∣∣ln r1` e´s
∣∣∣∣q`p1` |´s|q` ∣∣∣∣prBrqαrqβpBs, rBr, e´s1` e´s qupr, sq
∣∣∣∣
ďp1` lnp1` e´δqq`p1` |ln r|q`p1` |s|q`
∣∣∣∣prBrqαrqβpBs, rBr, e´s1` e´s qupr, sq
∣∣∣∣
ď rC`αβ,
hence, u P lS0ff,rbpX2b q. Therefore we have u P lS0lb,ff pX2b q X lS0ff,rbpX2b q “ lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q.
That u P lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q implies (1.1.14) is proved essentially in the same way.
Recall that X˚2b – X˚2, hence C8pX˚2b q can be identifies with C8pX˚2q. The tran-
sition rules for b -derivatives between (1.1.2) and the natural coordinates on X2, i.e.,
px, x1q are
$’’&’’%
xBx “ es1`es ¨ rBr ` Bs
x1Bx1 “ e´s1`e´s ¨ rBr ´ Bs
and
$’’&’’%
rBr “ xBx ` x1Bx1
Bs “ x1x`x1 ¨ xBx ´ xx`x1 ¨ x1Bx1
. (1.1.15)
Lemma 1.1.6. Given any indexes α and β,
pxBxqαpx1B1xqβ “ pαβprBr, Bs, e
s
1` es ,
e´s
1` e´s q, (1.1.16)
prBrqαpBsqβ “ qαβpxBx, x1Bx1 , x
x` x1 ,
x1
x` x1 q (1.1.17)
for some polynomial pαβpζ, η, ξ, λq and qαβpζ, η, ξ, λq.
Proof. The idea of the argument is essentially the same as Lemma 1.1.1. We use
double induction.
Fix α “ 0 first, and apply induction on β. The base case β “ 1 is just (1.1.15).
Assume that the result holds when β “ k, that is, px1Bx1qk “ p0,kprBr, Bs, es1`es , e
´s
1`e´s q,
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where p0,kpζ, η, ξ, λq is a polynomial. Then
px1Bx1qk`1 “ p e
´s
1` e´s ¨ rBr ´ Bsqp0,kprBr, Bs,
es
1` es ,
e´s
1` e´s q
“ p0,k`1prBr, Bs, e
s
1` es ,
e´s
1` e´s q,
where p0,k`1pζ, η, ξ, λq is clearly a polynomial. Hence by induction principle, (1.1.16)
holds for α “ 0 and all β.
Now we apply induction on α for an arbitrary fixed β. The base case α “ 0 was
handled in the last paragraph. Assume that the result holds when α “ k, then
pxBxqk`1px1B1xqβ “ p e
s
1` es ¨ rBr ` BsqpkβprBr, Bs,
es
1` es ,
e´s
1` e´s q
“ pk`1,βprBr, Bs, e
s
1` es ,
e´s
1` e´s q
with pk`1,βpζ, η, ξ, λq a polynomial. By induction principle, (1.1.16) holds for any α,
and since β is arbitrary, it holds in general.
(1.1.17) is proved in the identical way.
The transition rules for b -derivatives between the projective coordinates (1.1.9)
and the natural coordinates on X2 are$’’&’’%
xBx “ ωBω
x1Bx1 “ zBz ´ ωBω
and
$’’&’’%
zBz “ xBx ` x1Bx1
ωBω “ xBx
;
between (1.1.10) and the natural coordinates on X2,
$’’&’’%
xBx “ wBw ´ γBγ
x1Bx1 “ γBγ
and
$’’&’’%
wBw “ xBx ` x1Bx1
γBγ “ x1Bx1
.
Thus, the transitions of higher order b -derivatives between projective coordinates and
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natural coordinates are very simple to describe:
Lemma 1.1.7. Given any indexes α and β,
pxBxqαpx1Bx1qβ “ pαβpzBz, ωBωq
“ rpαβpwBw, γBγq,
pzBzqαpωBωqβ “ qαβpxBx, x1Bx1q,
and
pwBwqαpγBγqβ “ rqαβpxBx, x1Bx1q,
where pαβ, rpαβ, qαβ and rqαβ are polynomials in two variables.
Proposition 1.1.8. With respect to the natural identification,
lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q “ lS0lb,rbpX2q.
Proof. Let u P lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q . Given any indexes α, β and ` P N, by (1.1.16),
p1` |lnx|q`p1` |lnx1|q` ∣∣pxBxqαpx1B1xqβupx, x1q∣∣
“p1`
∣∣∣∣ln r1` e´s
∣∣∣∣q`p1` ∣∣∣∣ln r1` es
∣∣∣∣q` ∣∣∣∣pαβprBr, Bs, es1` es , e´s1` e´s qupr, sq
∣∣∣∣ .
Applying Peetre’s inequality, we have
p1`
∣∣∣∣ln r1` e˘s
∣∣∣∣q` ď p1` |ln r|q`p1` ∣∣lnp1` e˘sq∣∣q`
ď Cp1` |ln r|q`p1` |s|q2`,
thus from Proposition 1.1.5 and that
∣∣ es
1`es
∣∣ , ∣∣∣ e´s1`e´s ∣∣∣ ă 1, it follows that for any a ą 0,
sup
x,x1ăa
p1` |lnx|q`p1` |lnx1|q` ∣∣pxBxqαpx1B1xqβupx, x1q∣∣ ă 8.
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Now let v P lS0lb,rbpX2q. Fix an arbitrary a ą 0. Note that when x, x1 ă 1{2,
p1` |lnx|q´1p1` |lnx1|q´1 ă p1` |lnpx` x1q|q´1, thus there exists some constant Ca
such that when x, x1 ă a,
p1` |lnx|q´1p1` |lnx1|q´1 ă Cap1` |lnpx` x1q|q´1.
Also note that from the Peetre’s inequality again,
p1` |lnx|q´1p1` |lnx1|q´1 “ p1`
∣∣∣ln x
x1
` lnx1
∣∣∣q´1p1` |lnx1|q´1
ď p1`
∣∣∣ln x
x1
∣∣∣q´1p1` |lnx1|qp1` |lnx1|q´1
“ p1`
∣∣∣ln x
x1
∣∣∣q´1.
As a consequence, when x, x1 ă a, we have
∣∣pxBxqαpx1B1xqβvpx, x1q∣∣ ď D2`αβp1` |lnx|q´2`p1` |lnx1|q´2`
ď D2`αβCap1` |lnpx` x1q|q´`p1`
∣∣∣ln x
x1
∣∣∣q´`
ď rD`αβp1` |lnpx` x1q|q´`p1` ∣∣∣ln xx1 ∣∣∣q´`.
Therefore, from (1.1.17), and noting that
∣∣ x
x`x1
∣∣ , ∣∣ x1
x`x1
∣∣ ă 1, we conclude that
∣∣prBrqαpBsqβvpr, sq∣∣ “ ∣∣∣∣qαβpxBx, x1Bx1 , xx` x1 , x1x` x1 qvpx, x1q
∣∣∣∣
ď C`αβp1` |ln r|q´`p1` |s|q´`,
for some constant when C`αβ when r ă a, which implies v P lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q.
In the rest of this section, we study lS0BXpXq, the subspace of C8pX˚q consisting of
functions that vanish to infinite logarithmic order at the boundary, i.e., u P lS0BXpXq
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if given a ą 0,
sup
xăa
`p1` |lnx|q` |pxBxqαupxq|˘ ă 8
for any index α, and ` P N, and its relation with some previously studied examples.
Lemma 1.1.9. Given any k P R, p1` ln2 xqk ¨ lS0BXpXq Ă lS0BXpXq.
Proof. Let u P lS0BXpXq. Note that
xBx
“p1` ln2 xqkupxq‰ “ kp1` ln2 xqk´1plnxqupxq ` p1` ln2 xqkpxBxupxqq,
and by induction one could show that in general
pxBxqα
“p1` ln2 xqkupxq‰ “ ÿ
α,βPN
aβγδp1` ln2 xqk´βplnxqγpxBxqδupxq
with aβγδ ‰ 0 for finitely many terms. Now the claim follows immediately from the
definition of lS0BXpXq.
Proposition 1.1.10. Under the natural identification,
lS0BXpXq b lS0BXpXq Ă lS0lb,rbpX2q “ lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q Ă C0pX2b q,
where C0pX2b q is the collection of continuous functions on X2b that vanish at the bound-
ary.
Proof. The second equality was established in Proposition 1.1.8. The last inclusion
follows immediately from the definitions. It is only left to show the first inclusion.
Recall that lS0BXpXq b lS0BXpXq is the collection of functions which can be written as
upx, x1q “
Nÿ
j“1
ujpxqvjpx1q
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for some uj, vj P lS0BXpXq. By linearity, it suffices to just prove the case with N “ 1.
Fix an a ą 0. Note that
pxBxqαpx1Bx1qβpu1pxqv1px1qq “ pxBxqαu1pxq ¨ px1Bx1qβv1px1q,
hence for any ` P N, we have
∣∣pxBxqαpx1Bx1qβpu1pxqv1px1qq∣∣ “ ∣∣pxBxqαu1pxq ¨ px1Bx1qβv1px1q∣∣
ď C`αp1` |lnx|q´`D`βp1` |lnx1|q´`
ď C`αβp1` |lnx|q´`p1` |lnx1|q´`
when x, x1 ă a, and the first inclusion follows.
We conclude this section with the general definition of vanishing to infinite loga-
rithmic order at boundary hypersurfaces in manifolds with corners.
Definition 1.1.11. Let W be a manifold with corners, and M1pW q the collection
of boundary hypersurfaces of W . Let H Ă M1pW q. u is in lS0H pW q if u vanishes
to infinite logarithmic order at each Hj P H , that is, in any product decomposition
D “ r0,8qxj1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ r0,8qxjN ˆ r0,8qw1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ r0,8qwL ˆ Vy near a boundary face
M Ă Hj with Vy Ă M a coordinate patch, where txjk “ 0u “ Hjk P H , where
Gl “ twl “ 0u is a boundary hypersurface not in H , and M “ ŞkHjk XŞlGl, we
have
sup
K
∣∣∣∣∣ź
k
p1` |lnxjk |q`
Nź
p“1
pxjpBxjp qαp
Lź
q“1
pwqBwqqβqBγyupxj, yq
∣∣∣∣∣ ă 8 (1.1.18)
for any compact set K Ă D, indexes α1, . . . , αN , β1, . . . , βL, γ, and ` P N.
Observe that this definition is not too restrictive. By Corollary B.2.1, u is in
lS0H pW q if and only if (1.1.18) holds for a local product decomposition cover of H .
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Moreover, this decay condition can be imposed for functions defined only near H ; in
particular, for distributions conormal to some p-submanifold disjoint from H . See
Section 1.2 and Appendix A.
1.2 Symbols and kernels
We follow the geometric approach to define pseudodifferential operators via their
Schwartz kernels. The type of operators is determined by the type of their symbols.
We begin with a detailed review of our symbols. We follows the approach in [21]
closely.
Definition 1.2.1. A function ϕ P C8pR˚n,kpx,yqq is in S0pRn,kq if for any multi-indexes
α and β, and compact set K Ă Rn,k,
sup
K
∣∣pxBxqαBβyϕ∣∣ ă 8,
where pxBxqα “ px1Bx1qα1 . . . pxkBx1qαk .
It follows immediately from the definition that lS0lb,rbpR2,2q Ă S0pR2,2q, for instance.
Recall that α ď β, where α “ pαjq, β “ pβjq are multi-indexes, if αj ď βj for
every j.
Lemma 1.2.2. Given any α and β,
pxBxqαBβy “
ÿ
γ
Cαγ x
γBγxBβy ,
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where Cαγ is a constant, such that$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
Cαγ “ 0, if γ ę α;
Cαγ “ 0, if γj “ 0 ă αj for some j;
Cαα “ 1.
Proof. Let k be the number of variables of α. We prove the claim by induction on k.
When k “ 0, the claim is trivially true. In particular, C00 “ 1. Assume that the
claim holds when k “ m. Let α “ pα1, αm`1q be arbitrary, where α1 is an index of m
variables. By induction principle, it suffices to show that
pxBxqαBβy “ pxm`1Bxm`1qαm`1px1Bx1qα1Bβy “
ÿ
γ,`
Cαpγ,`qx
`
m`1B`xm`1px1qγBγx1Bβy ,
where px1, xm`1q “ x, where Cαpγ,`q is a constant such that Cαpγ,`q “ 0 if pγ, `q ę α,
Cαpγ,`q “ 0 if γj “ 0 ă α1j for some j or ` “ 0 ă αm`1, and Cαα “ 1.
(1.2.1)
which will be proved, in turn, by induction on αm`1. From the inductive hypotheses
on k, clearly statement (1.2.1) holds when αm`1 “ 0. Assume that (1.2.1) is true
when αm`1 “ p, then
pxm`1Bxm`1qp`1px1Bx1qα1Bβy “ xm`1Bxm`1
”
pxm`1Bxm`1qppx1Bx1qα1Bβy
ı
“ xm`1Bxm`1
«ÿ
γ,`
C
pα1,pq
pγ,`q x
`
m`1B`xm`1px1qγBγx1Bβy
ff
“
ÿ
γ,`
C
pα1,pq
pγ,`q
`
`x`m`1B`xm`1 ` x``1m`1B``1xm`1
˘ px1qγBγx1Bβy
“
ÿ
γ,`
C
pα1,p`1q
pγ,`q x
`
m`1B`xm`1px1qγBγx1Bβy ,
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where
C
pα1,p`1q
pγ,`q “ `Cpα
1,pq
pγ,`q ` Cpα
1,pq
pγ,`´1q, (1.2.2)
in which we take the notational convention that Cαγ “ 0 when p0q ę γ. In particular,
we see that Cαα “ Cpα
1,p`1q
pα1,p`1q “ Cpα
1,pq
pα1,pq “ 1 from the inductive assumptions. The other
assumptions can be verified easily via (1.2.2) as well, and the proof is completed by
induction principle.
Lemma 1.2.3. ϕ P S0pRn,1q if and only if given any α, β and compact set K Ă Rn,1,
sup
K
∣∣xαBαxBβyϕ∣∣ ă 8. (1.2.3)
Proof. We argue by induction on α. If ϕ P S0pRn,1q, then clearly (1.2.3) holds when
α ď 1. Now assume that (1.2.3) holds when α ď m, then by Lemma 1.2.2, we have
∣∣xm`1Bm`1x Bβyϕ∣∣ “
∣∣∣∣∣pxBxqm`1Bβyϕ´ mÿ
k“1
Cm`1k x
kBkxBβyϕ
∣∣∣∣∣
ď ∣∣pxBxqm`1Bβyϕ∣∣` mÿ
k“1
Cm`1k
∣∣xkBkxBβyϕ∣∣ .
Thus,
sup
K
∣∣xm`1Bm`1x Bβyϕ∣∣ ď sup
K
∣∣pxBxqm`1Bβyϕ∣∣` mÿ
k“1
Cm`1k sup
K
∣∣xkBkxBβyϕ∣∣ ă 8.
Conversely, if (1.2.3) holds for ϕ P C8pR˚n,1q with all α, β and K, then by Lemma
1.2.2, we have
sup
K
∣∣pxBxqαBβyϕ∣∣ ď αÿ
k“0
Cαk sup
K
∣∣xkBkxBβyϕ∣∣ ă 8.
Therefore, ϕ P S0pRn,1q.
Remark. In fact, this characterization of S0-type symbols can be generalized to Rn,k
for any k ď n. The proof is almost identical but with a double induction. The details
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are left to the interested readers. We do not need this generalization in this work
though.
Lemma 1.2.4. Assume that
F : Rn,1 ÝÑ Rn,1
px, yq ÝÑ pxfpx, yq, gpx, yqq
with f ą 0 is smooth on Rn,1. Let ϕ P S0pRn,1q, then ϕ ˝ F P S0pRn,1q.
Proof. Denote the variables of ϕ by pu, vq, and the those of ϕ ˝ F by px, yq. For
example, we have
ϕ ˝ F px, yq “ ϕpxfpx, yq, gpx, yqq,
and
Byj pϕ ˝ F px, yqq “xBuϕpxfpx, yq, gpx, yqqByjfpx, yq
´
ÿ
k
Bvkϕpxfpx, yq, gpx, yqqByjgkpx, yq.
We first observe that
Bβyϕ ˝ F px, yq “
ÿ
γ`|δ|ď|β|
xγ
`BγuBδvϕ˘ pxfpx, yq, gpx, yqqhβγδpx, yq (1.2.4)
where hβγδ P C8pRn,1q. To see this, we proceed by induction on |β|. It was just seen
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that (1.2.4) holds when |β| ď 1. Assume that (1.2.4) also holds for |β| “ m. Then
ByjBβyϕ ˝ F “ Byj
¨˝ ÿ
γ`|δ|ď|β|
xγ
`BγuBδvϕ˘ pxf, gqhβγδ‚˛
“
ÿ
γ`|δ|ď|β|
ˆ
xγ`1
`Bγ`1u Bδvϕ˘ pxf, gqByjfhβγδ
`
ÿ
k
xγ
`BγuBvkBδvϕ˘ pxf, gqByjgkhβγδ ` xγ `BγuBδvϕ˘ pxf, gqByjhβγδ˙
“
ÿ
γ`|δ|ď|β|`1
xγ
`BγuBδvϕ˘ pxf, gq
ˆ
¨˝ ÿ
prδ,kq“δ
`Byjgk˘hβγrδ ` `Byjf˘hβγ´1,δ ` Byjhβγδ‚˛
“
ÿ
γ`|δ|ď|β|`1
xγ
`BγuBδvϕ˘ pxf, gqhpβ,jqγδ
where prδ, kq “ rδ ` pδlkq, pβ, jq “ β ` pδkjq with δpq the Kronecker delta, and hβγδ “ 0
if |γ| ` |δ| ą |β|. Since j is arbitrary, (1.2.4) holds for |β| “ m ` 1, and the claim
follows from induction principle. Arguing similarly, we conclude that
pxBxqαBβyϕ ˝ F px, yq “
ÿ
γ`|δ|ďα`|β|
xγ
`BγuBδvϕ˘pxfpx, yq, gpx, yqqhαβγδ px, yq,
where hαβγδ P C8pRn,1q. Since f ą 0,
pxBxqαBβyϕ ˝ F “
ÿ
γ`|δ|ďα`|β|
pxfqγ `BγuBδvϕ˘pxf, gq hαβγδpfqγ .
Now let K Ă Rn,1 be an arbitrary compact set. Note that every hαβγδ pfq´γ is bounded
over K, and by Lemma 1.2.3, pxfqγ `BγuBδvϕ˘pxf, gq is also bounded over K. Therefore,
we observe that
sup
K
∣∣pxBxqαBβyϕ ˝ F ∣∣ ď ÿ
γ`|δ|ďα`|β|
sup
K
∣∣pxfqγ `BγuBδvϕ˘pxf, gq∣∣ ¨ sup
K
∣∣∣∣∣ h
αβ
γδ
pfqγ
∣∣∣∣∣ ă 8.
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Proposition 1.2.5. If F : Rn,1 ÝÑ Rn,1 is a diffeomorphism, then F ˚pS0pRn,1qq “
S0pRn,1q.
Proof. Just recall that F px, yq “ pxfpx, yq, gpx, yqq for some f, g P C8pRn,1q with
f ą 0, then apply Lemma 1.2.4.
Let W be a manifold with corners. A function ϕ P C8pW˚ q is in S0pW q if given any
coordinate patch U – Rn,k of W , ϕ|U P S0pRn,kq. Clearly, lS0lb,rbpX2q Ă S0pX2q and
lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q Ă S0pX2b q. In general, we have lS0M1pW qpW q Ă S0pW q. We now introduce
the most important function space in this work.
Definition 1.2.6. A function κ P lS0lb,rbpX2b q X CpX2b q is in S0blpX2b q if near the front
face, κ can be written as
κ “ κ0 ` κ1,
where κ0 P lS0lb,rbpffq and κ1 P lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q.
Following the tradition in study of the b -type calculus, pseudodifferential oper-
ators are described by their Schwartz kernels. The first category of operators to be
defined is the kind of residual operators. They are just the operators with S0bl-kernels.
Definition 1.2.7. K is called a residual bl-pseudodifferential operator, denoted by
K P Ψ´8bl pXq, if K is in S0blpX2b ,Ωb,Rq, that is, if µ1 is a trivialization of Ωb,RpX2b q,
then there is a κ P S0blpX2b q such that K “ κ ¨ µ1.
A bl-pseudodifferential operator of order m with m P R is identified with its
Schwartz kernel as well, which is presumed to be a distribution on X2b conormal to
∆b. In particular, a residual bl-operator is ought to be an m-th order bl-operator for
any m P R. To understand what local growth/decay behavior of the symbols of the
Schwartz kernels of a bl-operator should be expected near the front face of X2b , we
take the residual operators as models.
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Suppose that κ P S0blpX2b q. Let U – Rn,1px,yq ˆ Rnz be a coordinate patch near
ff X ∆b, such that ∆b X U – Rn,1 ˆ t0u, and ff X U – tx “ 0u ˆ Rn´1 ˆ Rn. Pick
a ψ P C8c pUq. Continue to write the coordinate representation of ψκ|U as κpx, y, zq.
Then by definition of S0blpX2b q, we can write
κpx, y, zq “ κ0py, zq ` κ1px, y, zq,
where κ0py, zq P C8c pRn´1ˆRnq, and κ1px, y, zq P lS0BpRn,1ˆRnqXCcpRn,1ˆRnq with
B :“ BpRn,1ˆRnq. Since the functions in question are compactly supported in z, they
can be expressed in terms of Fourier (inverse) transform:
ż
eiz¨ξ pkpx, y, ξq d¯ξ “ kpx, y, zq
“ κ0py, zq ` κ1px, y, zq
“
ż
eiz¨ξ pκ0py, ξq d¯ξ ` ż eiz¨ξ pκ1px, y, ξq d¯ξ
From the uniqueness of Fourier transform, in particular we have
pkpx, y, ξq “ pκ0py, ξq ` pκ1px, y, ξq.
Note that pκ0 is Schwartz in both variables. Also, observe that
∣∣rp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|qξs`pxBxqαBβy Bγξ pκ1px, y, ξq∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣ż B`z e´iz¨ξ zαrp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|qs`pxBxqαBβyκ1px, y, zq dz∣∣∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣∣ ÿ
`1``2“`
ż
e´iz¨ξpB`1z zαqrp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|qs`pxBxqαBβy B`2z κ1px, y, zq dz
∣∣∣∣∣ ď C.
The following definition is motivated thereby:
Definition 1.2.8. Let m P R. Assume that apx, y, z, ξq P C8pR˚n,1px,yq ˆ Rnz ˆ Rnξ q X
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CpRn,1px,yq ˆ Rnz ˆ Rnξ q. a is in Smbl pRn,1ˆ Rn;Rnq if a can be written as
apx, y, z, ξq “ a0py, z, ξq ` a1px, y, z, ξq,
such that a0 P SmpRn´1ˆRn;Rnq, and a1 satisfies the following condition: given any
multi-indexes α, β, γ and k P N, there is some constant Ckαβγ, such that
∣∣pxBxqαpByBzqβBγξ a1px, y, z, ξq∣∣ ă Ckαβγ rp1` |lnx|q p1` |y|` |z|qs´k p1` |ξ|qm´|γ|.
(1.2.5)
Denote the collection of functions satisfying (1.2.5) by lSmB pRn,1 ˆ Rn;Rnq.
Proposition 1.2.9. Let ψ P C8pRn,1 ˆ Rnq such that ψ ” 0 near Rn,1 ˆ t0u. Given
any a P Smbl pRn,1ˆ Rn;Rnq with m P R, define a distribution u by
u :“
ż
eizξ apx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ,
then ψu P S0blpRn,1 ˆ Rnq, that is, ψu can be written as
ψupx, y, zq “ u0py, zq ` u1px, y, zq,
where u0 P S0pRn´1 ˆ Rnq “ C8pRn´1 ˆ Rnq, and u1 P lS0BpRn,1 ˆ Rnq.
Proof. Let ρ P SpRnq with ρp0q “ 1. Define
ur :“
ż
eizξ arpx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ,
where arpx, y, z, ξq “ ρprξqapx, y, z, ξq with 0 ă r ă 1. Note that by the continuity
principle, ur
rÑ0ÝÝÑ u and ψur rÑ0ÝÝÑ ψu as distributions. We will show that ψur
converges to a function satisfying the desired properties. In what follows, we denote
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ř
j B2ξj by |Bξ|2. Given any z ‰ 0, we compute
ur “ 1|z|2δ
ż
p|z|2qδ eizξ arpx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ
“ 1|z|2δ
ż
p´1qδ
´`|Bξ|2˘δ eizξ¯ arpx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ
“ 1|z|2δ
ż
p´1qδ eizξ
´`|Bξ|2˘δ arpx, y, z, ξq¯ d¯ξ
“ p´1qδ 1|z|2δ
ÿ
|δ1|`|δ2|“2δ
δ1`δ2Pp2Nqn
ż
Dδ1,δ2 e
izξ r|δ1|pBδ1ξ ρqprξqpBδ2ξ aqpx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ,
where Dδ1,δ2 is some constants, hence
pxBxqαBβy Bγzur “ p´1qδ
ÿ
|δ1|`|δ2|“2δ
δ1`δ2Pp2Nqn
γ1`γ2`γ3“γ
ż
ξγ2 eizξpBδ1ξ ρqprξq
`pxBxqαBβy Bγ3z Bδ2ξ a˘ px, y, z, ξq d¯ξ
ˆDδ1,δ2Bγ1z
˜
i|γ2|r|δ1|
|z|2δ
¸
. (1.2.6)
Now fix an integer δ ą m`2n`|γ|
2
. Observe that
∣∣∣∣r|δ1| ż ξγ2 eizξpBδ1ξ ρqprξqppxBxqαBβy Bγ3z Bδ2ξ aqpx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ∣∣∣∣
“r
|δ1|
r
∣∣∣∣ż ξγ2 eizξ{rpBδ1ξ ρqpξqppxBxqαBβy Bγ3z Bδ2ξ aqpx, y, z, ξr q d¯ξ
∣∣∣∣
ďC|α|,|β|,|γ|,δ r
|δ1|
r
ż
p1` |ξ|q|γ| ∣∣pBδ1ξ ρqpξq∣∣ˆ1` |ξ|r
˙m´δ2
d¯ξ
“
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
C|α|,|β|,|γ|,δ
r2δ
r1`m
ż ∣∣pBδ1ξ ρqpξq∣∣ p1` |ξ|qm`|γ|´δ2 d¯ξ, if m´ δ2 ě 0,
C|α|,|β|,|γ|,δ
r|δ1|
r
ż ∣∣pBδ1ξ ρqpξq∣∣ p1` |ξ|qm`|γ|´δ2 d¯ξ, if ´ 2n´ |γ| ă m´ δ2 ă 0,
C|α|,|β|,|γ|,δ r|δ1|
ż ∣∣pBδ1ξ ρqprξq∣∣ p1` |ξ|qm`|γ|´δ2 d¯ξ, if m´ δ2 ď ´2n´ |γ| ,
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thus all terms in (1.2.6) with |δ1| ą 0 vanish as r approaches 0, and consequently,
lim
rÑ0
∣∣pxBxqαBβy Bγzur∣∣ ď2δ ÿ
γ1`γ2`γ3“γ
∣∣∣Bγ1z |z|´2δ∣∣∣
¨
ż ∣∣∣ξγ2ppxBxqαBβy Bγ3z `|Bξ|2˘δ aqpx, y, z, ξq∣∣∣ d¯ξ
ď2δC|α|,|β|,|γ|,δ
ż
p1` |ξ|q´2n d¯ξ ˆ
ÿ
γ1`γ2`γ3“γ
∣∣∣Bγ1z |z|´2δ∣∣∣ ,
which implies that ψur converges to a function in C
8pR˚n,1ˆRnq whose b-derivatives
are bounded over any compact set, since ψ ” 0 near tz “ 0u, that is, ψu “
limrÑ0 ψur P S0pRn,1 ˆ Rnq.
Now write a “ a0 ` a1 with a0 P SmpRn´1 ˆRn;Rnq and a1 P lSmB pRn,1 ˆRn;Rnq.
Then correspondingly pu0qr P S0pRn´1 ˆ Rnq and pu1qr P lS0BpRn,1 ˆ Rnq. Note that
ψpx, y, zq “ ψp0, y, zq ` xψ1px, y, zq “ ψ0py, zq ` xψ1px, y, zq for some ψ1px, y, z Pq P
C8pRn,1 ˆ Rnq, hence
ψurpx, y, zq “ ψ0py, zqpu0qrpy, zq ` xψ1px, y, zqpu0qRpy, zq
` ψ0py, zqpu1qrpx, y, zq ` xψ1px, y, zqpu1qrpx, y, zq.
Define u0 :“ limrÑ0 ψ0py, zqpu0qrpy, zq and u1 :“ limrÑ0rxψ1px, y, zqpu0qRpy, zq `
ψ0py, zq ¨ pu1qrpx, y, zq ` xψ1px, y, zqpu1qrpx, y, zqs. Then similar arguments like above
show that u1 and u2 satisfy the desired properties.
Remark. It can further be shown that ψupx, y, zq is Schwartz in z. The reader should
be advised that this observation is, in fact, the motivation for the notion of vanishing
to infinite logarithmic order.
We denote the collection of conormal distributions associated with Smbl pRn,1 ˆ
Rn;Rnq by Imbl pRn,1 ˆ Rn,Rnq. Note that in particular S0blpRn,1 ˆ Rnq – I´8bl pRn,1 ˆ
Rnq :“ I´8bl pRn,1 ˆ Rn,Rnq.
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Example 1.2.10. Let m P N and
apx, y, ξq “
ÿ
|α|ďm
i|α|aαpx, yqξα,
where aα P C8c pRn,1q. Then a P Smbl pRn,1;Rnq, since
apx, y, ξq “
ÿ
|α|ďm
i|α| paαp0, yq ` xa1αpx, yqq ξα
“
ÿ
|α|ďm
i|α|aαp0, yqξα `
ÿ
|α|ďm
i|α|xa1αpx, yqξα
“ a0py, ξq ` a1px, y, ξq,
where a1α P C8c pRn,1q by the Taylor’s theorem. We will see that
u :“
ż
eizξ apx, y, ξq d¯ξ
vanishes outside tz “ 0u. In fact, with the same notations as in Proposition 1.2.9, we
compute
ψur “ ψ
ż
eizξ ρprξq
ÿ
|α|ďm
i|α|aαpx, yqξα d¯ξ
“ ψ
ÿ
|α|ďm
aαpx, yq
r|α|`1
pBαz qpqpzr q
ď ψ
ÿ
|α|ďm
aαpx, yq
r|α|`1
Cαp1`
∣∣∣z
r
∣∣∣q´|α|´2
“ ψ
ÿ
|α|ďm
Cαaαpx, yqrpr ` |z|q´|α|´2.
Hence
ψu “ lim
rÑ0ψur “ 0.
The claim then follows from the arbitrariness of ψ.
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The following lemma is proved in the same way as Lemma 1.2.3.
Lemma 1.2.11. Assume that apx, y, z, ξq P C8pR˚n,1px,yqˆRnz ˆRnξ qXCpRn,1px,yqˆRnz ˆ
Rnξ q such that ap0, y, z, ξq P SmpRn´1 ˆ Rn;Rnq. Then a P Smbl pRn,1ˆ Rn;Rnq with
m P R if and only if given any multi-indexes α, β, γ and ` P N, there is some constant
C`αβγ, such that
∣∣xαBαx pByBzqβBγξ a1px, y, z, ξq∣∣ ă C`αβγ rp1` |lnx|q p1` |y|` |z|qs´` p1` |ξ|qm´|γ|,
where a1px, y, z, ξq “ apx, y, z, ξq ´ ap0, y, z, ξq.
The next result is an adaptation of the coordinate invariance in the standard
theory of conormal distributions.
Proposition 1.2.12. Assume that
F : Rn,1 ˆ Rn ÝÑ Rn,1 ˆ Rn
px, y, zq ÞÝÑ pxfpx, y, zq, gpx, y, zq, hpx, y, zqq
is a diffeomorphism with hpx, y, 0q “ 0. Let a P Smbl pRn,1ˆRn;Rnq, ψ P C8c pRn,1ˆRnq,
and define u P Imbl pRn,1ˆ Rn,Rn,1ˆ t0uq by
upu, v, wq “ ψ
ż
eiv¨ξ apu, v, w, ξq d¯ξ
Then
F ˚upx, y, zq “
ż
eiz¨ξ a1px, y, z, ξq d¯ξ.
where a1 “ ra` r, with ra defined in (1.2.7) and r P S´8bl pRn,1 ˆ Rn;Rnq.
Proof. Let ρpξq P SpRnq with ρp0q “ 1 and
ur :“ ψ
ż
eiv¨ξ ρprξqapu, v, w, ξq d¯ξ,
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then ur P I´8bl pRn,1ˆRnq. Note that fpx, y, zq ą 0 and hpx, y, zq “ rhpx, y, zqz, whererhpx, y, zq is a matrix-valued function with rhpx, y, 0q “ Bzhpx, y, 0q. In addition, rh is
invertible in a neighborhood of tz “ 0u. We compute
F ˚urpx, y, zq “ ψ ˝ F
ż
eihpx,y,zq¨ξ ρprξqapF px, y, zq, ξq d¯ξ
“ rψ ż eirhpx,y,zqz¨ξ ρprξqapF px, y, zq, ξq d¯ξ
“ rψ ż eiz¨rhpx,y,zqT ξ ρprξqapF px, y, zq, ξq d¯ξ,
where rψ “ ψ ˝ F . Now let φ P C8pRn,1 ˆ Rnq such that φ ” 1 near tz “ 0u and
supported inside the set where rh is invertible. Write F ˚ur “ φF ˚ur ` p1 ´ φqF ˚ur.
With the change of variables ξ Ñ hT ξ,
φF ˚urpx, y, zq “
ż
eiz¨rhpx,y,zqT ξ φ rψρprξqapF px, y, zq, ξq d¯ξ
“
ż
eiz¨ξ
ρpprhT q´1rξqφ rψ∣∣∣detrh∣∣∣ apF px, y, zq, prhT q´1ξq d¯ξ
“
ż
eiz¨ξ rρpx, y, z, rξqrapx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ
where rρpx, y, z, ξq “ ρpprhT q´1px, y, zqξq (defined over suppφ), and
rapx, y, z, ξq “ φ rψ∣∣∣detrh∣∣∣px, y, zqapF px, y, zq, prhT q´1ξq . (1.2.7)
Let G “ supp rψX suppφ, then in particular G is compact and supprap¨, ξq Ă G. Note
that ra|x“0 is in SmpRn´1 ˆRn;Rnq, since a|u“0 P SmpRn´1 ˆRn;Rnq, rψ is compactly
supported and prhT q´1 is an invertible matrix, in particular c |ξ| ď ∣∣∣prhT q´1ξ∣∣∣ ď C |ξ|
over the support of ψ. Let
ra1px, y, z, ξq “ rapx, y, z, ξq ´ rap0, y, z, ξq.
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Arguing similarly as in Lemma 1.2.4, we have
pxBxqαpByBzqβBγξra1 “ ÿ
|λ|“|γ|
δ``θ“α`|β|
Hαβγλδθ pQξqθxδBδupBvBwqBλξ a1pF, prhT q´1ξq
“
ÿ
|λ|“|γ|
δ``θ“α`|β|
Pαβγλδθ a1pF, prhT q´1ξq,
where Qξ “ ři,j ξiBξj and Hαβγλδθ P C8c pRn,1 ˆ Rnq. By Lemma 1.2.11, that prhT q´1 is
an invertible matrix and that minG |f | ą 0, we have
sup
px,y,zqPG
∣∣∣∣∣rp1` |lnx|qp1` |py, zq|qskp1` |ξ|q|λ|´mf δPαβγλδθf δ a1pF, prhT q´1ξq
∣∣∣∣∣ ă 8,
and consequently, ra P Smbl pRn,1ˆ Rn;Rnq. In addition, we define
φF ˚u :“ lim
rÑ0φF
˚ur
“
ż
eiz¨ξ rapx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ.
The reason for choice of notation above will be clear momentarily. On the other
hand, note that p1 ´ φqF ˚u “ F ˚p1 ´ rφqu where rφ “ φ ˝ F´1. Since F preserves
Rn,1 ˆ t0u, 1´ rφ vanishes near Rn,1 ˆ t0u as 1´ φ does. Hence by Proposition 1.2.9,
p1´ rφqu P I´8bl pRn,1 ˆ Rnq, then by Proposition 1.2.5, p1´ φqF ˚u P I´8bl pRn,1 ˆ Rnq.
Since limrÑ0p1 ´ φqF ˚ur “ limrÑ0 F ˚p1 ´ rφqur “ F ˚p1 ´ rφqu “ p1 ´ φqF ˚u, we
conclude that
F ˚u “ lim
rÑ0F
˚ur “ lim
rÑ0φF
˚ur ` lim
rÑ0p1´ φqF
˚ur “ φF ˚u` p1´ φqF ˚u.
Lemma 1.2.13 (Asymptotic completeness). Given a sequence aj P Sm´jbl pRk,1;Rnq,
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j P N, there exists an a P Smbl pRk,1;Rnq, such that for all N P N,
a´
N´1ÿ
j“0
aj P Sm´Nbl pRk,1;Rnq.
Proof. The argument is standard. We give a formula for a and leave the verification
to the reader.
Assume that aj “ aj0`aj1 with aj0 P Sm´jpRk´1y ;Rnξ q and aj1 P lSm´jB pRk,1px,yq;Rnξ q Let
ψ P C8pRnq such that ψ ě 0 and
ψpξq “
$’’&’’%
0, if |ξ| ď 1;
1, if |ξ| ě 2.
Let
j “ 1
2p1` δjq ,
where
δj “ maxt sup
|α|ďj
∣∣Bαξ ψ∣∣ ¨ sup
p,|β|,|γ|ďj
∣∣p1` |y|qpp1` |ξ|qj`|γ|´mBβy Bγξ aj0∣∣,
sup
|α|ďj
∣∣Bαξ ψ∣∣ ¨ sup
p,q,|β|,|γ|ďj
∣∣rp1` |lnx|` |y|qspp1` |ξ|qj`|γ|´mpxBxqqBβy Bγξ aj1∣∣u.
Then
a :“
8ÿ
j“0
ψpjξqaj
satisfies the desired condition.
We are now prepared to present the precise definition of our operators.
Definition 1.2.14. Let m P R. K P Ψmbl pXq if K is a distributional right b-density
on X2b satisfying the following conditions:
1. Given ψ P C8c pX2b z∆bq, ψK is in Ψ´8bl pXq.
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smooth
smooth
vanishing to infinite log order
log-controlled growth
Figure 1.1: Schwartz Kernel of Ψmbl pXq
2. Given any coordinate patch U near ∆b, ψ P C8c pUq and a local trivialization µ1
of Ωb,R over U ,
(a) if U – Rnx ˆ Rnz away from the front face such that ∆b – Rnx ˆ t0uz, then
ψK “
ż
eiz¨ξ apx, ξq d¯ξ ¨ µ1
for some a P SmpRn;Rnq;
(b) if U – Rn,1px,yq ˆ Rnz near the front face such that ∆b – Rn,1px,yq ˆ t0uz then
ψK “
ż
eiz¨ξ apx, y, ξq d¯ξ ¨ µ1
for some a P Smbl pRn,1;Rnq.
Elements in Ψmbl pXq are called bl-pseudodifferential operators of order m. As
a distribution right b -density, K P Ψmbl pXq defines a continuous linear map K :
C8pX2b ,Ωb,Lq Ñ C. Note that we have Ψmbl pXq Ă Imbl pX2b ,∆b,Ωb,Rq, where
Imbl pX2b ,∆b,Ωb,Rq :“ Imbl pX2b ,∆bq b C8pX2b ,Ωb,Rq.
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See Figure 1.1 for a diagrammatic description.
Theorem 1.2.15. For any m P R, there is a linear map bσm : Ψmbl pXq Ñ Srmsbl pbT ˚Xq
such that the sequence
0 Ψm´1bl pXq Ψmbl pXq Srmsbl pbT ˚Xq 0
bσm
is exact.
Proof. Given any K P Ψmbl pXq, there exist finitely many uj P Imbl pX2b ,∆bq and µj P
C8pX2b ,Ωb,Rq such that
K “
ÿ
j
uj b µj.
Note that the pullback of Ωb,RpX2b q
ˇˇ
∆b
to N˚∆b is isomorphic to Ωb,tpN˚∆bq (see
(B.2)). Fix a representative of σmpujq for each j and denote it by rσmpujq, then by
Theorem A.8, (B.3), and Corollary B.3.1, we have
bσmpKq :“
ÿ
j
rrσmpujq b pµj ˇˇ∆bq1s
P Srmsbl pN˚∆b,Ωf pN˚∆bq b Ωb,tpN˚∆bqq
– Srmsbl pN˚∆b,ΩbpN˚∆bqq
– Srmsbl pbT ˚Xq,
where pµj
ˇˇ
∆b
q1 is the lifting of µj
ˇˇ
∆b
to N˚∆b. Thus we obtain the map bσm : Ψmbl pXq Ñ
S
rms
bl pbT ˚Xq. The exactness of the sequence follows from the correspondent property
of the (principal) symbol map σm of I
m
bl pX2b ,∆bq.
bσmpKq is called the (b -)principal symbol of K P Ψmbl pXq. K is called (partially)
elliptic if bσmpKq is invertible for all ξ ‰ 0 in bT ˚X.
For m P N, an element P P ImpX2b ,∆b,Ωb,Rq Ă Imbl pX2b ,∆b,Ωb,Rq is said to be in
Diffmb pXq if P satisfies condition 2 in Definition 1.2.14 such that the local left symbols
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Figure 1.2: Schwartz Kernel of a b-differential operator
are polynomials in ξ of total degree m with compactly supported, smooth coefficients,
that is, for example, when U X ff X∆b ‰ ∅, then
apx, y, ξq “
ÿ
|α|ďm
i|α|aαpx, yqξα,
where aα P C8c pUq. Recall that P is supported in ∆b (Figure 1.2, see also Example
1.2.10), hence the following result is immediate.
Proposition 1.2.16. For any m P N, Diffmb pXq Ă Ψmbl pXq.
Diffmb pXq is called the collection of b -differential operators of order m by Melrose.
1.3 Mapping properties
In this and the next section, we will review how to interpret elements in Ψb˚lpXq
as linear maps on certain classes of nice (scalar) functions, hence justify the term
“operators”.
We will go over a model scenario in relatively plain terms first. Let X “ r0, 1q.
Denote a point of X2 as px, x1q . Let ps, ρq P p´8,8q ˆ r0, 1q be coordinates of X2b
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near the front face such that in the interiors of X2b and X
2,
s “ lnp x
x1
q, ρ “ x` x1.
Then the blow-down map is given by
β2b : ps, ρq ÝÑ p ρ1` e´s ,
pe´s
1` e´s q.
Hence, the Jacobian is
∣∣∣∣Bpx, x1qBps, ρq
∣∣∣∣ “
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣det
¨˚
˚˝ 11` e´s ρ e
´s
p1` e´sq2
e´s
p1` e´sq
´ρ e´s
p1` e´sq2
‹˛‹‚
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ “
ρ e´s
p1` e´sq2 ,
and consequently the pull back of b-density via β2b is
pβ2b q˚pψ b ϕq “ ψp ρ1` e´s qϕp
ρ e´s
1` e´s q ¨
∣∣∣∣ dρρ ds
∣∣∣∣ 12
where ψ, ϕ P 9C8c pX,Ω
1
2
b q and ψ b ϕ “ ψpxqϕpx1q ¨
∣∣ dx
x
dx1
x1
∣∣ 12 P xx1 ¨ C8c pX2,Ω 12b q.
Let κ P C8pX2b ,Ω
1
2
b q supported near ffpX2b q, then
ă κ, pβ2b q˚pψ b ϕq ą“
ż 8
´8
ż 1
0
κps, ρqψp ρ
1` e´s qϕp
p e´s
1` e´s q
dρ
ρ
ds.
Making the change of variable ρ
1`e´s ÐÑ r or ρÐÑ rp1` e´sq, we can write
ż 8
´8
ż 1
0
κps, ρqψp ρ
1` e´s qϕp
p e´s
1` e´s q
dρ
ρ
ds
“
ż 8
´8
ż 1
1`e´s
0
κps, rp1` e´sqqψprqϕpr e´sq dr
r
ds
“
ż 1
0
"ż 8
´ lnp 1
r
´1q
κps, rp1` e´sqqϕpr e´sq ds
*
ψprq dr
r
.
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Thus, we may define the action of K, the operator associated to κ, on ϕ by
Kϕprq :“
ż 8
´ lnp 1
r
´1q
κps, rp1` e´sqqϕpr e´sq ds ¨
∣∣∣∣ drr
∣∣∣∣ 12 . (1.3.1)
Now assume that ϕ P S0pXq and κ P C8pX2b ,Ω
1
2
b q such that κ vanishes to infinite
logarithmic order at the left and right boundary. Then (1.3.1) still makes sense. More
precisely, we have the following computation
rBrpKϕprqq “ ´ κp´ lnp1
r
´ 1q, 1qϕp1´ rq 1
1´ r
`
ż 8
´ lnp 1
r
´1q
rp1` e´sqBρκps, rp1` e´sqqϕpr e´sq ds
`
ż 8
´ lnp 1
r
´1q
κps, rp1` e´sqqr e´s ϕ1pr e´sq ds
“´ Bisκp´ lnp1r ´ 1q, 1qprBrq
jϕp1´ rqpijp 1
1´ r , rq
`
ż 8
´ lnp 1
r
´1q
κ˜ps, rp1` e´sqqϕpr e´sq ds
`
ż 8
´ lnp 1
r
´1q
κps, rp1` e´sqqϕ˜pr e´sq ds
where i and j are both 0, pijpx, yq a polynomial in px, yq, κ˜ps, ρq “ ρBρκps, ρq Schwartz
in s, and ϕ˜ “ rBrϕprq in S0pXq, hence rBrpKϕq is bounded over X. Moreover, by
induction, it could be shown that in general prBrqαpKϕprqq is a summation consisting
of the above three types of expressions. In conclusion, we have Kϕ P S0pXq.
Before move on to the general case, we make a remark on simplification. Suppose
in addition that ϕ, ψ P C8c pr0,
?
2{2q,Ω 12b q and recall that κ is supported near the
front face, then we could extend every object to X¯ “ r0,8q or X¯2b by zero. Still
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denoted with the same notations, we obtain
Kϕprq “
ż 8
´8
κps, rp1` e´sqqϕpr e´sq ds ¨
∣∣∣∣ drr
∣∣∣∣ 12
“
ż
κps, rp1` e´sqqϕpr e´sq ds ¨
∣∣∣∣ drr
∣∣∣∣ 12
(1.3.2)
via the same computation leading to (1.3.1). Since in general we are interested in
compact manifolds, assumptions similar to this setting could always be achieved by
employing partitions of unity.
In the rest of this section, we will invoke the formulations of the mapping properties
and compositions in terms of pullbacks, products and pushforwards of b -densities (see,
e.g., [15], [24], [27], [26]). For more details of this (b -geometry) point of view, see
Appendix B. First, we look at the mapping properties.
Lemma 1.3.1. If KA P Ψ´8bl pXq, then it defines linear maps
(a) A : S0pXq ÝÑ S0pXq;
(b) A : lS0BXpXq ÝÑ lS0BXpXq; and
(c) A : S0blpXq ÝÑ S0blpXq.
Proof. We first derive a local formula for
µAϕ :“ ppiL,bq˚
`
pi˚L,bµpi
˚
R,bϕ ¨KA
˘
with µ P C8pX,Ωbq, which is essentially the same as (1.3.2). For simplicity, we
assume that KA is supported near the front face of X
2
b . Let V – Rn´1 be a coordinate
patch on Y . Then X – r0, 1qx ˆ Vy near Y , X2 – r0, 1q2px,x1q ˆ V2py,y1q near Y 2 and
X2b – r0, 1q2b ˆ V2 near ff . We may use the coordinates
pρ, ω, y, zq :“ px` x1, lnp x
x1
q, y, y ´ y1q
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on X2b near ff . In particular, we have
β2b : X
2
b ÝÑ X2
pρ, ω, y, zq ÞÝÑ p ρ
1` e´ω ,
ρ
1` eω , y, y ´ zq,
hence
piL,b : X
2
b ÝÑ X
pρ, ω, y, zq ÞÝÑ p ρ
1` e´ω , yq
and
piR,b : X
2
b ÝÑ X
pρ, ω, y, zq ÞÝÑ p ρ
1` eω , y ´ zq.
Now, by employing a partition of unity, we may further assume that KA P C8c pr0, 1q2bˆ
V2q. Them, with a bit of abuse of language, we write
KA “ KApρ, ω, y, zq ¨ µ1,
where KApρ, ω, y, zq P S0blpr0, 1q2b ˆ V2q. As a consequence,
pi˚L,bµpi
˚
R,bϕ ¨KA
“ µp ρ
1` e´ω , yqϕp
ρ
1` eω , y ´ zqKApρ, ω, y, zq ¨
∣∣∣∣ dρρ dωdydz
∣∣∣∣ .
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Suppose that κ P C8c pX2b ,Ωbq with X2b – r0, 1q2b ˆ V2. Then for any φ P C8c pX˚q,
@
κ, pi˚L,bφ
D “ ż κpρ, ω, y, zqφp ρ
1` e´ω , yq
dρ
ρ
dωdydz
“
ż "ż
κpp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zq dωdz
*
φpr, yq dr
r
dy,
thus,
ppiL,bq˚κ “
ż
κpp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zq dωdz ¨
∣∣∣∣ drr dy
∣∣∣∣ .
Now we compute
ppiL,bq˚
`
pi˚L,bµpi
˚
R,bϕ ¨KA
˘
“
ż
µpr, yqϕp1` e
´ω
1` eω r, y ´ zqKApp1` e
´ωqr, ω, y, zq dωdz ¨
∣∣∣∣ drr dy
∣∣∣∣
“
ż
KApp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zqϕpr e´ω, y ´ zq dωdz ¨ µpr, yq
∣∣∣∣ drr dy
∣∣∣∣ .
In summary, to establish the various mapping properties, we need to demonstrate
that
h :“
ż
KApp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zqϕpr e´ω, y ´ zq dωdz
satisfies the corresponding characterizing properties of the function spaces in question.
The following notations will be of convenience: we write
KacA pp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zq “ BaypρBρqcKApρ, ω, y, zq
ˇˇ
ρ“p1`e´ωqr,
ϕbdpr e´ω, y ´ zq “ BbypxBxqdϕpx, y ´ zq
ˇˇˇˇ
x“r e´ω
.
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In particular, we have
Bγy prBrqδ
`
KApp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zqϕpr e´ω, y ´ zq
˘
“
ÿ
a`b“γ
c`d“δ
CabcdK
ac
A pp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zqϕbdpr e´ω, y ´ zq (1.3.3)
for some constant Cabcd. Let r0 ą 0 be arbitrary.
(a) Let ϕ P S0pXq. We must show that h P S0pXq.
µAϕ :“ ppiL,bq˚
`
pi˚L,bµpi
˚
R,bϕ ¨KA
˘ P S0pX,Ωbq,
where µ P C8pX,Ωbq. Since KacA is of O
`p1` |ω|q´`˘ for any `, and compactly
supported in z, and ϕbd is bounded, from (1.3.3), we in fact have
sup
răr0
∣∣Bγy prBrqδhpr, yq∣∣
“ sup
răr0
∣∣∣∣ż Bγy prBrqδ `KApp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zqϕpr e´ω, y ´ zq˘ dωdz∣∣∣∣
“ sup
răr0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ż ÿ
a`b“γ
c`d“δ
CabcdK
ac
A pp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zqϕbdpr e´ω, y ´ zq dωdz
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ď
ż ÿ
a`b“γ
c`d“δ
C 1abcdp1` |ω|q´2 dω ă 8.
(b) Let ϕ P lS0BXpXq. We shall show that h P lS0BXpXq. Note that, by Peetre’s
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inequality, we have
∣∣∣∣ż KacA pp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zqϕbdpr e´ω, y ´ zq dωdz∣∣∣∣
ďC
ż p1` |ln r e´ω|q´` dω
p1` |ω|q``2
“C
ż p1` |ln r `´ω|q´` dω
p1` |ω|q``2
ďC
ż p1` |ln r|q´` p1` |ω|q` dω
p1` |ω|q``2
“D p1` |ln r|q´` .
for some constant C and D “ C şp1` |ω|q´2 dω. Thus, also from (1.3.3),
sup
răr0
∣∣p1` |ln r|q`Bγy prBrqδhpr, yq∣∣ ă 8. (1.3.4)
(c) Let ϕ P S0blpXq. We will demonstrate that h P S0blpXq. To this end, we write
ϕpx, yq “ ϕ0pyq ` ϕ1px, yq,
KApρ, ω, y, zq “ pKAq0pω, y, zq ` pKAq1pρ, ω, y, zq.
Let
h0pyq “
ż
pKAq0pω, y, zqϕ0py ´ zq dωdz,
and h1 “ h11 ` h12 ` h13, where
h11pr, yq “
ż
pKAq0pω, y, zqϕ1pr e´ω, y ´ zq dωdz,
h12pr, yq “
ż
pKAq1pp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zqϕ0py ´ zq dωdz,
h13pr, yq “
ż
pKAq1pp1` e´ωqr, ω, y, zqϕ1pr e´ω, y ´ zq dωdz.
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Since Bβy pKAq0pω, y, zq decays faster than p1` |ω|q´2 for any β, we have h0pyq P
S0pXq. We study h1j, j “ 1, 2, 3, respectively. Nevertheless, the readers should
note that the analysis on these three terms is similar. We compute
sup
răr0
∣∣p1` |ln r|q`prBrqαBβyh11pr, yq∣∣
“ sup
răr0
∣∣∣∣∣p1` |ln r|q` ÿ
β1`β2“β
ż
Cβ1Bβ1y pKAq0pω, y, zqprBrqαBβ2y ϕ1pr e´ω, y ´ zq dωdz
∣∣∣∣∣
“ sup
răr0
∣∣∣∣∣p1` |ln r|q` ÿ
β1`β2“β
ż
Cβ1Bβ1y pKAq0pω, y, zqpxBxqαBβ2y ϕ1px, y ´ zq
ˇˇ
x“r e´ω dωdz
∣∣∣∣∣
ďC sup
răr0
p1` |ln r|q`
ż
p1` ∣∣ln r e´ω∣∣q´`p1` |ω|q´`´2 dω
ďC sup
răr0
p1` |ln r|q`
ż
p1` |ln r|q´`p1` ∣∣ln e´ω∣∣q`p1` |ω|q´`´2 dω ă 8,
sup
răr0
∣∣p1` |ln r|q`prBrqαBβyh12pr, yq∣∣
“ sup
răr0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ÿ
β1`β2“β
ż
Cβ1pρBρqαBβ1y pKAq1pρ, ω, y, zq
ˇˇ
ρ“rp1`e´ωqBβ2y ϕ0py ´ zq dωdz
p1` |ln r|q´`
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ďC sup
răr0
p1` |ln r|q`
ż
p1` |ln r|q´`p1` ∣∣lnp1` e´ωq∣∣q`p1` |ω|q´`´2 dω,
in which we use the fact that
`
1` lnp1` e|ω|q˘ ă `1` lnp2 e|ω|q˘ “ `1` ln 2` ln e|ω|˘ ă p1` ln 2qp1` |ω|q.
Thus, both h11 and h12 are in
lS0BXpXq. That h13 P lS0BXpXq follows the same
argument leading to (1.3.4). In conclusion, we recognize that h “ h0 ` h1 P
S0blpXq.
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Example 1.3.2. Let ψ1 P C8pRq such that ψ1 ” 1 on p´8,´2s Y r2,8q and ψ1 ” 0
on r´1, 1s. Let ψ2 P C8c pr0, 1qq such that ψ2p0q “ 1 and ψ2 ” 0 on r
?
2{2, 1q. Let
ν “ ∣∣ dx
x
∣∣ and ν 1 be its lift to X2b under piR,b. Then KA “ ψ1pωq e´|ω| ¨ν 1 P Ψ´8bl pr0, 1q2bq
and ϕpxq “ ψ2pxqx P C8c p0, 1q Ă S0p0, 1q. Note that
Aϕpxq “
ż 8
´8
ψ1pωq e´|ω| ψ2px e´ωqx e´ω dω P S0pr0, 1qq.
However, Aϕ R C8pr0, 1qq, since limxÑ0pAϕq1pxq “ 8.
Theorem 1.3.3. Let m P R. If KA P Ψmbl pXq, then it define linear maps
(a) A : S0pXq ÝÑ S0pXq;
(b) A : lS0BXpXq ÝÑ lS0BXpXq; and
(c) A: S0blpXq ÝÑ S0blpXq.
Proof. We only prove (c). For simplicity we assume that KA is supported near ffpX2b q.
Write KA “ KA1 ` KA2 such that KA1 is supported away from lb and rb, and KA2
is supported away from ∆b. Immediately from the definition of Ψ
m
bl pXq and Lemma
1.3.1, KA2 define a linear map A2 : S
0
blpXq Ñ S0blpXq.
Let V – Rn´1 be a coordinate patch on Y “ BX. Then X – r0, 1qx ˆ Vy near Y ,
X2 – r0, 1q2px,x1q ˆ V2py,y1q near Y 2 and X2b – r0, 1q2b ˆ V2 near ffpX2b q. We may use the
coordinates
px, ω, y, zq “ px, lnp x
x1
q, y, y ´ y1q.
We further assume that KA1 is compactly supported in this coordinate patch. More
explicitly,
KA1 “ ψpω, zq
ż
eiωτ`iz¨ξ apx, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ,
where ψ P C8c pRω ˆ Rn´1z q and a P Smbl pRn,1;Rnq. Note that
piL,bpx, ω, y, zq “ px, yq
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and
piR,bpx, ω, y, zq “ px e´ω, y ´ zq,
thus, given any ϕ P S0blpXq and µ P C8pX,Ωbq,
pi˚L,bµpi
˚
R,bϕ ¨KA1
“
ż
eiωτ`iz¨ξ apx, y, τ, ξqψpω, zqϕpx e´ω, y ´ zq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µpx, yq
∣∣∣∣ dxx dωdydz
∣∣∣∣
“
ż
eiωτ`iz¨ξ a˜px, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µpx, yq
∣∣∣∣ dxx dωdydz
∣∣∣∣
where
a˜px, y, τ, ξq “
ż
apx, y, ι, ηqϕ˜px,zτ ´ ι, y, zξ ´ ηq d¯ιd¯η,
with
ϕ˜px, ω, y, zq “ ψpω, zqϕpx e´ω, y ´ zq
and
ϕ˜px, τˆ , y, ξˆq “
ż
e´iωτ´iz¨ξ ϕ˜px, ω, y, zq dωdz.
See (A.2). Therefore, by (A.7),
ppiL,bq˚
`
pi˚L,bµpi
˚
R,bϕ ¨KA1
˘
“
ż
eiωτ`iz¨ξ a˜px, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξdωdz ¨ µpx, yq
∣∣∣∣dxx dy
∣∣∣∣
“ a˜px, y, 0, 0q ¨ µpx, yq
∣∣∣∣dxx dy
∣∣∣∣ .
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It is left to show that a˜px, y, 0, 0q P S0blpXq. Write
ϕpx, yq “ ϕ0pyq ` ϕ1px, yq,
apx, y, τ, ξq “ a0py, τ, ξq ` a1px, y, τ, ξq,
ϕ˜px, ω, y, zq “ ψpω, zqϕ0py ´ zq ` ψpω, zqϕ1px e´ω, y ´ zq
“ ϕ˜0pω, y, zq ` ϕ˜1px, ω, y, zq.
Note that
∣∣∣τ δξγBβy ϕ˜0pτˆ , y, ξˆq∣∣∣ “ ∣∣∣∣ż BδωBγz e´iωτ´iz¨ξ Byϕ˜0pω, y, zq dωdz∣∣∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣ż e´iωτ´iz¨ξ BδωBγz Byϕ˜0pω, y, zq dωdz∣∣∣∣
ď Cβγδ,
(1.3.5)
∣∣τ δξγpxBxqαBβy ϕ˜1px, ω, y, zq∣∣ “ ∣∣∣∣ż e´iωτ´iz¨ξ BδωBγz pxBxqαBβy ϕ˜1px, ω, y, zq∣∣∣∣
ă C`αβγδp1` |lnx|q´`.
(1.3.6)
Then we compute
∣∣∣∣Bβy ż a0py, ι, ηqϕ˜0pzτ ´ ι, y, zξ ´ ηq d¯ιd¯η∣∣∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣∣ ÿ
β1`β2“β
Cβ1
ż
Bβ1y a0py, ι, ηqBβ2y ϕ˜0pzτ ´ ι, y, zξ ´ ηq d¯ιd¯η
∣∣∣∣∣
ďCβp1` |τ |q2p1` |ξ|q2n.
Therefore, we have
a˜0py, 0, 0q “
ż
a0py, ι, ηqϕ˜0px´ι, y, x´ηq d¯ιd¯η P S0pY q.
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Similarly, one can verify that
a˜1px, y, 0, 0q “
ż
a0py, ι, ηqϕ˜1px, x´ι, y, x´ηq ` a1px, y, ι, ηqϕ˜0px´ι, y, x´ηq
` a1px, y, ι, ηqϕ˜1px, x´ι, y, x´ηq d¯ιd¯η P lS0BXpXq.
via the estimates (1.3.5), ((1.3.6) and the definitions of S0blpXq, S0blpRn,1;Rnq. Con-
sequently, we have a˜px, y, 0, 0q “ a˜0py, 0, 0q ` a˜1px, y, 0, 0q P S0blpXq, and the proof is
completed.
Example 1.3.4. Suppose that KP P Diffmb pXq is compactly supported in some co-
ordinate patch near ∆b X ff :
KP “ ψpω, zq
ż
eiωτ`iz¨ξ apx, yqiαταi|β|ξβ d¯τ d¯ξ
with α` |β| “ m and ψ ” 1 in a neighborhood of 0. We will derive a local expression
of P : S0pXq Ñ S0pXq. Given any ϕ P S0pXq, by Theorem 1.3.3,
Pϕ “ rapx, y, 0, 0q
“
ż
apx, yqiαιαi|β|ηβϕ˜px, x´ι, y, x´ηq d¯ιd¯η
“ apx, yq
ż
pBαωBβz ϕ˜qpx, x´ι, y, x´ηq d¯ιd¯η
“ apx, yqpBαωBβz ϕ˜qpx, 0, y, 0q
“ apx, yqpxBxqαBβyϕpx, yq.
1.4 Compositions
We now study the compositions of bl-pseudodifferential operators. In what follows,
we will use A, B, et cetera, to denote the operators acting on functions, and KA,
KB, et cetera, to denote the Schwartz kernels as distributional right b -densities. The
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notations for the collections of both types of objects will not be distinguished, though.
Lemma 1.4.1. We have Ψ´8bl pXq ˝Ψ´8bl pXq Ă Ψ´8bl pXq.
Proof. Let A,B P Ψ´8bl pXq. We must show that
µKAB “ ppiCq˚
`
pi˚C,bµpi
˚
F,bKApi
˚
S,bKB
˘ P S0blpX2b ,Ωbq.
By using a partition of unity, it suffices to assume that KA, KB are supported in
some coordinate patches of X2b .
If V – Rn´1 is a coordinate patch on Y “ BX, then near the boundary we
can decompose X – r0, 1qx ˆ Vy. Note that X2b – r0, 1q2b ˆ V2 near ffpX2b q and
X3b – r0, 1q3b ˆ V3 near ffpX3b q. Let ` be an arbitrary natural number. Assume that
µ “ ∣∣dx
x
dy
∣∣ P C8 pr0, 1q ˆ V ,Ωbq. We will continue to denote the lift of µ to X2b via
piL,b by µ, while the lift via piR,b is denoted by µ
1. We break the analysis into a couple
of steps according to various coordinate patches involved. The explicit coordinates
used below are collected in Appendix B.
Step 1. We analyze µKAB near the intersection of mb, ff and fs of X
3
b . With a little abuse
of notations, we write
KA “ KApx, ω, y, y1q ¨ µ1
near rbpX2b q, and
KB “ KBpγ, x1, y, y1q ¨ µ1
near lbpX2b q. Then
pi˚C,bµpi
˚
F,bKApi
˚
S,bKB “ KApx2 es, t, y, y1qKBps` t, x2, y1, y2q
∣∣∣∣ dsdt dx2x2 dydy1dy2
∣∣∣∣ .
We recall how to derive the local formula for the pushforward via piC,b. Suppose that
κ P C8pX3b ,Ωbq supported near the intersection of mb, ff and fs, then given any
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ϕ P 9C8pX2b q,
x ppiC,bq˚κ, ϕ y :“ xκ, ppiC,bq˚ϕ y
“
ż
κps, t, x2, y, y1, y2qϕps, x2, y, y1q dsdt dx
2
x2
dydy1dy2
“
ż "ż
κps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q dtdy2
*
ϕps, x2, y, y1q ds dx
2
x2
dydy1.
Hence we have
ppiC,bq˚κ “
ż
κps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q dtdy2,
and consequently
µKAB “ ppiC,bq˚ppi˚C,bµpi˚F,bKApi˚S,bKBq
“
ż
KApx2 es, t, y, y1qKBps` t, x2, y1, y2q dtdy2 ¨
∣∣∣∣ ds dx2x2 dydy1
∣∣∣∣
“ KCps, x2, y, y1q ¨
∣∣∣∣ ds dx2x2 dydy1
∣∣∣∣ .
Clearly KC is well defined. In fact, we will show that KCps, x2, y, y1q P S0blpX2b q. To
see this, recall that we can write
KApx2 es, t, y, y1q “ K0Apt, y, y1q `K1Apx2 es, t, y, y1q,
KBps` t, x2, y1, y2q “ K0Bps` t, y1, y2q `K1Bps` t, x2, y1, y2q.
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We will use Peetre’s inequality (A.5) a couple of times.
∣∣∣∣ż K0AptqK0Bps` tq dt∣∣∣∣ ď ż C` p1` |t|q´`´2 p1` |s` t|q´` dt
“ C`
ż
p1` |t|q´`´2 p1` |s|q´` p1` |t|q`
ď C`
ż
p1` |t|q´2 dt ¨ p1` |s|q´`
“ D`p1` |s|q´`.
for some constant C` and D` “ C`
ş p1` |t|q´2 dt.
∣∣∣∣ż K0Apt, qK1Bps` t, x2q dtdy2∣∣∣∣ ď ż C` p1` |t|q´`´2 rp1` |s` t|qp1` |lnx2|qs´` dt
ď
ż
C` p1` |t|q´2 dt ¨ rp1` |s|qp1` |lnx2|qs´`
ď D` rp1` |s|qp1` |lnx2|qs´` .
∣∣∣∣ż K1Apx2 es, tqK0Bps` tq dt∣∣∣∣ ď ż C`p1` |lnx2 es|q´`p1` |t|q´2`´2p1` |s` t|q´2` dt
ď C`p1` |lnx2 ` s|q´`p1` |t|q´2`´2p1` |s` t|q´2` dt
ď C`
ż
p1` |lnx2|q´`p1` |s|q`´2`p1` |t|q2`´2`´2 dt
ď D` rp1` |lnx2|qp1` |s|qs´` .
With the exact same argument as above, we also have
∣∣∣∣ż K1Apx2 es, tqK1Bps` t, x2q dt∣∣∣∣ ď C` rp1` |lnx2|qp1` |s|qs´` .
Define
K0Cps, x2, y, y1q “
ż
K0Apt, y, y1qK0Bps` t, y1, y2q dtdy2,
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and
K1Cps, x2, y, y1q “
ż
K0Apt, y, y1qK1Bps` t, x2, y1, y2q
`K1Apx2 es, t, y, y1qK0Bps` t, y1, y2q
`K1Apx2 es, t, y, y1qK1Bps` t, x2, y1, y2q dtdy2,
Then KC “ K0C `K1C . We have seen that
∣∣K0Cps, y, y1q∣∣ “ O `p1` |s|q`˘
and ∣∣K1Cps, x2, y, y1q∣∣ “ O ´rp1` |lnx2|qp1` |s|qs`¯
for an arbitrary ` P N.
Observe now that for any α, β, γ, the b-derivative
pByBy1qγpx2Bx2qαpBsqβ pKApx2 es, t, y, y1qKBps` t, x2, y1, y2qq
is a sum of terms in the form of
pByBy1qδ1pxBxqiKApx, t, y, y1q ¨ pByBy1qδ2px2Bx2qjBkγKBpγ, x2, y1, y2q
ˇˇ
x“x2es
γ“s`t
“pByBy1qδ1pxBxqi
`
K0Apt, y, y1q `K1Apx, t, y, y1q
˘ ˇˇ
x“x2es
γ“s`t
¨ pByBy1qδ2px2Bx2qjBkγ
`
K0Bpγ, y1, y2q `K1Bpγ, x2, y1, y2q
˘ ˇˇ
x“x2es
γ“s`t
“pByBy1qδ1pxBxqiK0Apt, y, y1q
ˇˇ
x“x2es
γ“s`t
` pByBy1qδ1pxBxqiK1Apx, t, y, y1q
ˇˇ
x“x2es
γ“s`t
` pByBy1qδ2px2Bx2qjK0Bpγ, y1, y2q
ˇˇ
x“x2es
γ“s`t
` pByBy1qδ2px2Bx2qjK1Bpγ, x2, y1, y2q
ˇˇ
x“x2es
γ“s`t
,
hence the same argument as to K0Cps, y, y1q and K1Cps, x2, y, y1q themselves shows that
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their b -derivatives also decays in the same way. Since ` is arbitrary, KCps, x2, y, y1q P
S0blpX2b q.
Step 2. Near fsX lbX ff Ă X3b , we have
pi˚C,bµpi
˚
F,bKApi
˚
S,bKB
“ KAps, x2 et, y, y1qKBpt, x2, y1, y2q
∣∣∣∣ dsdt dx2x2 dydy1dy2
∣∣∣∣ .
Note that
@
κ, pi˚C,bϕ
D
“
ż
κ ¨ ϕps` t, x2, y, y1q dsdt dx
2
x2
dydy1dy2
“
ż "ż
κpu´ t, t, x2, y, y1, y2q dtdy2
*
ϕpu, x2, y, y1q du dx
2
x2
dydy1
“
ż "ż
κps, u´ s, x2, y, y1, y2q dsdy2
*
ϕpu, x2, y, y1q du dx
2
x2
dydy1,
hence
ppiC,bq˚κ “
ż
κps´ t, t, x2, y, y1, y2q dtdy2
“
ż
κps, t´ s, x2, y, y1, y2q dsdy2.
Therefore, we compute
µKAB “ ppiC,bq˚ppi˚C,bµpi˚F,bKApi˚S,bKBq
“
ż
KAps´ t, x2 et, y, y1qKBpt, x2, y1, y2q dtdy2
∣∣∣∣ ds dx2x2 dydy1
∣∣∣∣
“ KCps, x2, y, y1q ¨
∣∣∣∣ ds dx2x2 dydy1
∣∣∣∣
Following the same lines as in Step 1, one could show that KCps, x2, y, y1q P S0blpX2b q.
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Step 3. Near csX lbX ff Ă X3b , we have
pi˚C,bµpi
˚
F,bKApi
˚
S,bKB
“ KAps` t, x1, y, y1qKBpx1, t, y1, y2q
∣∣∣∣ ds dx1x1 dtdydy1dy2
∣∣∣∣ .
Note that
@
κ, pi˚C,bϕ
D
“
ż
κ ¨ ϕps, x1 et, y, y1q ds dx
1
x1
dtdydy1dy2
“
ż "ż
κps, ue´t, t, y, y1, y2q dtdy2
*
ϕps, u, y, y1q ds du
u
dydy1,
thus,
ppiC,bq˚κ “
ż
κps, x1e´t, t, y, y1, y2q dtdy2.
Consequently,
µKAB “ ppiC,bq˚ppi˚C,bµpi˚F,bKApi˚S,bKBq
“
ż
KAps` t, x1e´t, y, y1qKBpx1e´t, t, y1, y2q dtdy2
∣∣∣∣ ds dx1x1 dydy1
∣∣∣∣
“ KCps, x1, y, y1q
∣∣∣∣ ds dx1x1 dydy1
∣∣∣∣
The proof to that KCps, x2, y, y1q P S0blpX2b q is the same as Step 1.
In summary, away from the faces ss and rb, piC˚,bµpiF˚,bKApiS˚,bKB pushes forward under
piC,b to define the kernel of an element in S
0
blpX2b ,Ωbq. Similarly arguments show the
same thing away from fs and lb. Note that the interior of X3b is isomorphic to the
interior of X3, so the analysis for the case when piC˚,bµpiF˚,bKApiS˚,bKB is supported
away from the front face is identical to that of closed manifolds and consequently the
kernel of AB is clearly smooth there. Since µ is a (local) trivialization of Ωb,LpX2b q,
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in conclusion, we have AB P Ψ´8bl pXq.
Theorem 1.4.2. If m,m1 P R, then Ψmbl pXq ˝Ψm1bl pXq Ď Ψm`m1bl pXq.
Proof. Let KA P Ψmbl pXq and KB P Ψm1bl pXq. For simplicity, we assume that KA and
KB are supported near ffpX2b q. Write KA “ KA1 `KA2 and KB “ KB1 `KB2 , where
KA1 , KB1 are both supported away from lb and rb, and where KA2 , KB2 are both
supported away from ∆b, thus, by definition, are elements in Ψ
´8
bl pXq. Then,
AB “ A1B1 ` A1B2 ` A2B1 ` A2B2.
By Lemma 1.4.1, A2B2 P Ψ´8bl pXq. We will analyze the other three terms. As before,
we work with local coordinates. Let V – Rn´1 be a coordinate patch on Y “ BX.
Then X – r0, 1qx ˆ Vy, X2b – r0, 1q2b ˆ V2 near ffpX2b q and X3b – r0, 1q3b ˆ V3 near
ffpX3b q. We break the proof into a couple of steps.
Step 1. We consider first A1B1. In X
2
b , near ∆bpX2b q X ffpX2b q, we may use coordinates
px, s, y, zq :“ px, lnx1{x, y, y ´ y1q, then ∆bpX2b q “ tps, zq “ p0, 0qu. Denote ω “ ps, zq
and η “ pλ, ξq, we can write
KA1 “ ϕpωq
ż
eiω¨η apx, y, ηq d¯η ¨ µ1,
KB1 “
ż
eiω¨η bpx, y, ηq d¯η ¨ µ1,
(1.4.1)
where a P Smbl pRn,1;Rnq, b P Sm1bl pRn,1;Rnq, ϕ P C8c pRnq with ϕ ” 1 on a sufficiently
large neighborhood of 0, and where we may assume that µ “ ∣∣dx
x
dy
∣∣ P C8pX,Ωbq and
µ1 “ piR˚,bpµq. Moreover, we can write
apx, y, ηq “a0py, ηq ` a1px, y, ηq,
bpx, y, ηq “b0py, ηq ` b1px, y, ηq.
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Note that piC˚,bµpiF˚,bKA1piS˚,bKB1 is supported near pi
´1
F,bp∆bqXpi´1S,bp∆bqXffpX3b q, hence,
in X3b , we may use coordinates
px, s, t, y, z, wq :“ px, ln x
1
x
, ln
x2
x
, y, y ´ y1, y ´ y2q.
Denote γ “ pt, wq. According to B.8 and B.9, we have
µKA1B1 “ ppiC,bq˚ppi˚C,bµpi˚F,bKA1pi˚S,bKB1q
“
ż
ϕpωq eiω¨η1 apx, y, η1q eipγ´ωq¨η2 bpxes, y ´ z, η2q d¯η1d¯η2dω ¨ µµ1
“
ż
eiγ¨η2 apx, y, η1q eiω¨pη1´η2q ϕpωqbpxes, y ´ z, η2q dωd¯η1d¯η2 ¨ µµ1
“
ż
eiγ¨η2 apx, y, η1 ` η2q eiω¨η1 ϕpωqbpxes, y ´ z, η2q dωd¯η1d¯η2 ¨ µµ1
“
ż
eiω¨η cpx, y, ηq d¯η ¨ µµ1
where
cpx, y, ηq “
ż
eiω¨ζ apx, y, ζ ` ηqϕpωqbpxes, y ´ z, ηq dωd¯ζ (1.4.2)
“
ż
eiω¨ζ a0py, ζ ` ηqϕpωqb0py ´ z, ηq dωd¯ζ
`
ˆż
eiω¨ζ a0py, ζ ` ηqϕpωqb1pxes, y ´ z, ηq dωd¯ζ
`
ż
eiω¨ζ a1px, y, ζ ` ηqϕpωqb0py ´ z, ηq dωd¯ζ
`
ż
eiω¨ζ a1px, y, ζ ` ηqϕpωqb1pxes, y ´ z, ηq dωd¯ζ
˙
“ c0py, ηq ` c1px, y, ηq.
Denote rb0py, η, ζq “ ż eiω¨ζ ϕpωqb0py ´ z, ηq dω,
then by standard approach in Fourier analysis, for any β, δ, , and k P N, there is
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some constant Ckβδ, such that
∣∣∣Bβy BδηBζrbpy, η, ζq∣∣∣ ď Ckβδrp1` |y|qp1` |ζ|qs´kp1` |η|qm1´|δ|. (1.4.3)
Hence, for any ` P N, , by (1.4.3) with β “ δ “  “ 0, k “ |m| ` 2n, and Peetre’s
inequality (see (A.5)),
|c0py, ηq| ď
ż ∣∣∣a0py, ζ ` ηqrb0py, η, ζq∣∣∣ d¯ζ
ď
ż
Dp1` |y|q´`p1` |ζ ` η|qmp1` |ζ|q´p|m|`2nqp1` |η|qm1 d¯ζ
ď p1` |y|q´`p1` |η|qm`m1
ż
D1p1` |ζ|q2n d¯ζ
“ D2p1` |y|q´`p1` |η|qm`m1
for some constant D1 and D2 “ D1 şp1` |ζ|q2n d¯ζ. Similarly, one can show that
sup
∣∣∣p1` |η|q|δ|´pm`m1qp1` |y|q`Bβy Bδηc0py, ηq∣∣∣ ă 8
for any β, δ, and ` P N, therefore c0py, ηq P SmpRn´1;Rnq.
To analyze c1px, y, ηq, we write
rb1px, y, η, ζq “ ż eiω¨ζ ϕpωqb1pxes, y ´ z, ηq dω.
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Observe that
∣∣∣ζσpxBxqαBβy BδηBζrb1px, y, η, ζq∣∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣ż pBζ eiω¨ζqζσϕpωqpxBxqαBβy Bδηb1pxes, y ´ z, ηq dω∣∣∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣∣
ż
Bσω eiω¨ζ ωϕpωq
`pxBxqαBβy Bδηb1˘ px, y, ηqˇˇˇˇ
x“xes
y“y´z
dω
∣∣∣∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣∣ ÿ
σ1`σ2“σ
Dσ1,σ2
ż
eiω¨ζ Bσ1ω pωϕpωqqBσ2ω
`pxBxqαBβy Bδηb1˘ px, y, ηqˇˇˇˇ
x“xes
y“y´z
dω
∣∣∣∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ÿ
σ1`σ2“σ
σ2“pσ21,σ22q
Dσ1,σ2
ż
eiω¨ζ Bσ1ω pωϕpωqq
`pxBxqα`σ21Bβ`σ22y Bδηb1˘ px, y, ηqˇˇˇˇ
x“xes
y“y´z
dω
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
in which we used the fact that Bsfpx esq “ pxBxfqpxq
ˇˇ
x“x es . Since∣∣∣∣∣`pxBxqαBβy Bδηb1˘ px, y, ηq
ˇˇˇˇ
x“xes
y“y´z
∣∣∣∣∣ ď Cp1` |lnx es|q´`p1` |y ´ z|q´`p1` |η|qm1´|δ|
ď Crp1` |s|qp1` |z|qs
`p1` |η|qm1´|δ|
rp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|qs` ,
we obtain an estimate similar to (1.4.3), namely,
∣∣∣pxBxqαBβy BδηBζrb1px, y, η, ζq∣∣∣ ă C`αβδrp1`|lnx|qp1`|y|qp1`|η|qs´`p1`|η|qm1´|δ|. (1.4.4)
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Consequently, we have the following estimates:
∣∣∣∣ż a0py, ζ ` ηqrb1px, y, η, ζq d¯ζ∣∣∣∣ ď ż C p1` |ζ ` η|qmp1` |η|qm1rp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|qs`p1` |ζ|qp|m|`2nq d¯ζ
ď C
ż
p1` |ζ|q´2n d¯ζ ¨ p1` |η|q
m`m1
rp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|qs`
ď D1rp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|qs´`p1` |η|qm`m1 ,
(1.4.5)∣∣∣∣ż a1px, y, ζ ` ηqrb0py, η, ζq d¯ζ∣∣∣∣ ď D2rp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|qs´`p1` |η|qm`m1 , (1.4.6)∣∣∣∣ż a1px, y, ζ ` ηqrb1px, y, η, ζq d¯ζ∣∣∣∣ ď D3rp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|qs´`p1` |η|qm`m1 . (1.4.7)
Furthermore, observe, for example, that
pxBxqαBβy Bδηa1px, y, ζ ` ηqrb1px, y, η, ζq
“
ÿ
α1`α2ďα
β1`β2“β
δ1`δ2“δ
Cα1,α2,β1,δ1pxα1Bα1x Bβ1y Bδ1η a1qpx, y, ζ ` ηqxα2Bα2x Bβ2y Bδ2η b1px, y, η, ζq,
hence
∣∣∣∣ż pxBxqαBβy Bδηa1px, y, ζ ` ηqrb1px, y, η, ζq d¯ζ∣∣∣∣ ď D`αβδp1` |η|qm`m1´|δ|rp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|qs` ,
and same symbol-type estimates hold for
ş
a0py, ζ`ηqrb1px, y, η, ζq d¯ζ and ş a1px, y, ζ`
ηqrb0py, η, ζq d¯ζ as well. In summary, we have c1px, y, ηq P lSmB pRn,1;Rnq, and cpx, y, ηq P
Smbl pRn,1;Rnq.
Step 2. Now we analyze A1B2. We first assume that B2 is supported away from rbpX2b q.
Hence we look at X3b near pi
´1
F,bp∆bpX2b qq X fs and we may use the coordinates
px2, y, s, w, t, zq :“ px2, y, ln x
x2
, y ´ y2, ln x
x1
, y ´ y1q.
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Note that X3b – X2b ˆRnpt,zq and pi´1F,bp∆bq – X2b ˆ t0u. In X2b near ffpX2b q X lb, we use
the coordinates
px1, y, γ, zq :“ px1, y, ln x
1
x
, y ´ y1q,
then we can write
KA1 “ ψpγ, zq
ż
eipγ,zq¨pτ,ξq apx1, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µ1,
KB2 “ bpx1, y, γ, zq ¨ µ1,
where a P Smbl pRn,1;Rnq, b P S0blpr0, 1q2b ˆ V2q, ψ P C8c pRnq and µ “
∣∣ dx1
x1 dy
∣∣. Write
apx1, y, τ, ξq “ a0py, τ, ξq ` a1px1, y, τ, ξq, bpx1, y, γ, zq “ b0py, γ, zq ` b1px1, y, γ, zq.
According to (B.10) and (B.11), we have
µKA1B2 “ ppiC,bq˚ppi˚C,bµpi˚F,bKA1pi˚S,bKB2q
“
ż
eiσ¨η ψpσqa1px2, y, s, σ, ηqb1px2, y, s, w, σq dσd¯η ¨ µµ1
“ cpx2, y, s, wq ¨ µµ1,
(1.4.8)
where σ “ pt, zq and η “ pτ, ξq, and where
a1px2, y, s, σ, ηq “ apx2 es´t, y, ηq
“ a0py, ηq ` a1px2 es´t, y, ηq
“ a10py, ηq ` a11px2, y, s, σ, ηq,
b1px2, y, s, w, σq “ bpx2, y ´ z, s´ t, w ´ zq
“ b0py ´ z, s´ t, w ´ zq ` b1px2, y ´ z, s´ t, w ´ zq
“ b10py, s, w, σq ` b11px2, y, s, w, σq.
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Given any indexes α, β, δ, , θ, κ and ` P N, we have the following estimates:
sup
∣∣p1` |y|q`p1` |η|q|δ|´mBβy Bδηa10py, ηq∣∣ ă 8,
sup
∣∣p1` |s´ t|q`Bβy BsBθwBκσb10py, s, w, σq∣∣ ă 8,
sup
∣∣rp1` ∣∣lnx2es´t∣∣qp1` |y|qs`p1` |η|q|δ|´mpx2Bx2qαBβy BsBκσBδηa11px2, y, s, σ, ηq∣∣ ă 8,
sup
∣∣rp1` |lnx2|qp1` |s´ t|qs`px2Bx2qαBβy BsBθwBκσb11px2, y, s, w, σq∣∣ ă 8.
Hence we have, for instance,
∣∣∣∣ηκpx2Bx2qαBβy BsBθwż eiσ¨η ϕpσqa11px2, y, s, σ, ηqb10py, s, w, σq dσ∣∣∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣ż `Bκσ eiσ¨η˘ϕpσqBβy BsBθw ppx2Bx2qαa11px2, y, s, σ, ηqq b10py, s, w, σq dσ∣∣∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣ż eiσ¨η BκσϕpσqBβy BsBθw ppx2Bx2qαa11px2, y, s, σ, ηqq b10py, s, w, σq dσ∣∣∣∣
ď
˜ ÿ
κ1ďκ
ż
Crp1` ∣∣lnx2es´t∣∣qp1` |s´ t|q2s´`Bκ1σ ϕpσq dσ
¸
¨ p1` |y|q´`p1` |η|qm
ď
˜ ÿ
κ1ďκ
ż
Crp1` |s´ t|qp1` |t|q2s`Bκ1σ ϕpσq dσ
¸
¨ p1` |η|q
m
p1` |s|q2p1` |lnx2|qp1` |y|q`
ď
˜ ÿ
κ1ďκ
ż
Cp1` |t|q3`Bκ1σ ϕpσq dσ
¸
¨ rp1` |s|qp1` |lnx2|qp1` |y|qs´`p1` |η|qm
ď Drp1` |s|qp1` |lnx2|qp1` |y|qs´`p1` |η|qm,
and consequently,
sup
∣∣∣∣∣px2Bx2qαBβy BsBθw
ş
eiσ¨η ϕpσqa11px2, y, s, σ, ηqb10py, s, w, σq dσ
rp1` |s|qp1` |lnx2|qp1` |y|qp1` |η|qs´`
∣∣∣∣∣ ă 8.
Therefore,
ż
eiσ¨η ϕpσqa11px2, y, s, σ, ηqb10py, s, w, σq dσd¯η P lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q.
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Proceed similarly, we see that c P S0blpX2b q.
Secondly we assume that B2 is supported away from lbpX2b q, and work near pi´1F,bp∆bqX
rb P X3b . We use the coordinates
px, y, s, w, t, zq :“ px, y, ln x
2
x
, y ´ y2, ln x
1
x
, y ´ y1q. (1.4.9)
in X3b and the coordinates
px, y, ω, zq :“ px, y, ln x
1
x
, y ´ y1q,
in X2b near ff X rb. We can write
KA1 “ ψpω, zq
ż
eipω,zq¨pτ,ξq a0px, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µ1,
KB2 “ b0px, y, ω, zq ¨ µ1
(1.4.10)
where a0 P Smbl pRn,1;Rnq, b0 P S0blpr0, 1q2b ˆ V2q, ψ P C8c pRnq and µ “
∣∣ dx1
x1 dy
∣∣. Then
according to (B.12) and (B.13), we have
µKA1B2 “ ppiC,bq˚ppi˚C,bµpi˚F,bKA1pi˚S,bKB2q
“ c0px, y, s, wq ¨ µµ1.
where σ “ pt, zq, η “ pτ, ξq and
c0px, y, s, wq “
ż
eiσ¨η ψpt, zqa0px, y, ηqb10px2, y, s, w, t, zq dσd¯η,
with b10px, y, s, w, t, zq “ b0px et, y´z, s´t, w´zq. Observe then that also c0 P S0blpX2b q.
In summary, we have
A1B2 P Ψ´8bl pXq.
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Step 3. Lastly we study A2B1. We first assume that A2 is supported away from lbpX2b q, then
KA2 “ a1px, y, ω, zq ¨ µ1,
KB1 “
ż
eipω,zq¨pτ,ξq b1px, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µ1.
Making use of (B.14) and (B.15), near pi´1S,bp∆bq X ss we have
µKA2B1 “ ppiC,bq˚ppi˚C,bµpi˚F,bKA2pi˚S,bKB1q
“
ż
eipt,w´zq¨pτ,ξq a1px, y, t´ s, zqb1px et´s, y ´ z, τ, ξq dtdzd¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µµ1
“ c1px, y, s, wq ¨ µµ1.
Secondly, assume that A2 is supported away from rbpX2b q, and
KA2 “ a2px1, y, γ, zq ¨ µ1
KB1 “
ż
eipγ,zq¨pτ,ξq b2px1, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µ1.
By (B.16) and (B.17), we have
µKA2B1 “ ppiC,bq˚ppi˚C,bµpi˚F,bKA2pi˚S,bKB1q
“
ż
eipt,w´zq¨pτ,ξqq a2px2 et, y, s´ t, zqb2px2, y ´ z, τ, ξq dtdzd¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µµ1
“ c2px2, y, s, wq ¨ µµ1.
Note that both c1 and c2 have very similar structure to c in (1.4.8), thus with ar-
guments comparable to those in Step 2, one can show that c1, c2 P S0blpX2b q, hence
A2B1 P Ψ´8bl pXq also.
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In conclusion, we have obtained that
AB P Ψm`m1bl pXq.
Corollary 1.4.2.1. bσm`m1pABq “ bσmpAqbσm1pBq.
Proof. Recall that the m-th principal symbols are obtained by first gluing up the local
total symbols, then projecting onto S
rms
bl pbT ˚Xq. Thus it suffices to work in local
coordinate patches. Assume that both KA and KB are supported in a coordinate
patch over the b -diagonal. Assume further that they are supported near the front
face of X2b , for simplicity. Then by the discussion leading to (1.4.2), we have
KA “ ϕpωq
ż
eiω¨η apx, y, ηq d¯η ¨ µ1,
KB “
ż
eiω¨η bpx, y, ηq d¯η ¨ µ1,
and
KAB “
ż
eiγ¨η cpx, y, ηq d¯η
“
ż
eiγ¨η
ˆż
eiω¨ζ apx, y, ζ ` ηqϕpωqbpx es, y ´ z, ηq dωd¯ζ
˙
d¯η,
where ϕ ” 1 on a neighborhood of 0. We must show that a ¨ b and c determine the
same equivalent class in S
rm`m1s
bl pRn,1;Rnq. Applying Taylor expansion to apx, y, ζ`ηq
at the last variable, we have
apx, y, ζ ` ηq “
ÿ
|α|ďk
pBαη aqpx, y, ηqζα
α!
`
ÿ
|β|“k`1
p´1qk`1pk ` 1qRβpx, y, η, ζq
β!
,
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where Rβ “ ζβ
ş1
0
p1´ tqkpBβη aqpx, y, η ` tζq dt. Observe that
ż
eiω¨ζ
ÿ
|α|ďk
pBαη aqpx, y, ηqζα
α!
ϕpωqbpx es, y ´ z, ηq dωd¯ζ
“
ÿ
|α|ďk
1
α!
pBαη aqpx, y, ηq
ż “p´Dωqα eiω¨ζ‰ϕpωqbpx es, y ´ z, ηq dωd¯ζ
“
ÿ
|α|ďk
1
α!
pDαη aqpx, y, ηq
ż
eiω¨ζ Bαω rϕpωqbpx es, y ´ z, ηqs dωd¯ζ
“
ÿ
|α|ďk
1
α!
pDαη aqpx, y, ηq
ż
eiω¨ζ
« ÿ
α1`α2“α
Cα1pBα1ω ϕpωqqpBα2ω bpx es, y ´ z, ηqq
ff
dωd¯ζ
“
ÿ
|α|ďk
pβ,γq“α
1
α!
pDαη aqpx, y, ηqppxBxqβBγy bqpx, y, ηq,
since ϕp0q “ 1 and Bαωϕp0q “ 0 for any α ‰ p0q. Note that one can also check that
ż
eiω¨ζ
ÿ
|β|“k`1
p´1qk`1pk ` 1qRβpx, y, η, ζq
β!
ϕpωqbpx es, y ´ z, ηq dωd¯ζ
is in Sm`m
1´k´1
bl pRn,1;Rnq (see also Corollay A.4.1). In particular, we have
cpx, y, ηq ´ apx, y, ηqbpx, y, ηq P Sm`m1´1bl pRn,1;Rnq.
The next result now follows from the well-known symbolic calculus of pseudodif-
ferential operators.
Theorem 1.4.3. If A P Ψmbl pXq is elliptic, then there exists Bs P Ψ´mbl pXq such that
A ˝Bs “ Id´Rs,
Bs ˝ A “ Id´Ss,
where Rs, Ss P Ψ´8bl pXq. Moreover, Bs is unique modulo Ψ´8bl pXq.
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1.5 Normal operators
In this section, we will study the normal operator associated to a bl-pseudodifferential
operator. The normal operator captures the behavior of the pseudodifferential op-
erator near the boundary, or, in the geometric point of view, at the infinity. It will
play an essential role in the study of the Fredholm property and, moreover, the index
formula.
Let R P Ψ´8bl pXq. There is a family of linear operators depending on a parameter
τ P R, N pRqpτq, at the boundary Y “ BX, induced by R via applying Fourier
transform along the boundary fiber to the restriction of KR at the front face of X
2
b .
That is, the Schwartz kernel of N pRqpτq is obtained by
N pRqpτq “
ż
e´iωτ KR
ˇˇ
ff
dω, (1.5.1)
where ω denotes the boundary fiber variable. Note that by definition KR is Schwartz
in ω, hence (1.5.1) makes sense. N pRqpτq is called the normal operator of R. It
follows immediately from the definition that N pRqpτq, as a function on R ˆ Y , is
Schwartz in τ .
The normal operators share an important feature with the principal symbols,
namely, they induce algebra homomorphisms. Here is a preliminary version.
Lemma 1.5.1. Let R, S P Ψ´8bl pXq. Then
N pR ˝ Sqpτq “ N pRqpτq ˝N pSqpτq.
Proof. Recall that near ffpX2b q, X2b – r0, 1q2b ˆ Y 2. We use the coordinates
pρ, ω, y, y1q “ px` x1, lnp x
1
x
q, y, y1q.
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Let ν be a trivialization of ΩY , and µ
1 be the lift of
∣∣ dx
x
∣∣ ¨ ν to X2b via piR,b. Assume
that near the front face,
KR “ apρ, ω, y, y1q ¨ µ1,
KS “ bpρ, ω, y, y1q ¨ µ1.
We first compute
N pRqpτq ˝N pSqpτq “
ż
e´iωτ ap0, ω, y, y2q e´iγτ bp0, γ, y2, y1q dωdγνpy2q ¨ νpy1q
“
ż
e´ipω`γqτ ap0, ω, y, y2qbp0, γ, y2, y1q dωdγνpy2q ¨ νpy1q.
To compute N pR ˝ Sqpτq, we first recall that the Schwartz kernels of R and S as dis-
tributional right-density on X2 are given by rapx, x1, y, y1q¨∣∣ dx1
x1
∣∣ νpy1q and rbpx, x1, y, y1q¨∣∣ dx1
x1
∣∣ νpy1q respectively, where
rapx, x1, y, y1q “ apx` x1, lnp x1
x
q, y, y1q
rbpx, x1, y, y1q “ bpx` x1, lnp x1
x
q, y, y1q
Moreover, the kernel of R ˝ S is given by rcpx, x1, y, y1q ¨ ∣∣ dx1
x1
∣∣ νpy1q, where
rcpx, x1, y, y1q “ ż rapx, x2, y, y2qrbpx2, x1, y2, y1q dx2
x2
νpy2q.
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Lifting rc to X2b , we have
cpρ, ω, y, y1q “ rcp ρ
1` eω ,
ρ eω
1` eω , y, y
1q
“
ż rap ρ
1` eω , x
2, y, y2qrbpx2, ρ eω
1` eω , y
2, y1q dx
2
x2
νpy2q
“
ż
ap ρ
1` eω ` x
2, lnpp1` e
ωqx2
ρ
q, y, y2q
ˆ bpx2 ` ρ e
ω
p1` eωqx2 , lnp
ρ eω
p1` eωqx2 q, y
2, y1q dx
2
x2
νpy2q.
With the change of variable γ “ lnp p1`eωqx2
ρ
q,
cpρ, ω, y, y1q “
ż
app1` e
γqρ
1` eω , γ, y, y
2qbppe
ω ` eγqρ
1` eω , ω ´ γ, y
2, y1q dγνpy2q. (1.5.2)
Thus,
N pR ˝ Sqpτq “
ż
e´iωτ cp0, ω, y, y1q dω ¨ νpy1q
“
ż
e´iωτ ap0, γ, y, y2qbp0, ω ´ γ, y2, y1q dγνpy2qdω ¨ νpy1q
“
ż
e´ipω`γqτ ap0, ω, y, y2qbp0, γ, y2, y1q dωdγνpy2q ¨ νpy1q
“ N pRqpτq ˝N pSqpτq.
Now consider A P Ψmbl pXq. Write KA “ KA1 ` KA2 such that KA1 is supported
away from lb Y rb P X2b and KA2 is supported away from ∆b P X2b . Recall that
KA2 P Ψ´8bl pXq, and locally near ff ,
KA1 “
ż
eips,zq¨pτ,ξq apr, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ,
where pr, s, y, zq “ px ` x1, ln x
x1 , y, y ´ y1q. The normal operator of A is the family
of operators N pAqpτq P ΨmpY q , with τ P R, defined by N pAqpτq :“ N pA1qpτq `
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N pA2qpτq where, locally,
N pA1qpτq :“
ż
eipy´y
1qξ ap0, y, τ, ξq d¯ξ.
Note that N pA1qpτq is also obtained by applying Fourier transform along the bound-
ary fiber to the kernel of A1 restricted to the front face of X
2
b , that is,ż
e´iτs
ˆż
eisλ`ipy´y
1q¨ξ ap0, y, λ, ξq d¯λ d¯ξ
˙
ds ¨ | dy1|
“
ż
eipy´y
1q¨ξ ap0, y, τ, ξq d¯ξ ¨ | dy1| .
Note that the continuity principle endows us with a good notion of restriction of
conormal distributions to certain submanifolds. In combination with above mentioned
point of view, we see that the normal operators are well defined, in the sense that
they are independent of the ways how conormal distributions are decomposed into
sums of compactly supported ones and smooth ones.
Remark. We also use the notation pApτq interchangeably with N pAqpτq.
Theorem 1.5.2. Let A P Ψmbl pXq, B P Ψm1bl pXq. Then
N pB ˝ Aqpτq “ N pBqpτq ˝N pAqpτq.
Proof. Due to the close relation, we will use the same set of notations and settings as
in Theorem 1.4.2. In particular, we write A “ A1 `A2 and B “ B1 `B2. Note that
N pA ˝Bqpτq “
2ÿ
j,k“1
N pAk ˝Bjqpτq
and
N pAqpτq ˝N pBqpτq “
2ÿ
j,k“1
N pAkqpτq ˝N pBjqpτq,
It suffices to show that N pAk ˝Bjqpτq “ N pAkqpτq ˝N pBjqpτq for j, k “ 1, 2. Imme-
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diately, N pA2 ˝B2qpτq “ N pA2qpτq ˝N pB2qpτq follows from Lemma 1.5.1.
Step 1. We begin with j, k “ 1. Under the same assumption as in (1.4.1), we
compute
µN pA1qpτqN pB1qpτq “ ppiCq˚ ppi˚Cµpi˚FN pA1qpτqpi˚SN pB1qpτqq
“
ż
e´isτ ϕps, y ´ y1q eisλ`ipy´y1q¨ξ ap0, y, λ, ξq eipy1´y2q¨ζ bp0, y1, τ, ζq d¯λd¯ξdsd¯ζdy1 ¨ | dy2|
“
ż
eispκ´τqϕps, y ´ y1qeipy´y1q¨ξ ap0, y, κ, ξqeipy1´y2q¨ζ bp0, y1, τ, ζq dsd¯ξd¯κd¯ζdy1 ¨ | dy2|
“
ż
e´iy
2¨ζ ap0, y, κ, ξq eirspκ´τq`py´y1q¨ξ`y1¨ζs ϕps, y ´ y1qbp0, y1, τ, ζq dsdy1d¯κd¯ξd¯ζ ¨ | dy2|
“
ż
eipy´y
2q¨ζ eisκ`iz¨ξϕps, zqap0, y, κ` τ, ξ ` ζqbp0, y ´ z, τ, ζq dsdzd¯κd¯ξd¯ζ ¨ | dy2|
“
ż
eipy´y
1q¨ξ cp0, y, τ, ξq d¯ξ ¨ | dy1| ,
where
cp0, y, τ, ξq “
ż
eips,zq¨pκ,ξq ϕps, zqap0, y, κ` τ, ξ ` ζqbp0, y ´ z, τ, ζq dsdzd¯κd¯ξ.
(1.5.3)
Comparing (1.4.2) and (1.5.3), we have N pA1 ˝B1qpτq “ N pA1qpτq ˝N pB1qpτq.
Step 2. Next we consider k “ 1, j “ 2. Recall that, near V ˆ V Ă BXˆ BX,
X2 – r0, 1q2ˆV2 with the coordinates px, x1, y, y1q. In X2b , we may use the coordinates
pr, y, s, zq :“ px` x1, y, ln x
x1
, y ´ y1q.
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Assume that the kernels of A1 and B2 in X
2
b are
KA1 “ ψps, zq
ż
eips,zq¨pτ,ξq apr, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µ1
“
ż
eips,zq¨pτ,ξq rapr, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µ1,
KB2 “ bpr, y, s, zq ¨ µ1,
(1.5.4)
where rapr, y, τ, ξq “ ş ψpzτ ´ ι, zξ ´ ηqapr, y, ι, ηq d¯ιd¯η, then their kernels as living in X2
are
K¯A1 “ ψpln xx1 , y ´ y
1q
ż
eiplnpx{x
1q,y´y1q¨pτ,ξq apx` x1, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨
∣∣∣∣ dx1x1 dy1
∣∣∣∣ ,
K¯B2 “ bpx` x1, y, ln xx1 , y ´ y
1q ¨
∣∣∣∣ dx1x1 dy1
∣∣∣∣ .
Consequently, the compositional kernel is
rcpx, x1, y, y1q “ ż eipln xx2 ,y´y2q¨pτ,ξq ψpln x
x2
, y ´ y2qapx`x2, y, τ, ξq
ˆ bpx2`x1, y2, ln x
2
x1
, y2´ y1q dx
2
x2
dy2d¯τ d¯ξ.
Lifting back to X2b and restricted to r “ 0 (the front face), we have
cp0, s, y, y1q “
ż
eipt,y´y
2q¨pτ,ξq ψpt, y ´ y2qap0, y, τ, ξqbp0, y2, s´ t, y2 ´ y1q dtdy2d¯τ d¯ξ,
and moreover,
N pA1B2qpτq “
ż
e´isτ cp0, s, y, y1q ds ¨ | dy1|
“
ż
eipt,y´y
2q¨pι,ξq´isτψpt, y ´ y2qap0, y, ι, ξq
¨ bp0, y2, s´ t, y2 ´ y1q dtdy2d¯ιd¯ξds ¨ | dy1| .
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On the other hand, also by (1.5.4), we have
N pA1qpτq “
ż
eipy´y
1q¨ξ rap0, y, τ, ξq d¯ξ ¨ | dy1| ,
N pB2qpτq “
ż
e´isτ bp0, y, s, y ´ y1q ds ¨ | dy1| ,
and
N pA1qpτqN pB2qpτq
“
ż
eipy´y
2qξ´isτ ψpzτ ´ ι, zξ ´ ηqap0, y, ι, ηqbp0, y2, s, y2 ´ y1q d¯ιd¯ηd¯ξdsdy2 ¨ | dy1|
“
ż
eipy´y
2qη´isτ´itpτ´ιq ψpt, y ´ y2qap0, y, ι, ηqbp0, y2, s, y2 ´ y1q dtd¯ιd¯ηdsdy2 ¨ | dy1|
“
ż
eitι`ipy´y
2qη´isτ ψpt, y ´ y2qap0, y, ι, ηqbp0, y2, s´ t, y2 ´ y1q dtd¯ιd¯ηdsdy2 ¨ | dy1| ,
hence N pA1qpτqN pB2qpτq “ N pA1B2qpτq.
Step 3. Lastly, we look at k “ 2, j “ 1. We use a same set of coordinates as in
Step 2, and assume that
KA2 “ apr, y, s, zq ¨ µ1,
KB1 “
ż
eips,zq¨pτ,ξq bpr, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨ µ1.
Therefore,
K¯A2 “ apx` x1, y, ln xx1 , y ´ y
1q ¨
∣∣∣∣ dx1x1 dy1
∣∣∣∣ ,
K¯B1 “
ż
eiplnpx{x
1q,y´y1q¨pτ,ξq bpx` x1, y, τ, ξq d¯τ d¯ξ ¨
∣∣∣∣ dx1x1 dy1
∣∣∣∣ ,
and
rcpx, x1, y, y1q “ ż eiplnpw{x1q,v´y1q¨pτ,ξq apx`w, y, lnpx{wq, y´vqbpw`x1, v, τ, ξqdw
w
dvd¯τ d¯ξ
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is the compositional kernel of A2B1 as living in X
2. Lifting to X2b , we have
cpr, y, s, zq “
ż
eips´u,v´y`zq¨pτ,ξq aprp1` e
´uq
1` e´s , y, u, y ´ vq
ˆ bprpe
´u` e´sq
1` e´s , v, τ, ξq dudvd¯τ d¯ξ.
Thus,
N pA2B1qpτq “
ż
e´isτ cp0, y, s, y ´ y1q ds ¨ | dy1|
“
ż
e´isτ eips´u,v´y
1q¨pι,ξq ap0, y, u, y ´ vqbp0, v, ι, ξq dudvd¯ιd¯ξds ¨ | dy1|
“
ż
e´isτ`isι e´iuι ap0, y, u, y ´ vq eipv´y1q¨ξ bp0, v, ι, ξq dud¯ιdsdvd¯ξ ¨ | dy1|
“
ż
e´iuι ap0, y, u, y ´ vq eipv´y1q¨ξ bp0, v, ι, ξq dudvd¯ξ ¨ | dy1| .
Recall that
N pA2qpτq “
ż
e´isτ ap0, y, s, y ´ y1q ds ¨ | dy1| ,
N pB1qpτq “
ż
eipy´y
1q¨ξ bp0, y, τ, ξq d¯ξ ¨ | dy1| ,
thus,
N pA2qpτq ˝N pB1qpτq “
ż
e´isτ ap0, y, s, y ´ vq eipv´y1q¨ξ bp0, v, τ, ξq dsdvd¯ξ ¨ | dy1|
“ N pA2B1qpτq,
and the proof is completed.
Example 1.5.3. If P P Diffmb pXq, then pP pτq P DiffmpY q. In particular, if over
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U “ r0, 1qx ˆ Vy, P
ˇˇ
U “
ř
|pα,βq|ďm aαβpx, yqpxBxqαBβy , then
pP pτqˇˇV “ ÿ
|pα,βq|ďm
aαβp0, yqpiτqαBβy .
Another feature shared by both principal symbol (maps) and normal operator
(maps) is surjectivity. We first classify the range of the normal operator maps.
Definition 1.5.4. A function apy, τ, ξq P C8pRn ˆRˆRnq is in pSmpRn;Rnq if given
any multi-indexes α, β and k P N, a satisfies the following symbolic estimate
sup
∣∣p1` |τ |` |η|q|β|´mp1` |y|qkBαy pBτBηqβapy, τ, ηq∣∣ ă 8.
Define pS´8pRn;Rnq :“ ŞmPR pSmpRn;Rnq.
In particular, if a P pS´8pRn;Rnq, then a is Schwartz in τ . (In fact, a is Schwartz
in all variables.)
Recall that symbols in SmpRn;Rnq induce smooth family of pseudodifferential
operators on SpRnq, the space of Schwartz functions on Rn, via the formula
Apτqϕ “
ż
eipy´y
1qξ apy, τ, ξqϕpy1q dy1d¯ξ, (1.5.5)
where a P pSmpRn;Rnq and ϕ P SpRnq. The collection of families of operators
with symbols in SmpRn;Rnq is denoted by pΨmpRnq. We review the derivation of
the composition formula of pseudodifferential operators. Let Apτq P pΨmpRnq and
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Bpτq P pΨm1pRnq, then
pApτqBpτqϕq pyq “
ż
eipy´zq¨η apy, τ, ηq eipz´y1q¨ξ bpz, τ, ξqϕpy1q dy1d¯ξdzd¯η
“
ż
eiy¨η´iy
1¨ξ e´iz¨pη´ξq apy, τ, ηqbpz, τ, ξqϕpy1q dzd¯ηdy1d¯ξ
“
ż
eiy¨pη`ξq´iy
1¨ξ e´iz¨η apy, τ, η ` ξqbpz, τ, ξqϕpy1q dzd¯ηdy1d¯ξ
“
ż
eipy´y
1qξ
ˆż
eiyη apy, τ, η ` ξqbppη, τ, ξq d¯η˙ϕpy1q dy1d¯ξ,
(1.5.6)
where bppη, τ, ξq “ ş e´iz¨η bpz, τ, ξq dz. Note that bppη, τ, ξq P pSm1pRn;Rnq
Lemma 1.5.5. If a P pSmpRn;Rnq, b P pSm1pRn;Rnq, then
cpy, τ, ξq :“
ż
eiyη apy, τ, η ` ξqbppη, τ, ξq d¯η
is in pSm`m1pRn;Rnq.
Proof. Just observe that
∣∣Bαy Bβτ Bγξ cpy, τ, ξq∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ÿ
α1`α2“α
β1`β2“β
γ1`γ2“γ
Cα1,β1,γ1
ż
eiyη ηα1Bα2y Bβ1τ Bγ1ξ apy, τ, η ` ξqBβ2τ Bγ2ξ bppη, τ, ξq d¯η
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ďC
ÿ
α1`α2“α
β1`β2“β
γ1`γ2“γ
ż p1` |τ |qm´|β1|`m1´|β2|p1` |η ` ξ|qm´|γ1|p1` |ξ|qm1´|γ2|d¯η
p1` |η|q´|α|p1` |y|q`p1` |η|q2n`|α|`|pm´|γ1|q|
ďD
ż p1` |τ |qm`m1´|β|p1` |ξ|qm`m1´|γ|p1` |η|q|pm´|γ1|q| d¯η
p1` |y|q`p1` |η|q2n`|pm´|γ1|q|
ďD
ż
p1` |η|q2n d¯η ¨ p1` |τ |q
m`m1´|β|p1` |ξ|qm`m1´|γ|
p1` |y|q` ,
for any indexes α, β, γ and ` P N.
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A parameter-dependent pseudodifferential operator Rpτq is said to be in pΨ´8pY q,
where Y is a closed manifold, if Rpτq is locally defined by (left) symbols inpS´8pRn;Rnq. Observe that the (kernels of) operators in pΨ´8pY q can be identified
with density sections in C8pY 2 ˆ Rτ ,ΩRq that are Schwartz in τ .
Definition 1.5.6. A parameter-dependent operator Apτq is said to be in pΨmpY q if
the Schwartz kernel KApτq satisfies
1. for any ψ P C8c pY 2z∆q, ψKApτq P pΨ´8pY q;
2. if U – Rny ˆ Rnz is a coordinate patch of Y 2 such that U X ∆ – Rn ˆ t0u,
ψ P C8c pUq and ν 1 a local trivialization of ΩR, then
ψKApτq “
ż
eizξ apy, τ, ξq d¯ξ ¨ ν 1
for some a P pSmpRn;Rnq.
The following results are extensions of (1.5.5) and (1.5.6), whose proofs are adap-
tations of the standard approaches in the theory of pseudodifferential operators on
closed manifolds.
Proposition 1.5.7. 1. If Apτq P pΨmpY q, then
Apτq : C8pY q ÝÑ C8pY q.
2. pΨmpY q ˝ pΨm1pY q Ă pΨm`m1pY q.
Clearly if A P Ψmbl pXq, then pApτq P pΨmpY q. We now demonstrate the passage from
parameter-dependent pseudodifferential operators on Y “ BX to bl-pseudodifferential
operators on X. Let Apτq P pΨ´8pY q. Recall that Apτq is just a smooth family
of right densities on Y 2 that is Schwartz in τ . In particular, the Fourier (inverse)
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transform with respect to τ is well defined for Apτq. Choose a cut-off function ψ P
C8c pr0, 1qr ˆ Rsq such that ψ ” 1 in a neighborhood of tr “ 0u. Define
KApr, s, y, y1q :“ ψpr, sq
ż
eisτ Apτqpy, y1q d¯τ “ ψpr, sqaps, y, y1q.
By Taylor’s theorem, ψ can be expanded near r “ 0 as
ψpr, sq “ ψp0, sq ` r rψpr, sq “ 1` r rψpr, sq,
where rψ P C8c pr0, 1q ˆ Rq. Consequently,
KApr, s, y, y1q “
´
1` r rψpr, sq¯ aps, y, y1q
“ aps, y, y1q ` r rψpr, sqaps, y, y1q
“ pKAq0ps, y, y1q ` pKAq1pr, s, y, y1q.
Clearly pKAq0ps, y, y1q is Schwartz in s. Observe that, e.g., by L’Hospital’s rule,
lim
rÑ0 r ¨ pln rq
` “ 0
for any ` P N, hence pKAq1 P lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q. In a word, we showed that KA P S0blpX2b q “
Ψ´8bl pXq. Note that the restriction of KA to ffpX2b q is just the Fourier inverse trans-
form of Apτq along the parameter. Immediately from the definition of A, we have
pApτq “ ż e´isτ KA ˇˇff ds “ ż e´isτ ˆż eisκApκq d¯κ˙ ds “ Apτq.
In general, we have the following result:
Theorem 1.5.8. The normal operator map N p¨qpτq : Ψmbl pXq Ñ pΨmpY q is surjective.
Moreover, R P Ψ´8bl pXq X nullpN p¨qpτqq if and only if KR
ˇˇ
ff
” 0.
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1.6 Full ellipticity and Fredholm property
We will first construct a full parametrix of a fully elliptic operator in Ψmbl pXq with
the help of normal operators. Fredholm property will be studied afterwards. Recall
that Y “ BX. Let ν be a global trivialization of ΩpY q, and ν 1 the lift of ν to ΩRpY 2q.
Fix a global trivialization µ of ΩbpXq such that in a collar C – r0, 1qx ˆ Y near the
boundary, µ
ˇˇ
C “
∣∣dx
x
∣∣b ν. Denote the lift of µ to Ωb,RpX2b q by µ1.
1.6.1 Construction of full parametrices
Definition 1.6.1. A P Ψmbl pXq is called fully elliptic if A is elliptic and pApτq´1 exists
for all τ P R.
We will rely heavily on a special technique developed by Paul Loya, called finite-
rank-operator method, to construct most of the arguments in this section. See [19],
or Appendix C for a fairly detailed user guide. To familiarize the readers with the
finite-rank-operator technique, we retrieve a well-known fact first.
Proposition 1.6.2. Let Y be a closed manifold, and ν a global trivialization of ΩpY q.
If A P ΨmpY q is elliptic and invertible, then A´1 P Ψ´mpY q.
Proof. Recall that there exists a parametrix B P Ψ´mpY q of A, such that
AB “ Id`F,
where F P Ψ´8pY q is of C8pY q-finite rank. Note that
A´1 “ B ´ A´1F.
Assume that F “ řj fj b gj ¨ ν 1, where ν 1 is the lift of ν to ΩRpY 2q, then given any
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ϕ P C8pY q, we have
pA´1Fϕqpyq “
ÿ
j
pA´1fjqpyq
ż
gjpy1qϕpy1qνpy1q.
Since A´1 maps C8pY q to C8pY q, A´1F is in fact a C8pY q-finite rank operator,
hence A´1F P Ψ´8pY q. Consequently, A´1 “ B ´ A´1F P Ψ´mpY q.
Note that the result above is valid no matter whether Y is the boundary of a
manifold or not. An immediate consequence is that if A is fully elliptic, then pApτq´1 P
Ψ´mpY q for every τ . In fact, we will demonstrate that a much stronger result holds.
We now introduce our replacement of the analytic Fredholm theory.
Lemma 1.6.3. Let I Ă R be an open interval and F pτq P Ψ´8pY q depending on
τ P I smoothly. Assume that
F pτq “
Nÿ
j“1
ϕjpyqψjpy1, τq ¨ ν 1 (1.6.1)
for some smooth functions ϕj, ψj, and that pId´F pτqq´1 exists for every τ P I, then
pId´F pτqq´1 “ Id`Spτq with some Spτq P Ψ´8pY q depending smoothly on τ P I.
Proof. Applying Gram-Schmidt process to rewrite (1.6.1) if necessary, we henceforth
assume that tϕju is orthonormal with respect to the L2-inner product against ν. Let
V “ spanptϕ¯juq, where ϕ¯j denotes the complex conjugate of ϕj. Let piV stand for the
orthogonal projection onto V . Then we have
piV ψjpy, τq “
ÿ
k
xψjpτq, ϕ¯k y ϕ¯k “
ÿ
k
ajkpτqϕ¯k. (1.6.2)
ajkpτq is smooth in τ for all i, j, hence so is piV ψSi pτq. Thus we can write
F pτq “
ÿ
j,k
ajkpτqϕj b ϕ¯k `
ÿ
j
ϕj b pId´piV qψjpτq “ Apτq `Bpτq.
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Now let W “ spanptϕiuq. Note that the images of F pτq, Apτq and Bpτq are all
contained in W for any τ . Given any u P C8pY q, it can be uniquely written as
u “ piWu ` pId´piW qu “ u1 ` u2, where u1 P W and u2 P WK, then consequently we
have
F pτq “ Apτqu1 `Bpτqu2.
In other words, with respect to the decomposition C8pY q “ W ‘WK, we can write
F pτq “
»—–Apτq Bpτq
O O
fiffifl
and thus
pId´F pτqq “
»—–IdW ´Apτq Bpτq
O IdWK
fiffifl .
Henceforth we will continue to denote the restriction of Apτq, Bpτq and Id on W by
the same names. Therefore, pId´F pτqq´1 exists if and only if pId´Apτqq´1 exists, in
which case,
pId´F pτqq´1 “
»—–pId´Apτqq´1 ´pId´Apτqq´1Bpτq
O Id
fiffifl . (1.6.3)
Since Id´Apτq is a linear operator on a finite dimensional vector space, the inverse
of Id´Apτq, if exists, is just an algebraic expression of its entries, hence also smooth
in τ . Therefore, the claimed form of pId´F pτqq´1 and the smoothness in τ follows
from (1.6.3).
Lemma 1.6.4. If A P Ψmbl pXq is fully elliptic, then pApτq´1 P Ψ´mpY q depends
smoothly on τ .
Proof. Assume that A is supported near ffpX2b q. By the ellipticity, there exist B P
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Ψ´mbl pXq and R P Ψ´8bl pXq, both supported near ffpX2b q, such that
AB “ Id´R.
Near the front face of X2b , with the coordinates pρ, ω, y, y1q “ px` x1, lnp x1x q, y, y1q, we
have X2b zprb Y lbq – r0, 1qρ ˆ Rω ˆ Y 2, and R “ Rpρ, ω, y, y1q ¨ µ1 Schwartz in ω and
vanishing identically in tρ ą u for some  ą 0. By Stone-Weierstrass theorem on
locally compact Hausdorff space, there exists
Gpρ, ω, y, y1q “
Nÿ
j“1
ϕjpyqψjpρ, ω, y1q
with ϕj P C8pY q , ψj P C8pr0, 1q ˆ R ˆ Y q Schwartz in ω and vanishing in tρ ą u,
such that Spρ, ω, y, y1q :“ pR ´Gqpρ, ω, y, y1q satisfies
ż ∣∣∣∣Spp1` eγqρ1` eω , γ, y, y1q
∣∣∣∣ dγνpy1q ă δ ă 1.
Observe that
∣∣S2pρ, ω, y, y1q∣∣ :“ ∣∣∣∣ż Spp1` eγqρ1` eω , γ, y, y2qSppeω ` eγqρ1` eω , ω ´ γ, y2, y1q dγνpy2q
∣∣∣∣
ď ‖S‖8
ż ∣∣∣∣Spp1` eγqρ1` eω , γ, y, y2q
∣∣∣∣ dγνpy2q
ă δ ‖S‖8 .
In general, we have
∣∣Sk`1pρ, ω, y, y1q∣∣ :“ ż Spp1` eγqρ
1` eω , γ, y, y
2qSkppe
ω ` eγqρ
1` eω , ω ´ γ, y
2, y1q dγνpy2q
ď ∥∥Sk∥∥8 ż ∣∣∣∣Spp1` eγqρ1` eω , γ, y, y2q
∣∣∣∣ dγνpy2q
ă δk ‖S‖8 .
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Hence, according to (1.5.2), we have
pId´Sq´1 “ Id`
ÿ
kě1
Sk “ 1`Q,
and Qpρ, ω, y, y1q is continuous in all variables. Note that
Qpρ, ω, y, y1q
“Spρ, ω, y, y1q ` S2pρ, ω, y, y1q ` pSQSqpρ, ω, y, y1q
“Spρ, ω, y, y1q `
ż
Spp1` e
γqρ
1` eω , γ, y, y
2qSppe
ω ` eγqρ
1` eω , ω ´ γ, y
2, y1q dγνpy2q
`
ż
Spp1` e
γqρ
1` eω , γ, y, y
2qQpe
γp1` eιqρ
1` eω , ι, y
2, y3q
ˆ Spe
γpeω´γ ` eιqρ
1` eω , ω ´ γ ´ ι, y
3, y1q dινpy3qdγνpy2q.
Thus, Qp0, ω, y, y1q is smooth in all variables and Schwartz in ω. Denote the Fourier
transform of Q
ˇˇ
ff
along ω by pQpτq, then pQpτq is a smooth family in Ψ´8pY q. Let
B0 “ Bp1`Qq, H “ G`GQ, then AB0 “ Id´H, and
pApτqxB0pτq “ Id´ pHpτq.
Note that pHpτq is in the form of (1.6.1). Fix an arbitrary point τ0 P R, and letyBτ0pτq “ xB0pτq ` pApτ0q´1 pHpτq, then
Id´F pτq :“ Id´p pHpτq ´ pApτq pApτ0q´1 pHpτqq “ pApτqyBτ0pτq,
hence Id´F pτ0q “ Id is trivially invertible. Since F pτq is smooth in τ and satisfies
(1.6.1), by Lemma 1.6.3, there is an open interval I Ă R over which Id´F pτq is
invertible, and Id`T pτq :“ pId´F pτqq´1 is smooth in τ P I, hence so is pApτq´1 “yBτ0pτqpId`T pτqq. Since τ0 is arbitrary, pApτq´1 is smooth in τ P R.
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Lemma 1.6.5. If A P Ψmbl pXq is fully elliptic, then pApτq´1 P pΨ´mpY q.
Proof. Recall that there exist pBpτq P pΨ´mpY q and pRpτq P pΨ´8pY q such that
pApτq pBpτq “ Id´ pRpτq.
Since pRpτq is Schwartz in τ , for sufficiently large τ , pId´ pRpτqq´1 exists and
pId´ pRpτqq´1 “ Id`T pτq,
where
T pτq “
ÿ
kě1
pRpτqk.
Consequently, we have pApτq´1 “ pBpτq ` pBpτqT pτq
for sufficiently large τ . Since pApτq´1 is smooth in τ , pBpτqT pτq P Ψ´8pY q is smooth
in τ wherever it is defined. Even though T pτq is not necessarily smooth in τ , we will
show that T pτq maintains some fairly rapid decay at infinity.
Denote
ş
Y
ν by volνpY q. Given any q P N, let Cq ą 0 be a constant such that
∣∣∣Bjτ pRpτq∣∣∣ ă Cqp1` |τ |q´1, j ď q.
Note that ∣∣∣Bqτ pRpτqk∣∣∣ ď kq volνpY qk´1Ckq p1` |τ |q´k.
Hence, when |τ | ą 2 volνpY qCq, we have
ÿ
kě1
∣∣∣Bqτ pRpτqk∣∣∣ ď volνpY q´1 ÿ
kě1
kq
2k
ă 8.
Therefore, when τ is sufficiently large, BqτT pτq “
ř
kě1 Bqτ pRpτqk exists and uniformly
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bounded. Now recall that
T pτqpy, y1q “ pRpτqpy, y1q ` ż pRpτqpy, y1q pRpτqpy1, y1qνpy1q
`
ż pRpτqpy, y1qT pτqpy1, y2q pRpτqpy2, y1qνpy1qνpy2q,
hence for any index α,
BδyBy1Bατ T pτqpy, y1q “ BδyBy1Bατ pRpτqpy, y1q
`
ÿ
β1`β2“α
Cβ1
ż
BδyBβ1τ pRpτqpy, y1qBβ2τ By1 pRpτqpy1, y1qνpy1q
`
ÿ
γ1`γ2`γ3“α
Cγ1,γ2
ż
BδyBγ1τ pRpτqpy, y1qBγ2τ T pτqpy1, y2q
¨ Bγ3τ By1 pRpτqpy2, y1qνpy1qνpy2q.
Consequently, ∣∣BδyBy1Bατ T pτqpy, y1q∣∣ ď C`αδp1` |τ |q´`
for some constant C`αδ, and thus,
∣∣∣BδyBy1Bατ ´ pBpτqT pτqpy, y1q¯∣∣∣ ď rC`αδp1` |τ |q´` (1.6.4)
with some constant rC`αδ. Therefore, near the diagonal of Y 2, we have
pApτq´1 “ ż eizξ apy, τ, ξq d¯ξ,
such that when τ is sufficiently large, a “ b ` r where b P pS´mpRn´1;Rn´1q, and
rpy, τ, ξq satisfies the symbolic estimate at where it is defined, hence a is also inpS´mpRn´1;Rn´1q. Similarly, away from the diagonal, pApτq´1 P pΨ´8pY q. In conclu-
sion, we have pApτq´1 P pΨ´mpY q.
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Proposition 1.6.6. If A P Ψmbl pXq is fully elliptic, then there exists a B P Ψ´mbl pXq
such that AB “ Id´R, where R P Ψ´8bl pXq with pRpτq “ 0. In particular, R P
lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q.
Proof. Since A is elliptic, there exists a B1 such that
AB1 “ Id´R1,
where R1 P Ψ´8bl pXq. On the other hand, since pApτq´1 P pΨ´mpY q, by Theorem 1.5.8,
there exists a C P Ψ´mbl pXq such that pCpτq “ pApτq´1. Now define
B :“ B1 ` CR1.
Note that B P Ψ´mbl pXq. Then
pApτq pBpτq “ pApτqpxB1pτq ` pCpτq pR1pτqq
“ Id´ pR1pτq ` pApτq pApτq´1 pR1pτq
“ Id,
which implies that if R “ R1pId´ACq, then pRpτq “ 0.
Write Rpr, s, y, y1q “ R0ps, y, y1q `R1pr, s, y, y1q, then R0ps, y, y1q “ R
ˇˇ
ff
ps, y, y1q “
0. Therefore, we conclude that R “ R1 P lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q.
The operator B in Proposition 1.6.6 is called a full parametrix of A.
1.6.2 Fredholm
For an arbitrary manifold X with boundary, denote the collection of continuous func-
tions that vanish at BX by C0pXq. Clearly lS0BXpXq Ă C0pXq. Note that if pRpτq ” 0,
then R P C0pX2b q. In this case, R can be identified with a function, still denoted
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by R, in C0pX2q. Let F “ lS0BXpXq b lS0BXpXq. Recall that by Proposition 1.1.10,
F Ă lS0lb,rbpX2q Ă lS0lb,rbpX2b q X C0pX2b q.
Proposition 1.6.7. If A Ă C0pXq is a subalgebra containing C8c pXzBXq and closed
under complex conjugation, then A bA is dense in C0pX2q in the uniform conver-
gence topology.
Proof. The idea is to apply Stone-Weierstrass theorem on the quotient space ĂX2 “
X2{BX2.
Given any p “ pp1, p2q, q “ pq1, q2q P X2zBX2, there exist bump functions uj P
C8c pXzpBX Y qjqq, j “ 1, 2, with ujppjq “ 1, and consequently
u1 b u2ppq “ u1pp1qu2pp2q “ 1 ‰ 0 “ u1pq1qu2pq2q “ u1 b u2pqq. (1.6.5)
Also, given any q1 “ pq11, q12q P BX2, since either q11 or q12 is in BX,
u1 b u2ppq “ 1 ‰ 0 “ u1 b u2pq1q. (1.6.6)
Now pass onto the quotient space ĂX2. Note that C0pX2q determines a subset rC0
of CpĂX2q, since elements in C0pX2q have identical values at BX2. In particular,
rC0 “ tf P CpĂX2q ˇˇ fprBX2sq “ 0u.
Similarly, A bA determines ČA bA Ă rC0. Clearly ČA bA is a subalgebra that is
closed under complex conjugation, sinceA bA satisfies the same property. Moreover,
(1.6.5) and (1.6.6) together implies that ČA bA separates points in ĂX2, since A
contains C8c pX2zBX2q. Therefore, by Stone-Weierstrass theorem, ČA bA is dense inrC0 in the uniform convergence topology.
Pulling back to the original space X2, we conclude that A bA is dense in C0pX2q.
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Corollary 1.6.7.1. F is dense in C0pX2q in the uniform convergence topology.
Proof. Clearly lS0BXpXq is closed under complex conjugation and contains C8c pXzBXq.
To see that lS0BXpXq is a subalgebra, one can employ an obvious adaptation of the
argument to Lemma 1.2.3.
Lemma 1.6.8. If R P lS0lb,rbpX2q, then there exists an F P F such that
sup
ż
|R ´ F |µ1 ă 1.
Proof. Let R1 “ p1` |lnx1|2qR. Then R1 is also in C0pX2q. Thus there is an F 1 P F
such that
‖R1 ´ F 1‖8 ă
ˆż
1
1` |lnx|2µ
˙´1
.
Note that F :“ p1` |lnx1|q´2F 1 P F . Hence
ż
|R ´ F |µ1 “
ż |p1` |lnx1|q2R ´ p1` |lnx1|q2F |
1` |lnx1|2 µ
1
ď ‖R1 ´ F 1‖8
ż
1
1` |lnx1|2µ
1
ď δ ă 1.
Lemma 1.6.9. 1. lS0lb,rbpX2q ˝ CpX2q ˝ lS0lb,rbpX2q Ă lS0lb,rbpX2q.
2. If Q P lS0lb,rbpX2q and f P lS0BXpXq, then
ż
fpxqQpx, x1qµpxq,
ż
Qpx, x1qfpx1qµpx1q P lS0BXpXq.
Proof. 1. Let u, v P lS0lb,rbpX2q and f P CpX2q. Given any indexes α, β and ` P N,
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we have
∣∣∣∣ż pxBxqαupx, x1qfpx1, x2qpx1Bx1qβvpx2, x1qµpx1qµpx2q∣∣∣∣
ď
ż ∣∣pxBxqαupx, x1qfpx1, x2qpx1Bx1qβvpx2, x1q∣∣µpx1qµpx2q
ďD`αβ ‖f‖8 rp1` |lnx|qp1` |lnx1|qs´`
ż
rp1` |lnx1|qp1` |lnx2|qs´2µpx1qµpx2q
ďC`αβrp1` |lnx|qp1` |lnx1|qs´`
for some constant C`αβ, hence pxBxqαpx1Bx1qβu ˝ f ˝ vpx, x1q exists and
∣∣pxBxqαpx1Bx1qβu ˝ f ˝ vpx, x1q∣∣ ď C`αβ rp1` |lnx|qp1` |lnx1|qs´` .
2. Given any index α and ` P N, we have
∣∣∣∣ż fpxqpx1B1xqαQpx, x1qµpxq∣∣∣∣ ď ż |fpxqpx1B1xqαQpx, x1q|µpxq
ď
ż
D`αp1` |lnx|q´2p1` |lnx1|q´`µpxq
ď C`αp1` |lnx1|q´`,
hence
∣∣px1B1xqα ş fpxqQpx, x1qµpxq∣∣ ď C`αp1` |lnx1|q´`. The other claim is proved
identically.
Theorem 1.6.10. If A P Ψmbl pXq is fully elliptic, then A : S0pXq Ñ S0pXq is
Fredholm.
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that A is self-adjoint. Let Φ “ S0pXq, ΨpXq “
Ψb˚lpXq, Ψ´80 pXq “ lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b q and B “ lS0BXpXq. Then the hypotheses in Lemma
C.1 are satisfied. Hence, by Corollary C.3.1, A is Fredholm.
Remark. The general case can be proved by applying Theorem C.4.
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Chapter 2
Dirac operators and product-type
structures
2.1 Infinite cylindrical end
The non-compact manifolds with a cylindrical end was considered in [1] to give an
alternative interpretation of the non-local boundary condition introduced in the same
paper. We review the geometric setting in this section.
Let ĂM “ McšY M be a manifold with a cylindrical end (Figure 2.1), where
Mc “ p´8, 0ssˆY “ R´0ˆY , and M a closed manifold with boundary and BM “ Y .
The subscript c stands for “cylinder”. We will review a few notions that behave nicely
M
Y
ĂM
Mc “ p´8, 0ss ˆ Y
Figure 2.1: Manifold with a Cylindrical End
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with the product structure of Mc, and they will be labeled as product type.
• Bundle. Denote piY : Mc Ñ Y as the projection onto the second factor. Let E0 Ñ Y
be a Z2-graded Hermitian bundle. Define E :“ piY˚E0, that is, the pullback bundle
of E0 via piY . Then E is said to be of product type.
• Metric. Let g0 be a Riemannian metric on Y , then the metric g “ ds2`g0 on Mc is
of product type. Note that ds2 is the natural (Euclidean) metric on p´8, 0s, and
this notion of product metric is classical.
We discuss the Aˆ-genus of Mc. Let ps, yq be a local coordinate chart at an arbitrary
point of Mc. Let R be the Riemannian curvature operator associated with the
product metric g. Under the local frame tBs, Byu of TMc, R can be represented by
an anti-symmetric, matrix-value 2-form, rRijs. Observe that Rij “ 0 if either i “ 1
or j “ 1. Consequently, the dimpMcq-th degree component of
AˆpTMcq “ det 1{2
ˆ R{4pii
sinhR{4pii
˙
is 0.
• Clifford multiplication. Assume that
σ0 : C‘ CT ˚y Y ÝÑ hompE0yq
such that σ0pξq : pE0yq˘ Ñ pE0yq¯, σ0pξq is self-adjoint and σ0pξq2 “ |ξ|2. Here
ξ “ z ‘ η P C‘ CTy˚ Y and |ξ|2 “ |z|2 ` |η|2 with the metric on CT ˚Y induced by
g. Let p “ ps, yq PMc. Since
T ˚pMc – TsR´0 ‘ T ˚y Y – R‘ T ˚y Y,
we can induce a Clifford multiplication on E from σ0 as follow. Given any ξ “
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zds` η P CTp˚Mc with η P CTy˚ Y and v P Ep, we define
σpξqv :“ σ0pz ‘ ηqv
in which we identify the elements in Ep and E
0
y in the canonical way. σ is called a
Clifford multiplication of product type.
• Connection. Let
∇0 : C8pY,E0q ÝÑ C8pY, T ˚M b E0q
be a connection such that it is Z2-graded, unitary and compatible with the Clifford
multiplication σ0, by which we mean
∇0pσ0pξqvq “ σ0p∇LC0 ξqv ` σ0pξq∇0v
where ∇LC0 ξ “ dzb 1`∇LC0 η with ξ “ z‘ η P C‘CT ˚Y and ∇LC0 the Levi-Civita
connection on T ˚Y . Define
∇ :“ dsb Bs `∇0.
We recall how ∇ acts on section of E precisely. Let tekpyqu be a local frame of E0
and tekps, yqu be its pullback frame of E over Mc, namely,
ekps, yq “ pi˚Y ekpyq.
For any fixed s, ∇0ekps, yq is identified with/defined as ∇0ekpyq, viewing T Y˚ as a
subset of T ˚Mc – R‘ T ˚Y . For any section f of E, locally we have
f “
ÿ
k
fkps, yqek
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and hence
∇f “
ÿ
k
Bsfk dsb ek `
ÿ
k
pdyfk b ek ` fk∇0ekq
“
ÿ
k
dfk b ek ` fk∇0ek.
In addition, we will use the notation
Bsf :“
ÿ
k
Bsfkek
freely. Since the bundle E is of product type, Bsf has an unambiguous meaning,
as long as the frame teku is a pullback frame. We will show that the following
properties hold for ∇.
(i) ∇ is Z2-graded. Assume that v P C8pMc, E`q, then locally
v “
ÿ
j
fje
`
j
where te`j u is a local frame of E`. Since
∇v “
ÿ
j
dfj b e`j ` fj∇0e`j
and ∇0 is Z2-graded, we have ∇v P C8pMc, E`q as well. Same argument
works for sections of E´.
(ii) ∇ is unitary. Pick a local orthonormal frame teku of E. Since the original ∇0
is unitary on E0, given any v P C8pMc, TMcq, we have
x p∇0qvei, ej y ` x ei, p∇0qvej y “ 0,
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hence, for any f , g P C8pMc, Eq,
v xf , g y “ v
Cÿ
i
fiei,
ÿ
j
gjej
G
“ v
˜ÿ
i
figi
¸
“
ÿ
i
pvfiqgi ` fipvgiq
“
˜ÿ
i
pvfiqgi ` fipvgiq
¸
`
ÿ
i,j
figj px p∇0qvei, ej y ` x ei, p∇0qvej yq
“ x∇vf , g y ` pf ,∇vgq .
(iii) ∇ is compatible with the Clifford multiplication σ. That is, we want to show
that
∇pσpξqvq “ σp∇LCξqv ` σpξq∇v.
Note that
∇pσpξqvq “ dsb Bspσpξqvq `∇0pσpξqvq
So we compute
dsb Bspσpξqvq “ dsb pσpBsξqv ` σpξqBsvq
and
∇0pσpξqvq “ σp∇LC0 ξqv ` σpξq∇0v.
Since
dsb pσpBsξqvq ` σp∇LC0 ξqv “ σp∇LCξqv
and
dsb σpξqBsv `∇0pσpξqvq “ σpξq∇v,
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the claim follows.
• Dirac operator. Define
ð :“ 1
i
σ ˝∇
with σ and ∇ given above. Then ð is called a Dirac operator of product type.
Lemma 2.1.1. Over Mc, the Dirac operator ð has the following product type struc-
ture
ð “ 1
i
σpdsq pBs `D0q
where D0 : C8pY,E0q Ñ C8pY,E0q is
a) self-adjoint;
b) such that ´σpdsqD0 “ D0σpdsq; and
c) even with respect to the Z2-grading of E0.
Proof. Computing directly, we have
ð “ 1
i
σ ˝∇
“ 1
i
σ ˝ pdsb Bs `∇0q
“ 1
i
pσpdsqBs ` σ ˝∇0q
“ 1
i
σpdsq `Bs ` σpdsq´1σ ˝∇0˘ .
Hence, we define D0 :“ σpdsq´1σ ˝∇0. To complete the proof, we will show that
D0 satisfies conditions (a) - (b).
a) Note that D0 “ piσpdsq´1q pi´1σ ˝∇0q. Since i´1σ ˝∇0 is a Dirac operator on
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E0, it is self-adjoint. We go onto compute
D˚0 “
`
i´1σ ˝∇0
˘ ˝ `´iσpdsq´1˘
“ ´σ ˝∇0 ˝ σpdsq´1 (2.1.1)
“ ´σ ˝ σpdsq´1 ˝∇0 (2.1.2)
“ σpdsq´1σ ˝∇0 (2.1.3)
“ D0.
Note that from (2.1.1) to (2.1.2), we used the compatibility of∇0 with the Clif-
ford multiplication, and from (2.1.2) to (2.1.3) we used the anti-commutativity
of Clifford multiplications.
b) It is the exact same argument as the one from (2.1.1) to (2.1.2) with σpdsq´1
replcaed by σpdsq.
c) Recall that
σ ˝∇0 “
ÿ
j
σpϕjq ˝ p∇0qvj
with tϕju a local frame of T ˚Y and tvju its dual frame, then the claim follows
from that both p∇0qvj and σpdsq´1σpϕjq are even in the grading.
2.2 Melrose’s compactification
In 1993, the underdeveloped idea of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer was picked up by R.
Melrose, and extended into a full-fledged theory and framework for analysts to work
with singular spaces of various sorts. The first step is to pull the attention back to
the compact universe.
We consider the change of variable x “ es. The non-compact manifold ĂM is
compactified to a manifold with boundary, X “ r0, 1sxˆY šY M , under this process.
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ĂM
x “ et
X
Figure 2.2: Melrose’s Compactification
See Figure 2.2.
We will work out how Bs transforms. Note that fpxq Ø f˜psq :“ fpesq. By chain
rule,
Bf˜
Bs psq “
B
Bsfpe
sq
“ espBfBx qpe
sq
“ xBfBx pxq.
In other words, Bs Ø xBx. Therefore, instead of studying ð “ 1iσ pBs `D0q, it is
equivalent to study the b-differential operator 1
i
σ pxBx `D0q, still denoted by ð, and
the machinery developed in Chapter 1 can be applied. In particular, as have seen in
Example 1.5.3, we have
N pðqpτq “ 1
i
σpiτ `D0q.
We discuss the invertibility of N pðqpτq. Since σ is an isomorphism, it suffices to
study iτ `D0. Recall that D0 is self-adjoint, hence iτ `D0 is invertible when τ ‰ 0.
Consequently, N pðqpτq is invertible for all τ P R if and only if D0 is invertible.
Now recall that ð is Z2-graded, we can write ð “ ð`‘ð´, where ð˘ : S0pX,E˘q Ñ
S0pX,E¯q. Note that e` ‘ e´ P kerð if and only if e` P kerð` and e´ P kerð´.
Hence ð` is Fredholm if and only if ð is Fredholm. We summarize the discussion as
follow.
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Proposition 2.2.1. ð is an elliptic, self-adjoint, Z2-graded, first order b-differential
operator of product type. If ð “ i´1σpxBx`D0q along r0, 1sˆY with D0 P Diff1pY,E0q
and D0 is invertible, then both ð and ð are Fredholm over the S0-sections.
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Chapter 3
The heat kernel
3.1 Essentials of heat calculus on closed manifolds
Heat calculus is an approach to construct the heat kernel of a generalized Laplacian
on a manifold modeling the Fourier transform technique in Euclidean spaces. We
follow [19]. The standard reference is [25], in which the blow-up technique is applied
and formulations are in higher generality.
Definition 3.1.1. A function qps, x, ωq P C8 pRsˆ Rnxˆ Rnωq is in the partial heat
symbol space S pRˆ Rn;Rnq if q is Schwartz in ω, that is, given any ` P N, multi-
index α, and compact set K Ă Rˆ Rn,
sup
ps,x,ωqPKˆRn
∣∣p1` |ω|q`pBsBxBωqαqps, x, ωq∣∣ ă 8.
Remark. Readers are advised that the choice of terminology here is not standard. On
the other hand, in the rest of this work, we will just call the function q a heat symbol
or simply a symbol, when no ambiguity arises.
Definition 3.1.2. A linear operator Q : C8c pRnq ÝÑ C8pR`ˆRnq is in ΨpHpRnq, p P
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Z, if there exists a function q P S pRˆ Rn;Rnq with
qp´t, x,´ωq “ p´1qpqpt, x, ωq,
such that, given any ϕ P C8c pRnq,
Qϕpt, xq “ t´n{2´p{2´1
ż
qpt1{2, x, x´ y
t1{2
qϕpyqνpyq.
Remark. One could think of the function spqps, x, ωq as the “full heat symbol” of Q,
analogous to the standard theory of pseudodifferential operators, with p serving as the
delimiter of the orders. Nevertheless, as already mentioned, the word “heat symbol”
was reserved for the partial heat symbol qps, x, ωq.
Observe that for t ą 0, the integral kernel ofQ P Ψ´HppRnq, denoted byQpt, x, yq,
is smooth in all variables. In particular, the partial derivatives with respect to t of
Qpt, x, yq are sums of terms in the form of
tγBαs ppx´ yq ¨ Bωqβqpt1{2, x, x´ yt1{2 q.
Hence, given any compact set K Ă Rnˆ Rn and index δ, there exists some constant
k, such that
sup
R`ˆK
∣∣tkBδtQpt, x, yq∣∣ ă 8. (3.1.1)
Proposition 3.1.3. Let Q P ΨpHpRnq.
1. If p is even, then
Q : C8c pRnq ÝÑ t´p{2´1C8 pr0,8qtˆ Rnq .
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2. If p is odd, then
Q : C8c pRnq ÝÑ t´p{2´1{2C8 pr0,8qtˆ Rnq .
Proposition 3.1.4. Let p P Z, m P N and P P DiffmpRnq.
1. ΨpHpRnq Ă Ψp`mH pRnq;
2. Bt : ΨpHpRnq ÝÑ Ψp`2H pRnq;
3. P : ΨpHpRnq ÝÑ Ψp`mH pRnq.
Let 9Ψ´8H pRnq :“
Ş
pPZΨ
p
HpRnq. The following result gives a characterization of
9Ψ´8H pRnq.
Proposition 3.1.5. If Q P 9Ψ´8H pRnq, then there exists a (unique) function κpt, x, yq P
C8pR` ˆ Rnˆ Rnq with
Bmt κp0, x, yq “ 0
for all m P N, such that
Qϕpt, xq “
ż
κpt, x, yqϕpyq dy.
Hence, we define
Ψ´8H pRnq :“
 
κpt, x, yq P C8pR` ˆ Rnˆ Rnqˇˇ@m P N, Bmt κp0, x, yq “ 0( , (3.1.2)
the collection of residual/negligible operators in heat calculus.
Definition 3.1.6. Let Q P ΨpHpRnq with
Qϕpt, xq “ t´n{2´p{2´1
ż
qpt1{2, x, x´ y
t1{2
qϕpyq dy,
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then qp0, x, ωq is called the normal heat symbol of Q. The normal symbol map is thus
defined as
σHp : Ψ
p
HpRnq ÝÑ S pRn;Rnq
Q ÞÝÑ qp0, x, ωq.
Proposition 3.1.7. The following sequence is exact:
0 Ψp´1H pRnq ΨpHpRnq S pRn;Rnq 0,
σHp
where S pRn;Rnq :“  qpx, ωq P C8pRnˆ Rnqˇˇq is Schwartz in ω.(.
Theorem 3.1.8. Let L be a generalized Laplacian on Rn equipped with a Riemannian
metric. Then there exist Q P Ψ´2H pRnq and R P Ψ´8H pRnq such that$’’&’’%
pBt ` LqQ “ R
Q
ˇˇ
t“0 “ Id
.
We now move on the manifolds. The residual space is defined similarly as in
(3.1.2):
Ψ´8H pY q :“
 
κpt, x, yq P C8pR` ˆ Y 2qˇˇ@m P N, Bmt κp0, x, yq “ 0( .
Definition 3.1.9. A linear operator Q : C8c pY q Ñ C8pR`ˆY q is in ΨpHpY q, p P Z, if
given tUαu a cover of coordinate patches of Y , tφαu a partition of unity subordinate
to tUαu and tψα P C8c pUαqu with ψα ” 1 on suppφα, there exist t rQα P ΨpHpRnqu and
R P Ψ´8H pY q, such that
Q “
ÿ
α
ψα rQαφα `R.
We have a variant of Theorem 3.1.8.
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Theorem 3.1.10. Let L be a generalized Laplacian on Y . Then there exist Q P
Ψ´2H pY q and R P Ψ´8H pY q such that$’’&’’%
pBt ` LqQ “ R
Q
ˇˇ
t“0 “ Id
.
Proof. Assume that the collection of triple tpUα, φα, ψαqu satisfies the hypotheses in
Definition 3.1.9. Write Lα “ L|Uα . Then by Theorem 3.1.8, for each α, there exists
some rQα P Ψ´2H pRnq and Rα P Ψ´8H pRnq, such that pBt ` Lαq rQα “ Rα. Define
Q :“
ÿ
α
ψα rQαφα “ÿ
α
Qα,
then Q P Ψ´2H pY q. We will show that R :“ pBt ` LqQ P Ψ´8H pY q.
Recall that Rpt, x, yq P C8pR` ˆ Y 2q, since every Qα is smooth in all variables
when t ą 0. When x ‰ y, note that
Bβt BγxQα|R`ˆU2αpt, x, yq “ Bβt Bγxψαpxq rQαpt, x, yqφαpyq
“
ÿ
γ1`γ2“γ
Cγ1Bγ1x ψαpxqBβt Bγ2x rQαpt, x, yqφαpyq,
hence, Bβt BγxQα|R`ˆU2αp0, x, yq “ 0, and as a result Bβt Rp0, x, yq “ 0 either. When
x “ y, we consider the following two cases.
case 1. x P suppφα. Then there exists a neighborhood of x, denoted by N αx ,
such that ψα ” 1 over N αx . Consequently,
pBt ` LqQα|R`ˆpNαx q2 “ ψpBt ` Lαq rQα|R`ˆpNαx q2φ “ ψRαφ|R`ˆpNαx q2 ,
thus Bβt pBt ` LqQαp0, x, yq “ 0 on pN αx q2.
case 2. x R suppφα, then there exists a neighborhood rN αx , such that φα ” 0 on
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rN αx . Therefore, Qα|R`ˆpĂNαx q2 ” 0, and hence Bβt pBt`LqQαp0, x, yq “ 0 on p rN αx q2.
Since Bβt Rpt, x, yq is a sum of finitely many terms of Bβt pBt`LqQαpt, x, yq, we conclude
that Bβt Rp0, x, yq “ 0 for all β, that is R P Ψ´8H pY q.
To complete the proof, just observe that
Q|t“0 “
ÿ
α
ψα rQαφα ˇˇt“0 “ÿ
α
ψαφα “
ÿ
α
φα “ Id .
Remark. Indeed, the theorem above does not require Y to be compact. This fact is
used in Section 3.3.
Theorem 3.1.11. Let L be a generalized Laplacian on Y . Then the heat operator
e´tL exists and e´tL P Ψ´2H pY q.
By (3.1.1), the partial derivatives of the heat kernel of L with respect to t are
bounded by θtk, where θ ą 0 and k P R are constants depending on the order of the
partial derivatives.
3.2 Fundamentals of b -calculus
We give a brief review of the Melrose’s classical b-calculus. For more details, see [25],
[20], [13] or [22].
Foe each m P R, the space of b-pseudodifferential operators of order m is the space
of distributional right-density
Ψmb pXq :“ tA P ImpX2b ,∆b,Ωb,Rq
ˇˇ
A ” 0 at lbY rbu,
where, in general, ” 0 at a submanifold, means that the Taylor series vanishes at the
submanifold, see Figure 3.1. Note that
Ψmb pXq ˝Ψm1b pXq Ď Ψm`m1b pXq.
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smooth
smooth
vanishing in Taylor series
smooth up to the boundary
Figure 3.1: Schwartz Kernel of a b-Pseudodifferential Operator
Vanishing in Taylor series is a natural boundary decay condition to consider. This
is reflected in the mapping properties of b-pseudodifferential operators. For example,
given A P Ψmb pXq,
A : 9C8pXq ÝÑ 9C8pXq,
where 9C8pXq “ tf P C8pXq ˇˇ f vanishes in Taylor series at BXu. More generally,
for any s P R,
A : Hsb pXq ÝÑ Hs´mb pXq,
where Hsb pXq is the b-Sobolev space of order s.
The normal operator pApτq of A P Ψmb pXq may or may not be invertible for a given
τ P C. However, even if pApτq is invertible for all τ in a strip Ω, there may not be a
B P Ψ´mb pXq such that pBpτq “ pApτq´1 for all τ P Ω. To incorporate the inverse of
the normal operator into the theory, one needs to enlarge the (small) b-calculus into
the “calculus with bounds”, which we now describe briefly.
If α “ p1, 2, δq is a multi-index with δ ě 0, then we define
Ψ´8,αb pXq :“ ρ1lb ρ2rb
ď
ą0
ρlbρ

rbS
0,δ
ff pX2b ,Ωb,Rq,
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smooth
smooth
vanishing up to order γ ` 
Taylor expansion up to order δ
Figure 3.2: Schwartz Kernel of a b-ΨDO with bounds
where ρlb and ρrb are total boundary defining function for lb and rb respectively, and
where u P S0,δff pX2b q if for any product decomposition X2b – r0, 1qr ˆ ffpω,y,y1q near ff ,
upr, ωq “ u0pω, y, y1q ` ru1pω, y, y1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rkukpω, y, y1q ` rαuk`1pr, ω, y, y1q,
where 0 ď α ´ k ă 1, uipω, y, y1q P S0pffq, and uk`1pr, ω, y, y1q P S0pr0, 1q ˆ ffq is
continuous with all b-derivatives up to ff . For any m P R (Figure 3.2),
Ψm,αb pXq :“ Ψmb pXq `Ψ´8,αb pXq
Let ρff be a boundary defining function for ff and assume that α|rb`α1|lb ě 0. Then
the following composition result holds: Provided that α|lb ` α1|rb ě γ ` γ1 ` α2|ff ,
where α2|ff :“ mintα|ff ` α1|ffu,
ργffΨ
m,α
b pXq ˝ ργ
1
ffΨ
m1,α1
b pXq Ď ργ`γ
1
ff Ψ
m`m1,α2
b pXq,
where α2|lb :“ mintα|lb, α1|lb ` γu, α2|rb :“ mintα1|rb, α|rb ` γ1u.
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Observe that, if upx, yq “ xfpx, yq, then
pxBxqkupx, yq “
kÿ
j“0
Cjx
pxBxqjfpx, yq. (3.2.1)
Also, note that, if  ą 0, then
lim
xÑ0
plnxqm
x´
“ lim
xÑ0
m!
p´qmx´ “ 0
by L’Hospital’s Law. From (3.2.1) and the definitions, it follows that, when 1, 2 ě 0,
Ψmb pXq Ď Ψm,αb pXq Ď Ψmbl pXq.
In comparison, vanishing in Taylor series is a “super” decay condition, while vanishing
to infinite logarithmic order is relatively modest. The title of this work was derived
from this viewpoint.
We conclude this section by remarking that the b-calculus with bounds can be
characterized by the holomorphic extendibility of (local) symbols. In what follows,
we identify the multi-index pα, α, αq with the real number α ą 0. Following from
elementary complex analysis (see, e.g., [30]), we have (Figure 3.3)
<
=
τ P Ω
apr, s, y, z, τ, ξq
α
´α
Figure 3.3: Holomorphic Extension of Local Symbol
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Proposition 3.2.1. A P Ψm,αb pXq if and only if, over any coordinate patch near ∆b,
the kernel of A is ż
eisτ`iz¨ξ apr, s, y, z, τ, ξq dτ d¯ξ,
with a a symbol of order m in pτ, ξq holomorphically extendible in τ to a strip Ωα “
tτ P C ˇˇ |Imτ | ă αu.
On the other hand, the local symbol of an operator in Ψmbl pXq is not necessarily
holomorphically extendible beyond τ P R.
3.3 Heat parametrices
Definition 3.3.1. A generalized b-Laplacian on a vector bundle pi : E Ñ X is a
b-differential operator 4 P Diff2bpX,Eq with
bσp4qpξq “ |ξ|2 .
4 is said to be of product-type on the collar C “ r0, 1qx ˆ Y if
4ˇˇ
C
“ ´pxBxq2 `40
where 40 P Diff2pY,E0q is a generalized Laplacian on E0.
Example 3.3.2. By Lemma 2.1.1, ð2 lifts from ĂM to a generalized b-Laplacian of
product-type on X.
The idea of constructing the heat kernel of 4 over the whole X is gluing up the
heat kernels on the collar and on the interior. To be precise, let φ P C8c pr0,8qq such
that φ ” 1 on r0, 1{2s, φ ” 0 on r3{4,8q and φ ě 0. Pick a ψ0 P C8c pr0,8qq such
that ψ0 ” 1 over r0, 7{8q and ψ0 ” 0 over r1,8q. Lastly, choose a ψ1 P C8pr0,8qq
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suppψ0
suppψ1
suppp1´ φq
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Figure 3.4: Supports of the Gluing Functions
such that ψ1 ” 1 on p3{8,8q and ψ1 ” 0 on r0, 1{4s. These three functions will be
serving as the ”gluing” functions. See Figure 3.4.
Remark. Note that ψ0 ” 1 over the support of φ and ψ1 ” 1 over the support of 1´φ.
We first derive an expression for the heat kernel of ´pxBxq2 over r0, 1q. Observe
that, making the change of variable r “ lnx, we have p0, 1qx Ø p´8, 0qr and xBx “ Br.
Note that for any ϕ P xβC8c pr0, 1qq, ϕperq could be viewed as a function in C8pRq
by extending beyond r “ 0 by zero. Now recall that the heat kernel of ´B2r over R is
given by
1?
4pit
e´|r´r
1|2{4t,
thus, changing back to variable x, we obtain:
1?
4pit
e´|lnpx{x
1q|2{4t .
We will verify that this is just the heat kernel of ´pxBxq2 on r0, 1q. In fact, we will
put it in a more general context. Recall that Y is a closed manifold, hence the heat
kernel of 40 exists. Denote both the heat operator and the heat kernel of 40 by
e´t40 .
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Theorem 3.3.3. The function
H0 “ 1?
4pit
e´|lnpx{x
1q|2{4t e´t40
“ 1?
4pit
e´|z|
2{4t e´t40 , (3.3.1)
where z “ lnpx{x1q, can be lifted to S0blpC2b q, where C “ r0, 1qˆY , for every t ą 0. In
particular, it defines a map
H0 : φ ¨ S0blpr0, 1qx ˆ Y q Ñ S0blpr0,8qt ˆ r0, 1qx ˆ Y q.
Moreover, given ϕ P φ ¨ S0blpr0, 1qx ˆ Y q, u “ H0ϕ solves the initial value problem$’’&’’%
pBt ´ pxBxq2 `40qu “ 0
up0, x, yq “ ϕpx, yq
. (3.3.2)
That is, the heat kernel of ´pxBxq2 `40 is just given by (3.3.1).
Proof. Note that for any fixed t ą 0, e´|z|2{4t is Schwartz in z and smooth up to the
front face of C2b , hence H0ptq P S0blpC2b q. Therefore, H0ptq : φ ¨ S0blpr0, 1qx ˆ Y q Ñ
S0blpr0, 1qxˆY q. Extend ϕ beyond x “ 1 by zero. Under this recognition, we compute
ż
Y
ż 1
0
e´|lnpx{x1q|
2{4t e´t40?
4pit
ϕpx1, y1q dx
1
x1
νpy1q
“
ż
Y
ż 8
0
e´|lnpx{x1q|
2{4t e´t40?
4pit
ϕpx1, y1q dx
1
x1
νpy1q
“
ż
Y
ż 8
´8
e´|w|
2
e´t40?
pi
ϕpxe´2w
?
t, y1q dwνpy1q
“upt, x, yq.
Let gpt, s, x, y, wq “ ?pi´1ş
Y
e´|w|
2
e´t40 ϕpxe´2ws, y1qνpy1q P C8pR`ˆRˆp0, 1qˆY ˆ
Rq. Note that by the properties of heat kernels on closed manifolds, g is smooth in
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all variables. Also, observe that
upt, x, yq “
ż
gpt,?t, x, y, wq dw,
and
gpt,´s, x, y,´wq “ gpt, s, x, y, wq. (3.3.3)
Applying the Taylor expansion on s, given N P N, we have
gpt, s, x, y, wq “
Nÿ
p“0
sp
p!
Bpsgpt, 0, x, y, wq ` sNgNpt, s, x, y, wq
for some gN P C8pR` ˆ Rˆ p0, 1q ˆ Y ˆ Rq. By (3.3.3), we have
Bpsgpt, 0, x, y, wq “ p´1qpBpsgpt, 0, x, y,´wq.
As a consequence, when p “ 2q ` 1, q P N,
ż
Bpsgpt, 0, x, y, wq dw “ 0,
therefore, assuming N “ 2N 1 for definitiveness,
ż
gpt,?t, x, y, wq dw “
ż Nÿ
p“0
p?tqp
p!
Bpsgpt, 0, x, y, wq ` p
?
tqNgNpt,
?
t, x, y, wq dw
“
ż N 1ÿ
q“0
tq
2q!
B2qs gpt, 0, x, y, wq ` tN 1gNpt,
?
t, x, y, wq dw.
By the arbitrariness of N , upt, x, yq is smooth up to t “ 0.
Lastly, we will verify that u solves (3.3.2). To see this, note that
`Bt ´ pxBxq2˘ e´|z|2{4t?
4pit
“ e
´|z|2{4t
?
4pit
˜
´ 1
2t
` |z|
2
p4tq2 `
1
2t
´ |z|
2
p4tq2
¸
“ 0.
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Consequently,
pBt ´ pxBxq2 `40qH0 “ e´t40
`Bt ´ pxBxq2˘ e´|z|2{4t?
4pit
` e
´|z|2{4t
?
4pit
pBt `40q e´t40 “ 0.
Meanwhile, setting t “ 0, we have
up0, x, yq “
ż
e´|w|
2
?
pi
ϕpx, yq dw “ ϕpx, yq,
which is equivalent to
H0ϕ
ˇˇ
t“0 “ ϕ.
Lemma 3.3.4. Let H0 be defined by (3.3.1). Then H0 ” 0 at t “ 0 when x ‰ x1.
Proof. Recall from heat calculus that e´t40 P Ψ´2H pY q, hence any given partial deriva-
tive with respect to t of e´t40 is bounded by θtk for some constant θ and k. We will
see that
1?
4pit
e´|z|
2{4t ” 0 (3.3.4)
at t “ 0 when x ‰ x1. In fact, give any px, x1q with x ‰ x1, there exists a bounded
neighborhood N that does not intersect tx “ x1u. Note that over N , given any α, β
and γ, the partial derivative
Bαt BβxBγx1
e´|lnpx{x1q|
2{4t
?
4pit
(3.3.5)
is a sum of terms in the general form
C e´|lnpx{x
1q|2{4t lnp x
x1
qat´bx´cpx1q´d (3.3.6)
for some constants C and a, b, c, d ě 0. Since (3.3.6q converges to zero uniformly over
N as tÑ 0, so does (3.3.5), which implies (3.3.4).
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Lastly, the claim follow from the product rule of differentiation.
Proposition 3.3.5. The operator defined by ψ0H0φ maps S
0
blpXq to S0blpr0,8qˆXq,
and
ψ0H0φ
ˇˇ
t“0 “ φ Id .
Proof. Let u P S0blpXq. Then φu is supported in the collar C – r0, 1qˆY , φu P S0blpCq
and ψ0φu “ φu. On the other hand, given any ρ P S0blpr0,8q ˆ Cq, ψ0pxqρ can be
identified with a function in S0blpr0,8qˆXq by extending beyond x “ 1 by zero. Now
the claim follows from Theorem 3.3.3.
Let X 1 “ Xzr0, 1{4qˆY . Note that X 1 is a manifold without boundary. We recall
the following result from heat calculus, which is a immediate consequence of Theorem
3.1.10 applied to X 1.
Theorem 3.3.6 (Interior heat parametrix). There exists an H1 P Ψ´2H pX 1q such that
pBt `4
ˇˇ
X 1qH1 “ R11 P Ψ´8H pX 1q.
and
H1
ˇˇ
t“0 “ Id .
Also, recall that if R P Ψ´8H pX 1q then its Schwartz kernel KR is in C8pr0.8q ˆ
X 1 ˆX 1q and KR ” 0 at t “ 0.
Proposition 3.3.7. The operator ψ1H1p1´ φq maps S0blpXq to S0blpr0,8q ˆXq and
ψ1H1p1´ φq
ˇˇ
t“0 “ p1´ φq Id .
Moreover, the Schwartz kernel of ψ1H1p1´φq is smooth and vanishing near the bound-
ary of X2.
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Now we “glue” H0 and H1 up. Precisely, we define
Q :“ ψ0H0φ` ψ1H1p1´ φq. (3.3.7)
We shall show that Q is a heat parametrix of4. More precisely, we have the following
result:
Theorem 3.3.8. pBt `4qQ “ R, where R P C8pr0,8q ˆ X2q such that R ” 0 in
Taylor series at t “ 0 and BX2. Moreover, Q|t“0 “ Id.
Proof. Observe that Q|t“0 “ φ Id`p1 ´ φq Id “ Id. The liberty in the choice of the
gluing function suggests that those two parts of Q could be handled separately.
Step 1. We analyze the ψ0H0φ part first. Since ψ0H0φ
ˇˇ
XzC “ 0, we will restrict
on the collar and hence Bt `4 “ Bt ´ pxBxq2 `40. We compute
`Bt ´ pxBxq2 `40˘ψ0H0φ “ ψ0pBtH0φq ´ pxBxq2pψ0H0φq ` ψ0p40H0φq
“ ψ0ppBt ´ pxBxq2 `40qH0φq
´ ppxBxq2ψ0qH0φ´ 2pxBxψ0qpxBxH0φq
“ ´ppxBxq2ψ0qH0φ´ 2pxBxψ0qpxBxH0φq
“ R0,
since pBt ´ pxBxq2 `40qH0 “ 0. The kernel of ppxBxq2ψ0qH0φ is
k0,1pt, x, x1, y, y1q “ ppxBxq2ψ0pxqqe
´|z|2{4t
?
4pit
φpx1q e´t40
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where z “ lnpx{x1q, and the kernel of 2pxBxψ0qpxBxH0φq is
k0,2pt, x, x1, y, y1q “ 2ppxBxqψ0pxqqp´ z
2t
e´|z|
2{4t
?
4pit
qφpx1q e´t40
“ ´pxBxψ0pxqqpz
t
e´|z|
2{4t
?
4pit
qφpx1q e´t40 .
Then the kernel of R0 is k0 “ k0,1`k0,2. We claim that k0 is supported away from the
diagonal of Cˆ C. In fact, note that both the supports of pxBxq2ψ0pxq and xBxψ0pxq
are contained in r7{8, 1s, and the support of φpx1q is in r0, 3{4s, hence both
ppxBxq2ψ0pxqqe
´|z|2{4t
?
4pit
φpx1q
and
2ppxBxqψ0pxqqp´ z
2t
e´|z|
2{4t
?
4pit
qφpx1q
are supported in r7{8, 1sˆ r0, 3{4s. In particular, k0 is supported away from tx “ x1u.
Now by a similar argument as Lemma 3.3.4, we see that R0 ” 0 at t “ 0.
We also observe that k0 vanishes identically near tx “ x1 “ 0u. In fact, it vanishes
identically near the left boundary of X2, and near the right boundary when x is
sufficiently large. Since
e´|z|
2{4t
?
4pit
” 0
and
z
t
e´|z|
2{4t
?
4pit
” 0
at BX2ztx “ x1 “ 0u, we have R0 ” 0 at BX2.
Step 2. Now we look at the ψ1H1p1 ´ φq part. Since ψ1 ” 1 beyond x “ 1{2, we
have
pBt `4qψ1H1p1´ φq “ ψ1 pBt `4qH1p1´ φq
when x ą 1{2. On the other hand, over the collar part, the computation is similar
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to that in Step 1, and we also recall that ψ1 is supported outside r0, 1{4q. Putting
together, we conclude that
pBt `4qψ1H1p1´ φq
“ψ1
`Bt `4ˇˇX 1˘H1p1´ φq ´ ppxBxq2ψ1qH1p1´ φq ´ 2pxBxψ1qpxBxH1p1´ φqq
“ψ1R11p1´ φq ´ ppxBxq2ψ1qH1p1´ φq ´ 2pxBxψ1qpxBxH1p1´ φqq
“ψ1R11p1´ φq `R21 “ R1,
where R21 “ ´ppxBxq2ψ1qH1p1 ´ φq ´ 2pxBxψ1qpxBxH1p1 ´ φqq. We remark that the
analysis of the kernel of R1 is even simpler than R0. Note that suppp1´φq Ă r1{2,8q,
suppψ1 Ă r1{4,8q and supppxBxq2ψ1Y suppxBxψ1 Ă r1{4, 3{8s, hence the support of
the kernel of R1 is away from BX2. In addition, since R11 P Ψ´8H pX 1q, ψ1R11p1´φq ” 0
at t “ 0; since the kernel of R21 is supported away from the diagonal andH1 P Ψ´2H pX 1q,
the same property holds for R21 as well. In conclusion, we see that R1 ” 0 at t “ 0
and BX2.
3.4 Construction of the heat kernel
We finish up the construction of the heat kernel with the Volterra series argument in
this section.
Recall the Duhamel’s principle.
Theorem 3.4.1. The following statements are equivalent.
1. There exists a linear map
H : 9C8pXq ÝÑ C8pR` ˆXq,
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such that $’’&’’%
pBt `4qH “ 0
H
ˇˇ
t“0 “ Id .
(3.4.1)
2. There exists a linear map
G : 9C8pR` ˆXq ÝÑ C8pR` ˆXq,
such that $’’&’’%
pBt `4qG “ Id
G
ˇˇ
t“0 “ 0.
(3.4.2)
Proof. Assume that (3.4.1) holds. Define
Guptq :“
ż t
0
Hpt´ squpsq ds (3.4.3)
for any u P 9C8pR` ˆXq, then G satisfies (3.4.2).
Suppose that (3.4.2) is true. Note that 9C8pXq can be canonically identified with
a subspace of 9C8pR` ˆXq. With this recognition, given any u P 9C8pXq, define
Huptq :“ BtGuptq.
Then H satisfies (3.4.1).
Proposition 3.4.2. There exists a G satisfies (3.4.2).
Proof. Consider the function space
Hβpr0,8q ˆXq :“  xβv P xβ ¨ C8pr0,8q ˆ X˚qˇˇ
@k P N, P P Diff˚b pXq, Bkt Pv P L8pr0, tq ˆ X˚q
(
.
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Given u P Hβpr0,8q ˆXq, define
CQu “
ż t
0
Qpt´ squpsq ds,
where Q was given by (3.3.7), then CQ : Hβpr0,8qˆXq Ñ Hβpr0,8qˆXq. Observe
that
pBt `4qCQu “ pId`CRqu,
where R “ pBt `4qQ. Note that if pId`CRq is invertible on Hβpr0,8q ˆ Xq, then
CQpId`CRq´1 satisfies (3.4.2). Therefore, we will first derive a formula for the inverse
of pId`CRq with a Neumann series argument.
Fix  ą 0, let V “ xpx1qCpr0, t0s ˆX2q. Define a norm on V by
‖u‖ :“ ‖v‖8 ,
if u “ xpx1qv, v P Cpr0, t0s ˆX2q. Then V is a Banach space with this norm. Given
f, g P V , define
f ˚ g :“
ż t
0
ż
fpt´ s, x, w, y, zqgps, w, x1, z, y1q dw
w
νpzqds, t ď t0,
Note that R|r0,t0sˆX2 P V . Write ˚R2 “ R ˚ R, and in general ˚R``1 “ R ˚ R`, ` P N.
Then pCRq` “ C˚R` . Denote C0 “
ş
x2 dx
x
νpyq. Given f P V , by induction, one can
show that ∣∣˚f `ptq∣∣ ď pC0tq`´1p`´ 1q! ‖f‖`
for any ` P N, hence ∥∥˚f `∥∥ ď pC0t0q`´1p`´ 1q! ‖f‖` . (3.4.4)
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Now define S :“ řkě1 ˚p´Rqk, then by (3.4.4), S converges in V . Furthermore, since
S “ ´R `R ˚R ´R ˚ S ˚R,
S ” 0 in Taylor series at t “ 0 and BX2. From the construction, we have
pId`CRq´1 “ Id`CS.
Consequently, define G :“ CQ ` CQ˚S, then G satisfies (3.4.2).
By the Duhamel principle, the heat kernel exists, and e´t4 “ H “ Q`Q ˚ S. In
particular, for any t ą 0, e´t4 P Ψ´8b pXq.
3.5 Trace expansions and Dirac operators
In this section, we assume that the reader is familiar with the local index formula
proved by Getzler. See [19].
Theorem 3.5.1. As tÑ 0, we have the following asymptotic expansion:
e´t4
ˇˇ
∆b
„ t´n{2
ÿ
kě0
akt
k,
where ak P C8pX,Ωbq.
Proof. Note that Q ˚ S ˇˇ
∆b
„ 0. Recall that Q “ ψ0H0φ ` ψ1H1p1 ´ φq. Thus, we
compute
ψ0H0φ
ˇˇ
∆b
“ p4pitq´1{2ψ0pxq e´
|ln x{x1|2
4t e´t40 φpx1q|∆b
“ p4pitq´1{2 e´t40py, yqφpxq.
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Since dimY “ n´ 1, we have
e´t40 „ t´pn´1q{2
ÿ
kě0
tka1kpyq,
where a2k P C8pY,Ωq, and consequently,
ψ0H0φ
ˇˇ
∆b
„ t´n{2
ÿ
kě0
tkp4piq´1{2φpxqa1kpyq
∣∣∣∣ dxx
∣∣∣∣ .
On the other hand, we have
ψ1H1p1´ φq
ˇˇ
∆b
“ p1´ φqH1
ˇˇ
∆b
„ t´n{2
ÿ
kě0
tka2k,
where a2k P C8c pX˚,Ωbq, since H1 P Ψ´2H pX 1q. Then the claim follows.
From the local index formula, the pointwise supertrace of e´tð2 has the following
asymptotic property:
strpe´tð2q „ pApTMq chZpE{Sq ` optq. (3.5.1)
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Chapter 4
The index theorem
4.1 b -integrals and b -traces
We follow the approach in [12].
Let a P S0blpX,Ωbq. Over the collar C “ r0, 1qx ˆ Y , write apx, yq “ pa0pyq `
a1px, yqq
∣∣dx
x
∣∣ νpyq, and define the b-integral of a by
bż
X
a :“
ż 1
0
ż
Y
a1px, yq dx
x
νpyq `
ż
XzC
a.
Definition 4.1.1. Let A P Ψ´8bl pXq. The b-trace of A is
bTrpAq “
bż
X
A
ˇˇ
∆b
.
Proposition 4.1.2. 1. Let A P lS0lb,rbpX2,Ωb,Rq – lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b ,Ωb,Rq Ă Ψ´8bl pXq.
Then A is of trace-class, and bTrpAq “ TrpAq.
2. Let A P Ψmbl pXq and B P lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b ,Ωb,Rq. Then both AB and BA are of
trace-class . In particular,
TrprA,Bsq “ 0.
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Proof. 1. Note that A|∆ P lS0BXppX,Ωbqq, hence
TrpAq “
ż
X
A
ˇˇ
∆
ă 8.
That bTrpAq “ TrpAq follows immediately from the definitions.
2. Note that N pABqpτq “ pApτq pBpτq “ pApτq˝0 “ 0, and similarly N pABqpτq “ 0,
hence AB,BA P lS0lb,ff,rbpX2b ,Ωb,Rq, and by part 1, both AB and BA are of trace-
class.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let A P Ψ´8bl pXq, and for any z ą 0, define
F pzq :“
ż
X
xzA
ˇˇ
∆b
.
Then
F pzq “ 1
z
ż
R
Tr
´ pApτq¯ d¯τ ` bTrpAq ` opzq.
Proof. Near the front face, write
A “ `a0ps, y, y1q ` a1px, s, y, y1q˘ ¨ µ1
then
A
ˇˇ
∆b
“ `a0p0, y, yq ` a1px, 0, y, yq˘ ¨ ∣∣∣∣ dxx νpyq
∣∣∣∣ .
Thus,
F pzq “
ż 1
0
ż
Y
xza0p0, y, yq dx
x
νpyq `
ż 1
0
ż
Y
xza1px, 0, y, yq dx
x
νpyq `
ż
XzC
xzA
ˇˇ
∆b
“ 1
z
ż
Y
a0p0, y, yq dx
x
νpyq ` fpzq ` gpzq,
where fpzq “ ş1
0
ş
Y
xza1px, 0, y, yq dxx νpyq, gpzq “
ş
XzC x
zA
ˇˇ
∆b
. Observe that fpzq and
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gpzq are continuous at z “ 0.
Note that pApτq “ ż e´isτ a0ps, y, y1q ds ¨ dy1,
thus
a0ps, y, y1q ¨ dy1 “
ż
R
eisτ pApτq d¯τ
and consequently
a0p0, y, y1q ¨ dy1 “
ż
R
pApτq d¯τ.
Therefore, we have
ż
Y
u0p0, y, yq dy “
ż
Y
ż
R
pApτqpy, yq d¯τ dy “ ż
R
ż
Y
pApτqpy, yq dyd¯τ “ ż
R
Tr
´ pApτq¯d¯τ,
which implies the lemma.
Theorem 4.1.4. If A P Ψmbl pXq and B P Ψ´8bl pXq, then
bTrprA,Bsq “ i
ż
R
Tr
´
Bτ pApτq ˝ pBpτq¯ d¯τ. (4.1.1)
Proof. Observe that
xzrA,Bs “ xzAB ´ xzBA
“ xzAB ´ AxzB ` AxzB ´ xzBA
“ rxz, AsB ` rA, xzBs.
Note that for z ą 0,
xzKB P lS0lb,rbpX2,Ωb,Rq.
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Hence by Proposition 4.1.2, we have
ż
rA, xzBs
ˇˇˇˇ
∆b
“ 0
for any z ą 0. As a result,
ż
xzrA,Bs
ˇˇˇˇ
∆b
“
ż
rxz, AsB
ˇˇˇˇ
∆b
.
Now observe that
rxz, AsB “ xzCzB
where Cz “ A´ x´zAxz. Note that the kernel of Cz is given by
KA ´ px{x1q´zKA “ p1´ e´zsqKA
with s “ lnpx{x1q. Recall that
e´zs “
ÿ
kě0
p´szqk
k!
“ 1´ zs´ z2gps, zq.
Consequently the kernel of xzCzB is
zxzps` zgps, zqqKAB.
By Lemma 4.1.3, we have
ż
zxzps` zgps, zqqKAB
ˇˇ
∆b
“ z
ˆ
1
z
ż
R
Tr
´ pDzpτq¯ d¯τ ` bTrpDzq ` opzq˙
“
ż
R
Tr
´ pDzpτq¯ d¯τ ` z bTrpDzq ` z ¨ opzq
“
ż
R
Tr
´ pDzpτq¯ d¯τ ` opzq,
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where Dz is a family of bl-pseudodifferential operators defined by the kernels ps `
zgps, zqqKAB. Lastly, we conclude that
bTrprA,Bsq “ lim
zÑ0
ż
X
xzrA,Bsˇˇ
∆b
´ 1
z
ż
R
TrpN prA,Bsqpτqq d¯τ
“ lim
zÑ0
ż
R
Tr
´ pDzpτq¯ d¯τ ` opzq ´ 1
z
ż
R
Trpr pApτq, pBpτqsq d¯τ
“
ż
R
Tr
´ pD0pτq¯ d¯τ “ ż
R
TrpxsApτq ˝ pBpτqq d¯τ
“ i
ż
R
Tr
´
Bτ pApτq ˝ pBpτq¯ d¯τ.
Formula (4.1.1) is called the trace-defect formula.
4.2 The index theorem
At last, we finish off the proof of the index theorem. We begin with an alternative
way to obtain the η-invariant adopted from [20].
Let λ P R. Assume λ ą 0. For any a ą 0, we compute
1
pi
ż a
´a
pλ` iτq´1 dτ “ 1
ipi
plnpλ` iaq ´ lnpλ´ iaqq
“ 1
ipi
pi argpλ` iaq ´ i argpλ´ iaqq
“ 2
pi
argpλ` iaq,
hence
1
pi
ż 8
´8
pλ` iτq´1 dτ “ lim
aÑ8
1
pi
ż a
´a
pλ` iτq´1 dτ
“ lim
aÑ8
2
pi
argpλ` iaq
“ 1.
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For λ ă 0, we make a substitution σ “ ´τ to compute
1
pi
ż 8
´8
pλ` iτq´1 dτ “ 1
pi
ż ´8
8
p´λ` iσq´1 dσ
“ ´1.
Consequently, if Λ “ tλ1, . . . , λNu Ă Rzt0u, then
1
pi
ż 8
´8
ÿ
λPΛ
pλ` iτq´1 dτ “ #tλ P Λ|λ ą 0u ´#tλ P Λ|λ ă 0u. (4.2.1)
Proposition 4.2.1. If A is a self-adjoint matrix with eigenvalues Λ Ă Rzt0u, then
1
pi
ż 8
´8
Tr
`pA` iτq´1˘ dτ “ sgnpAq :“ #tλ P Λ|λ ą 0u ´#tλ P Λ|λ ă 0u.
Proof. The proof is a simple exercise in linear algebra. Recall that A is diagonalizable
since it is self-adjoint. Let
A “ P´1rλiδijsP “ P´1DP
for some invertible matrix P . Observe that
Tr
`pA` iτq´1˘ “ Tr `P´1pD ` iτq´1P˘
“ Tr `PP´1pD ` iτq´1˘
“ Tr `pD ` iτq´1˘
“
ÿ
λPΛ
pλ` iτq´1.
The claim now follows from (4.2.1).
The above discussion motivates the following consideration. Let D be a Dirac
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operator of product-type on the collar. For t ą 0, define
η¯ptq :“ 1
pi
ż
R
Tr
´
pD0`iτq´1 e´tpτ2`D20q
¯
dτ. (4.2.2)
Note that e´tpτ2`D20q serves as a regularizing factor to assure that the integral (4.2.2)
converges. The value of η¯ptq at t “ 0, if exists, should measure the spectral asymmetry
of D0, in view of Proposition 4.2.1. To see the connection of η¯ptq with the η-invariant
of D0, we compute
η¯ptq “ 1
pi
ż
R
Tr
´
pD0´iτqpτ 2 `D20q´1 e´tpτ2`D20q
¯
dτ
“ 1
pi
ż
R
Tr
ˆ
pD0´iτq
ż 8
t
e´spτ
2`D20q ds
˙
dτ
“ 1
pi
ż 8
t
ż
R
Tr
´
pD0´iτq e´spτ2`D20q
¯
dτ ds.
Since Tr
´
´iτ e´spτ2`D20q
¯
is odd in τ , we go on to compute
η¯ptq “ 1
pi
ż 8
t
ż
R
e´sτ
2
Tr
´
D0 e´sD20
¯
dτ ds
“ 1
pi
ż 8
t
ż
R
s´1{2 e´ι
2
Tr
´
D0 e´sD20
¯
dι ds
“ 1?
pi
ż 8
t
s´1{2 Tr
´
D0 e´sD20
¯
ds.
Recall that ηpD0q :“ 1?pi
ş8
0
s´1{2 Tr
´
D0 e´sD20
¯
ds is exactly the η-invariant of D0.
Now assume that D0 is invertible. Note that D` is Fredholm (Proposition 2.2.1).
Our study of the index formula relies on the following fundamental result:
Theorem 4.2.2 (Ho¨rmander-Fedosov). If D is a fully elliptic operator, and P its
(full) parametrix, then, in particular, both Id´PD and Id´DP are of trace-class,
and
IndD “ TrpId´PDq ´ TrpId´DP q.
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Define
B0 :“ D´
ż t
0
e´sD
`D´ ds.
Then,
D`B0 “ Id´ e´tD`D´ , B0D` “ Id´ e´tD´D` .
Since pDpτq´1 exists for all τ P R, we can choose a Q P Ψ´1bl pXq such that pQpτq “pDpτq´1 “ ipiτ `D0q´1σ. Define
B “ B0 `Q e´tD`D´ ,
then
D`B “ Id´K1, BD` “ Id´K2,
where
K1 “ pId´D`Qq e´tD`D´ , K2 “ pId´QD`q e´tD´D` .
Observe that pK1pτq “ 0 “ pK2pτq,
hence K1 and K2 are of trace-class. Now the Ho¨rmander-Fedosov’s theorem implies
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that
IndD` “TrpK2q ´ TrpK1q
“
ż
X
K2
ˇˇ
∆
´
ż
X
K1
ˇˇ
∆
“
bż
X
K2
ˇˇ
∆b
´
bż
X
K1
ˇˇ
∆b
“ bTrpK2q ´ bTrpK1q
“ bTr
´
pId´QD`q e´tD´D`
¯
´ bTr
´
pId´D`Qq e´tD`D´
¯
“ bTr
´
e´tD
´D`
¯
´ bTr
´
e´tD
`D´
¯
´ bTr
´
QD` e´tD
´D` ´D`Q e´tD`D´
¯
.
(4.2.3)
Let ξptq “ 2 bTr
´
QD` e´tD´D` ´D`Q e´tD`D´
¯
.
Theorem 4.2.3. ξptq “ η¯ptq.
Proof. Recall that D` e´tD´D` “ e´tD`D´ D` by the uniqueness of solution to heat
equation. Thus
ξptq “ ´2 bTr
´
D`Q e´tD`D´ ´Q e´tD`D´ D`
¯
“ ´2 bTr
´
rD`, Q e´tD`D´s
¯
.
Now by the trace-defect formula (4.1.1),
ξptq “ ´2 i
2pi
ż
R
Tr
”
pBτ xD`pτqq pQpτqN pe´tD`D´qpτqı dτ
“ 1
ipi
ż
R
Tr
„
Bτ
`1
i
σpiτ `D0q
˘ ˝ ipiτ `D0q´1σ ˝N pe´tD`D´qpτq dτ
“ 1
pi
ż
R
Tr
”
σ ˝ piτ `D0q´1σ ˝N pe´tD`D´qpτq
ı
dτ.
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To obtain N pe´tD`D´qpτq, we observe that
N pe´tD`D´qpτq “ pH0pτq
where H0 is given by (3.3.1), and compute
pH0pτq “ ż
R
1?
4pit
e´|z|
2{4t e´t40 e´izτ dz
“ e´tτ2 e´t40
“ σ e´tpτ2`D20q σ.
Consequently, we have
ξptq “ 1
pi
ż
R
Tr
”
σpiτ `D0q´1σ ˝ σ e´tpτ2`D20q σ
ı
dτ
“ 1
pi
ż
R
Tr
”
σpiτ `D0q´1 ˝ e´tpτ2`D20q σ
ı
dτ
“ 1
pi
ż
R
Tr
”
e´tpτ
2`D20q σ ˝ σpiτ `D0q´1
ı
dτ
“ 1
pi
ż
R
Tr
´
e´tpτ
2`D20qpiτ `D0q´1
¯
dτ
“ η¯ptq.
Theorem 4.2.4. IndD` “
ż
X
pApTMq chZpE{Sq ´ 1
2
ηpD0q.
Proof. By (4.2.3), (3.5.1) and Theorem 4.2.3, we have
IndD` “
ż
X
pApTMq chZpE{Sq ` optq ´ 1
2
η¯ptq.
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In particular, η¯p0q exists, and
1
2
ηpD0q “ 1
2
η¯p0q “ 1
2
lim
tÑ0 η¯p0q
“ lim
tÑ0
ˆż
X
pApTMq chZpE{Sq ` optq˙´ IndD`
“
ż
X
pApTMq chZpE{Sq ´ IndD` .
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Appendix A
Conormal distributions
In this section, we describe a calculus of conormal distributions, which is particularly
suitable to the study of compact manifolds with boundary. The approach here is
adopted from [21].
Denote i|α|Bαx by Dαx for any (multi-)index α.
Let f P SpRnq be a Schwartz function on Rn. Recall the Fourier transform of f
pfpξq “ ż e´ix¨ξ fpxq dx
and the inverse transform qfpxq “ ż eix¨ξ fpξq d¯ξ
where d¯ξ “ p2piq´n dξ.
Lemma A.1. Let f, g P SpRnq. Then
|fg “ qf ˚ qg
and xfg “ p2piq´n pf ˚ pg
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Proof. Recall the convolution between ϕ and ψ
ϕ ˚ ψpξq :“
ż
ϕpξ ´ ηqψpηq dη.
Note that f ˚ g P SpRnq. Appling the Fourier inverse transform to the formula
p qf ˚ qgqp“ fg,
we verify the first claim. The second claim could be proved similarly.
Recall that a is said to be in Smbl pRk,1ˆ Rn;Rnq for m P R if a can be written as
a “ a0`a1, where a0 P SmpRk´1ˆRn;Rnq, and a1 P lSmB pRk,1ˆRn;Rnq, that is, given
any multi-indexes α, β, γ and ` P N, x0 ą 0,
sup
xăx0
∣∣p1` |ξ|q|γ|´mrp1` |lnx|q p1` |y|` |z|qs`pxBxqαpByBzqβBγξ a1px, y, z, ξq∣∣ ă 8.
(A.1)
Note that this definition of symbols is slightly different from the standard in that we
impose decaying property on the py, zq-variables. See also [9]. The decaying property
allows us to carry out Fourier transform more freely and precisely.
Example A.2. Let ϕ P C8c pRk,1q, ψ P C8c pRnq, and ppξq P PmpRnq where PmpRnq
is the collection of m-th degree polynomials in n variables. Then apx, y, z, ξq “
ϕpx, yqψpzqppξq is in Smbl pRk,1ˆ Rn;Rnq.
We will denote ż
e´iy¨τ apx, y, z, ξq dy
by apx, pτ , z, ξq, and similarly
ż
e´iz¨η apx, y, z, ξq dz
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by apx, y, pη, ξq.
Lemma A.3. If a P Smbl pRk,1ˆ Rn;Rnq, then both apx, pτ , z, ξq and apx, y, pη, ξq are in
Smbl pRk,1ˆ Rn;Rnq.
Proof. Let α, β, γ, δ,  be arbitrary multi-indexes in ` P N. Note that
τ pxBxqαDβτ Bγz Bδξapx, pτ , z, ξq “ τ pxBxqαDβτ Bγz Bδξ ż e´iy¨τ apx, y, z, ξq dy
“
ż
τ Dβτ e
´iy¨τ pxBxqαBγz Bδξapx, y, z, ξq dy “
ż
Dy e
´iy¨τ ¨yβpxBxqαBγz Bδξapx, y, z, ξq dy
“p´1q||
ż
e´iy¨τ Dy
`
yβpxBxqαBγz Bδξapx, y, z, ξq
˘
dy
“p´1q||
ÿ
1`2“
C1
ż
e´iy¨τ D1y y
β ¨ pxBxqαD2y Bγz Bδξapx, y, z, ξq dy
“p´1q||
ÿ
1`2“
C1
ż
e´iy¨τ D1y y
β ¨ pxBxqαD2y Bγz Bδξ pa0py, z, ξq ` a1px, y, z, ξqq dy.
Thus, for 0 ă x ă x0, we have
∣∣τ pxBxqαDβτ Bγz Bδξa1px, pτ , z, ξq∣∣ ď ÿ
1`2“
ż ∣∣D1y yβ∣∣ ¨ ∣∣pxBxqαD2y Bγz Bδξa1px, y, z, ξq∣∣ dy
ă C`α,β,γ,δ,
ż p1` |y|q|β|
p1` |y|qp`|β| dy ¨
p1` |ξ|qm´|δ|
rp1` |z|qp1` |lnx|qs`
“ rC`α,β,γ,δ, p1` |ξ|qm´|δ|rp1` |z|qp1` |lnx|qs`
for some constant C`α,β,γ,δ,, where
rC`α,β,γ,δ, “ C`α,β,γ,δ, şp1` |y|q´p dy and p “ 2pk´1q.
Hence a1px, τˆ , z, ξq satisfies the symbol estimate (A.1). Similarly we have
sup
∣∣rp1` |z|` |τ |q`p1` |ξ|q|δ|´mDβτ Bγz Bδξa0ppτ , z, ξq∣∣ ă 8,
so we conclude that apx, τˆ , z, ξq P Smbl pRk,1ˆRn;Rnq. The other claim is proved in the
exact same way.
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Let u P Imbl pRk,1ˆRn;Rk,1ˆt0uq be associated with a P Smbl pRk,1ˆRn;Rnq, that is,
u :“
ż
eiz¨ξ apx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ.
We will derive the ”left” symbol of u, i.e., a symbol ra P Smbl pRk,1;Rnq such that
u “
ż
eiz¨ξ rapx, y, ξq d¯ξ.
Let ϕ ¨ µ P 9C8c pRk,1 ˆ Rn,Ωbq, where µ “
∣∣dx
x
dydz
∣∣. In particular, ϕ vanishes to
infinite order in x at the boundary of Rk,1 ˆ Rn. Observe that
ż
eiz¨ξ apx, y, z, ξqϕpx, y, zq dx
x
dydzd¯ξ
“
ż ˆż
apx, y, ~ξ ´ η, ξqϕpx, y, qηq dη˙ dx
x
dydξ
“
ż ˆż
apx, y, ~ξ ´ η, ξq dξ˙ϕpx, y, qηq dx
x
dydη
“
ż ˆż
apx, y, zη ´ ξ, ξq d¯ξ˙ϕpx, y, qηq dx
x
dydη
“
ż
eiz¨η
ˆż
apx, y, zη ´ ξ, ξq d¯ξ˙ϕpx, y, zq dzdx
x
dyd¯η.
Therefore, the left symbol of u shall be defined by
a˜px, y, ηq :“
ż
apx, y, zη ´ ξ, ξq d¯ξ (A.2)
“
ż
apx, y, zη ´ ξ, ξq d¯ξ (A.3)
“
ż
a0py, zη ´ ξ, ξq d¯ξ ` ż a1px, y, zη ´ ξ, ξq d¯ξ
“ a˜0py, ηq ` a˜1px, y, ηq. (A.4)
To justify the work, we need the following result.
Theorem A.4. Let a P Smbl pRk.1ˆRn;Rnq. Then a˜ P Smbl pRk,1;Rnq, where a˜ is defined
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in (A.2).
Proof. We will establish the desired decaying property for ra. Observe that
Bγiηi a˜px, y, ηq “
ż
Bγiηi e´ipη´ξqz apx, y, z, ξq dzd¯ξ
“
ż
p´iziqγi e´ipη´ξqz apx, y, z, ξq dzd¯ξ
“
ż
´pBξip´iziqγi´1e´ipη´ξqzqapx, y, z, ξq dzd¯ξ
“ ´
ż
Bξi
`p´iziqγi´1e´ipη´ξqz apx, y, z, ξq˘ dzd¯ξ
`
ż
p´iziqγi´1e´ipη´ξqz Bξiapx, y, z, ξq dzd¯ξ.
Since by Lemma A.3 for any ` P N there exists a constant C` such that
∣∣∣∣ż e´ipη´ξqzp´iziqγi´1apx, y, z, ξq dz∣∣∣∣ ă C`p1` |η ´ ξ|q´`p1` |ξ|qm,
in particular for any fixed η
ż
p´iziqγi´1e´ipη´ξqz apx, y, z, ξq dz |ξ|Ñ8ÝÝÝÝÑ 0,
we have
ż
Bξi
`p´iziqγi´1e´ipη´ξqz apx, y, z, ξq˘ dzdξi
“
ˆż
p´iziqγi´1e´ipη´ξqz apx, y, z, ξq dz
˙ ˇˇˇˇξi“8
ξi´8
“ 0.
Thus,
Bγiηi a˜px, y, ηq “
ż
p´iziqγi´1e´ipη´ξqz Bξiapx, y, z, ξq dzd¯ξ.
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Continue this procedure, we eventually have
Bγiηi a˜px, y, ηq “
ż
e´ipη´ξqz Bγiξi apx, y, z, ξq dzd¯ξ
“
ż
pBγiξi aqpx, y, zη ´ ξ, ξq d¯ξ.
Arguing similarly, we have
Bγη a˜px, y, ηq “
ż
pBγξ aqpx, y, zη ´ ξ, ξq d¯ξ.
Note that pBγξ aqpx, y, ζˆ, ξq P Sm´|γ|bl pRk,1ˆRn;Rnq. Since a˜ has a decomposition given
in (A.4), now it suffices to establish the symbolic estimate
∣∣pxBxqαBβy a˜px, y, ηq∣∣ ď rCαβ p1` |η|qm `1` p1` |lnx|q´`˘p1` |y|q`
for any indexes α, β and ` P N, when 0 ă x ă x0. Consider
∣∣pxBxqαBβy a˜px, y, ηq∣∣ “ ∣∣∣∣ż pxBxqαBβy apx, y, zη ´ ξ, ξq dξ∣∣∣∣
ď
ż
C`αβ
`
1` p1` |lnx|q´`˘ p1` |ξ|qm
rp1` |y|q p1` |η ´ ξ|qs` d¯ξ
with some constant C`αβ. Recall the Peetre’s inequality
p1` |ξ|qs ď p1` |η ´ ξ|q|s| p1` |η|qs , (A.5)
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s P R. Thus, let ` “ |m|` 2n, we have
∣∣pxBxqαBβy a˜px, y, ηq∣∣ ď ż C`αβ `1` p1` |lnx|q´`˘ p1` |η ´ ξ|q|m| p1` |η|qmrp1` |y|q p1` |η ´ ξ|qs` d¯ξ
“
ż
C`αβ
`
1` p1` |lnx|q´`˘ p1` |η|qm
p1` |y|q` p1` |η ´ ξ|q2n d¯ξ
“
rCαβ p1` |η|qm `1` p1` |lnx|q´`˘
p1` |y|q`
where rCeαβll “ C`αβ ş p1` |η ´ ξ|q´2n d¯ξ.
Corollary A.4.1. There is an symbolic asymptotic expansion of ra given by
rapx, y, ηq „ÿ
α
pDαz Bαζ aqpx, y, 0, ηq
p´1q|α|α! .
In particular, rapx, y, ηq “ apx, y, 0, ηq mod Smbl pRk,1;Rnq.
Proof. To reduce notational ambiguity, we rename the variables in the integrand of
(A.3) as apx, y, pξ, ζq. Applying Taylor expansion to apx, y, pξ, η ´ ξq in ζ, we have
apx, y, pξ, η ´ ξq “ ÿ
|α|ďp
pBαζ aqpx, y, pξ, ηq
α!
p´ξqα `
ÿ
|β|“p`1
p´1q|β| |β|
β!
Rβpx, y, ξ, ηq
where Rβpx, y, ξ, ηq “ ξβ
ş1
0
p1´ tq|β|´1pBβζ aqpx, y, pξ, η´ tξq dt for any p P N. Therefore,
rapx, y, ηq “ ż ÿ
|α|ďp
ξαpBαζ aqpx, y, pξ, ηq
p´1q|α|α! d¯ξ `
ÿ
|β|“p`1
p´1q|β| |β|
β!
rRβpx, y, ηq, (A.6)
where rRβpx, y, ηq “ şRβpx, y, ξ, ηq d¯ξ. From the elementary properties of Fourier
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transform, we can rewrite the first term in (A.6) as
ż ÿ
|α|ďp
ξαpBαζ aqpx, y, pξ, ηq
p´1q|α|α! d¯ξ “
ż ÿ
|α|ďp
pDαz Bαζ aqpx, y, pξ, ηq
p´1q|α|α! d¯ξ
“
ÿ
|α|ďp
pDαz Bαζ aqpx, y, 0, ηq
p´1q|α|α! .
Thus, it is only left to show that the second term in (A.6) is in Sm´p´1bl pRk,1,Rnq, and
it suffices to verify that so is each rRβ. We will establish the symbol estimate. Hence,
given any multi-indexes γ, δ, ,we compute
pxBxqγBδyBη rRβpx, y, ηq “ ż ż 1
0
p1´ tq|β|´1ξβpxBxqγBδyBη
´
pBβζ aqpx, y, pξ, η ´ tξq¯ dtd¯ξ
“
ż ż 1
0
p1´ tq|β|´1ξβ
´
pxBxqγBδyBβ`ζ a
¯
px, y, pξ, η ´ tξq dtd¯ξ,
then for any ` P N, by Lemma A.3 and the Peetre’s inequality, we estimate
∣∣∣pxBxqγBδyBη rRβpx, y, ηq∣∣∣ ď ż ż 1
0
∣∣∣p1´ tqpξβ ´pxBxqγBδyBβ`ζ a¯ px, y, pξ, η ´ tξq∣∣∣ dtd¯ξ
ďC
`
1` p1` |lnx|q´`˘
p1` |y|q`
ż ż 1
0
p1´ tqp p1` |ξ|q|β| p1` |η ´ tξ|qm
p1` |ξ|qq p1` |η ´ tξ|q|β|`|| dtd¯ξ
ďC
`
1` p1` |lnx|q´`˘
p1` |y|q`
ż ż 1
0
p1´ tqp p1` |ξ|q|β| p1` |η ´ tξ|qm
p1` |ξ|qq p1` |η ´ tξ|q|β|`|| dtd¯ξ
ďC
`
1` p1` |lnx|q´`˘
p1` |y|q`
ż ż 1
0
p1´ tqp p1` |tξ|q|m´|β|´||| p1` |η|qm
p1` |ξ|qq´|β| p1` |η|q|β|`|| dtd¯ξ
ď rC `1` p1` |lnx|q´`˘p1` |y|q´` p1` |η|qm´|β|`|| ,
where q “ |pm´ |β|´ ||q|` |β|` 2n, C is some constant depending on γ, δ, , `, and
rC “ C ż p1´ tqp p1` |tξ|q|m´|β|´||| p1` |ξ|q|β|´q dtd¯ξ.
Example A.5. Suppose that a P Smbl pRk,1;Rnq and ψ P C8c pRnq, then ψpzqapx, y, ξq P
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Smbl pRk,1ˆ Rn;Rnq, and the left symbol of the conormal distribution u defined by
ż
eizξ ψpzqapx, y, ξq d¯ξ
is just
rapx, ξq “ ż pψpξ ´ ηqapx, y, ηq dη.
This construction was used extensively in the study and applications of conormal
distributional densities on manifolds
Theorem A.6 (Continuity principle). Let ρpx, y, z, ξq P C8pRk,1px.yq ˆ Rnz ˆ Rnξ q with
ρpx, y, z, 0q
” 1 be bounded in px, y, zq and Schwartz in ξ, i.e., given any multi-indexes α, β, γ, δ, 
there is some constant Cαβγδ such that
∣∣ξBαxBβy Bγz Bδξρpx, z, ξq∣∣ ă Cαβγδ.
If u P Imbl pRk,1 ˆ Rn;Rk,1 ˆ t0uq such that
u “
ż
eizξ apx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ
with a P Smbl pRk,1 ˆ Rn;Rnq, and
ur “
ż
eizξ ρpx, y, z, rξqapx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ
“
ż
eizξ arpx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ
with r ą 0. Then ur P I´8bl pRk,1 ˆRnq, and given any ϕ ¨ µ P 9C8c pRk,1 ˆRn,Ωbq with
µ “ ∣∣dx
x
dydz
∣∣,
lim
rÑ0urpϕq “ upϕq.
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Proof. Observer that for any multi-indexes α, β, γ and ` P N
∣∣pxBxqαBβy Bγzur∣∣ “ ∣∣∣∣ż pxBxqαBβy Bγz `eizξ ρpx, y, z, rξqapx, y, z, ξq˘ d¯ξ∣∣∣∣
“
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ż
eizξ
ÿ
0ďα1ďα
α1`α2“α1
β1`β2“β
γ1`γ2`γ3“γ
Cαα1i
|γ3|ξγ3pxα1Bα1x Bβ1y Bγ1z ρqpx, y, z, rξqpxα2Bα2x Bβ2y Bγ2z aqpx, y, z, ξq d¯ξ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ď rC`αβγż p1` |ξ|qmp1` |rξ|q2n`m d¯ξ ¨ rp1` |lnx|qp1` |y|` |z|qs´`,
hence ur P I´8bl pRk,1 ˆ Rnq. Since ρ is bounded in z and a is Schwartz in z, ar is
Schwartz in z as well for any r ą 0. Hence by Lemma A.1, we have
upϕq “
ż
eizξ apx, y, z, ξqϕpx, y, zq dzd¯ξdx
x
dy “
ż
apx, y, ~ξ ´ η, ξqϕpx, qηq dηdξdx
x
dy
and
urpϕq “
ż
eizξ ρpx, y, z, rξqapx, y, z, ξqϕpx, y, zq dzd¯ξdx
x
dy
“
ż
eizpξ´ηq ρpx, y, z, rξqapx, y, z, ξqϕpx, y, qηq d¯zdηdξdx
x
dy
“
ż
eizpξ´ηq ρpx, y, z, rξqapx, y, z, ξqϕpx, y, qηq d¯zdξdηdx
x
dy,
where the employment of Fubini’s theorem is justified by Lemma A.3 and the Peetre’s
inequality. Write
ż
eizpξ´ηq ρpx, y, z, rξqapx, y, z, ξqd¯z “ frpx, y, ξ, ηq,
and ż
eizpξ´ηq apx, y, z, ξqd¯z “ fpx, y, ξ, ηq.
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Note that for any fixed px, y, ξq, ∣∣eizpη´ξq ρpx, y, z, rξqapx, y, z, ξq∣∣ ă C p1` |z|q´2n for
some constant C, then by the dominated convergence theorem, limrÑ0 frpx, y, ξ, ηq “
fpx, y, ξ, ηq. Now observing that
|frpx, y, ξ, ηqϕpx, y, qηq| ď C 1xϕ˜pxqp1` |y|q´2pk´1qp1` |ξ ´ η|q´2np1` |η|q´4n
ď C 1xϕ˜pxqp1` |y|q´2pk´1qp1` |ξ|q´2np1` |η|q´2n
for some constant C 1 and ϕ˜pxq P C8c pr0,8qq, by Peetre’s inequality, another applica-
tion of the dominated convergence theorem shows that
lim
rÑ0urpϕq “ limrÑ0
ż
frpx, y, ξ, ηqϕpx, y, qηq dξdηdx
x
dy
“
ż
fpx, y, ξ, ηqϕpx, y, qηq dξdηdx
x
dy
“ upϕq.
Example A.7. Let piL : Rk,1ˆRn ÝÑ Rk,1 be defined by piLpx, y, zq “ px, yq. Assume
that u P Imbl pRk,1 ˆ Rn;Rk,1 ˆ t0uq associated with a P Smbl pRk,1 ˆ Rn;Rnq, and the
left symbol of u is ra P SmpRk,1;Rnq. Then the push-forward of u via piL is defined.
Moreover,
ppiLq˚upx, yq “
ż
eizξ apx, y, z, ξq dzd¯ξ
“
ż
apx, y, z0´ ξ, ξq d¯ξ
“ rapx, y, 0q.
On the other hand, let ur P I´8bl pRk,1 ˆ Rnq be associated with rar :“ ρprξqra P
S´8bl pRk,1;Rnq, where ρ P SpRnq with ρp0q “ 1. Then by the continuity principle,
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ur
rÑ0ÝÝÑ u, and hence ppiLq˚ur rÑ0ÝÝÑ ppiLq˚u, as distributions. More explicitly, we have
ppiLq˚u “ lim
rÑ0ppiLq˚ur “ limrÑ0
ż
eizξ rarpx, y, ξq d¯ξdz
“ lim
rÑ0rarpx, y, 0q “ limrÑ0 ρp0qrapx, y, 0q
“ rapx, y, 0q,
consistent with the previous computation. Note that, formally, we have
ż
eizξ rapx, y, ξq d¯ξdz “ rapx, y, 0q, (A.7)
a well-known formula in Fourier analysis for Schwartz functions.
To study conormal distributions on compact manifolds with boundary, we need
to work with boundary points as well as interior points. Henceforth, we will also
denote the collection of ordinary m -th order symbols defined on Rk`n by Smbl pRk;Rnq
in lieu of SmpRk;Rnq . The symbol estimates to use shall be clear from the domain
of the symbols. Also, a subset U Ă Rx ˆ Rk´1y ˆ Rnz may be denoting Rk ˆ Rn or
Rk,1 ˆ Rn, depending on the nature of the coordinate patch in question. Note that
the first coordinate x may or may not be a boundary defining coordinate.
Theorem A.8. For any m P R, there is a linear map
σm : I
m
bl pX,Zq Ñ Srmsbl pN˚Z,Ωf pN˚Zqq
such that the sequence
0 Im´1bl pX,Zq Imbl pX,Zq Srmsbl pN˚Z,Ωf pN˚Zqq 0σm
is exact.
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Proof. We first define σm. Suppose that u P Imbl pX,Zq. Let tUj – Uj ˆ Rn Ă
Rk ˆ Rn,Φju be a (finite) coordinate chart cover of Z with compatible coordinates
(as submanifold). Let tϕju be a partition of unity for Z subordinate to tUju, that is,
a collection of smooth functions on X such that suppϕj Ă Uj and řj ϕj ” 1 on Z.
Then by definition we have
ϕju “
ż
eiz¨ξ ajpx, y, ξq d¯ξ
for some aj P Smbl pUj;Rnq. Let aj˚ be the pullback of ajpx, y, ξq ¨ |dξ| to Smbl pN˚Z
ˇˇ
Uj ,
Ωf pN˚Zqq, and define
a :“
ÿ
j
a˚j .
Then σmpuq is defined by
σmpuq :“ ras P Srmsbl pN˚Z,Ωf pN˚Zqq.
We must check that σpKq is well defined in the sense that it is independent of the
choice of tUj, ϕju. Therefore, Let tU 1k,Φ1ku be another coordinate chart cover of Z
and tϕ1ku be a partition of unity for Z subordinate to tU 1ku, and bk be the local left
symbol of ϕ1ku. Let b :“
ř
k bk˚. Note that
a “
ÿ
j,k
pϕ1kq˚a˚j , b “
ÿ
j,k
ϕ˚j b
˚
k,
where ϕj˚ and pϕ1kq˚ are the lifting of ϕj
ˇˇ
Z
and ϕ1k
ˇˇ
Z
to N˚Z. If tUj X U 1k X Z “ ∅u,
then pϕ1kq˚aj˚ “ 0 “ ϕj˚ bk˚; if tUj X U 1k X Z ‰ ∅u, then Φ1kΦ´1j px, y, zq “ pf, g, hq and
ΦjpΦ1kq´1pu, v, wq “ pf 1, g1, h1q with hpx, y, 0q “ 0 “ h1pu, v, 0q, and
ż
eiz¨ξ ϕ1kpx, y, zqajpx, y, ξq d¯ξ “ ϕjϕ1kK “
ż
eiw¨ξ ϕjpu, v, wqbkpu, v, ηq d¯η.
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Hence, by the coordinate invariance of conormal distributions (e.g., see Proposition
1.2.12),
pϕ1kq˚a˚j ´ ϕ˚j b˚k P Sm´1bl pN˚Z
ˇˇ
UjXU 1k ,Ωf pN
˚Zqq.
By the arbitrariness of j, k, we conclude that ras “ rbs.
It is clear that kerpσmq “ Im´1bl pX,Zq. To see the surjectivity of σm, we reverse the
previous process. Fix an arbitrary a P Smbl pN˚Z,Ωf pN˚Zqq. Recall that tUju covers
Z and tϕju is a partition of unity of Z subordinate to tUju. Then for each j, there
exists an aj P Smbl pUj;Rnq, such that the pullback of ϕj˚ a to Uj ˆRn is equal to aj. In
particular, the support of aj in Uj is compact. Let uj be the distribution conormal
to Z with compact support in Uj determined by aj as the local left symbol. Lastly,
define a distribution on X in the following way: Given any f P C8pX,ΩpXqq,
xu, f y :“
ÿ
j
xuj, f y .
Then in particular we have ϕju “ uj and u P Imbl pX,Zq. Moreover, we have σmpuq “
ras, which implies that σm is surjective.
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Appendix B
b -geometry and blow-ups
In this section, we review some basics of Melrose’s b -geometry and blown-up spaces.
Let X be a smooth manifold with boundary BX “ Y .
B.1 b -type geometric objects
We commence with the b -cotangent bundle bT ˚X of X. We will construct bT ˚X by
specifying its transition functions between local trivializations. Near a point p P X˚,
the transition functions are essentially the ones for the ordinary cotangent bundle. If
tUO, φOu, where O “ α, β, are coordinate patches of X with Uα X Uβ X BX ‰ ∅, and
denote
φα ˝ φ´1β px, y1, . . . , yn´1q “ px1Apx1, . . . , y1n´1q, . . . , yn´1px1, . . . , y1n´1qq “ px, . . . , yn´1q,
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with Apx1, y1q ą 0, then we define
gαβ “
»———————–
1` x1
A
BA
Bx1
1
A
BA
By11 . . .
1
A
BA
By1n´1
x1 By1Bx1
By1
By11 . . .
By1
By1n´1
...
...
. . .
...
x1 Byn´1Bx1
By1n´1
By11 . . .
Byn´1
By1n´1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
(B.1)
Hence, bTX is defined as the unique smooth vector bundle over X determined
by the transition functions prescribed above, and the b -cotangent bundle bT ˚X is
defined as the dual bundle of bTX. In particular, the transition function of bT ˚X
over Uα X Uβ is given by pg´1αβ qT . The b -cotangent bundles are the carriers of the
principle symbols of the b -type pseudodifferential operators. Note that bTX was
constructed in the way so that in the interior of X, bTX is isomorphic to TX, while
near BX, pxBx, Byq “ pxBx, By1 , . . . , Byn´1q is serving as a local ordered basis1, and
(B.1) just reflects this purpose. This assertion can be made precise by considering
the following “realization”2 of bTX. Recall that, over Uα, an element in bTX can be
represented by an equivalent class rpx, yq, vs where v P Rn. Let
τprpx, yq, vsq “ px, y, v ¨ pxBx, Byqq.
Then by (B.1), τ is a well-defined map from bTX to TX, and it is actually a vector
bundle homomorphism. Furthermore, in X˚, τ is a vector bundle isomorphism. The
transpose τ t : T ˚X Ñ bT ˚X is therefore also a bundle homomorphism restricting to
an isomorphism in the interior of X. Moreover, in the interior of the coordinate patch
Uα,
`
τ tpdx
x
q, τ tpdyq˘ is a local ordered basis of bT ˚X ˇˇU˚α , which extends by continuity
to a local basis
`
τ¯ tpdx
x
q, τ¯ tpdyq˘ of bT ˚X ˇˇUα over the entire Uα. Under this recognition,
we will henceforth also denote
`
τ¯ tpdx
x
q, τ¯ tpdyq˘ as `dx
x
, dy
˘
, and the following useful
1Similar notations like pdxx ,dyq “ pdxx ,dy1, . . . ,dyn´1q, etc., are used below.
2For an intrinsic realization of bTX and more, see [25].
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fact is readily verified:
Lemma B.1. Let X, X 1 be manifolds with boundary and f : X Ñ X 1 a diffeomor-
phism. Let piE : E Ñ X 1 be a vector bundle over X 1 and ϕ : T ˚X Ñ E a bundle
homomorphism covering f , that is, ϕ preserves the fiber structure and the diagram
below commutes:
T ˚X E
X X 1
ϕ
piT˚X piE
f
Assume that {ϕˇˇ
X˚
pdx
x
q, ϕˇˇ
X˚
pdyq} can be extended smoothly to BX. Denote the
extended version by {ϕˇˇ
X˚
pdx
x
q, ϕˇˇ
X˚
pdyq}. Define a map ψ : bT ˚X Ñ E by setting
ψpτ¯ tpdx
x
qq “ ϕˇˇ
X˚
pdx
x
q, ψpτ¯ tpdyqq “ ϕˇˇ
X˚
pdyq
and extending through linearity fiber-wisely. Then
bT ˚X E
X X 1
ψ
pibT˚X piE
f
is a bundle homomorphism diagram.
The b -density bundle over X is ΩbpXq :“špPX ΩpbTp˚Xq, where
ΩpbT ˚pXq :“ tc |ω|
ˇˇ
ω P
ľ
n bT ˚X and c P Ru.
The transition function hαβ of ΩbpXq over Uα X Uβ is just
hαβ “
∣∣detpg´1αβ qT ∣∣ “ |det gαβ|´1 ,
in particular, in the interior of Uα X Uβ, hαβ “ A |det J |´1 , where J is the Jacobian
matrix of φα ˝ φ´1β . On the other hand, in the interior of UαXUβ, as elements of (the
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ordinary density bundle) ΩpUα X Uβq, we also have
∣∣∣∣dx1x1 dy1
∣∣∣∣ “ A |det J |´1 ∣∣∣∣dxx dy
∣∣∣∣ .
Hence, in view of the discussion of b -cotangent bundles above, it makes consistent
sense to integrate sections of the b -density bundle over the entire manifold X. In
particular, if µ P C8pX,ΩbpXqq is supported inside a coordinate patch Uα near BX,
we can right µ “ µpx, yq ¨ ∣∣dx
x
dy
∣∣, where ∣∣dx
x
dy
∣∣ is technically ∣∣τ tpdx
x
q ^ τ tpdyq∣∣, and
the integration of µ is ż
X
µ :“
ż
φαpUαq
µpx, yq dx
x
dy. (B.2)
Note that the value of (B.2) may or may not be finite.
Since bT ˚X is a manifold with boundary on its own, one can define ΩbpbT ˚Xq
accordingly. Suppose that px, y, ξq are local coordinates associated to a coordinate
patch, say, tUα, px, yqu, of X, then
∣∣dx
x
dydξ
∣∣ is a local trivialization of ΩbpbT ˚Xq.
The observation is that arguing exactly like the case for the ordinary density bundle
ΩpT ˚Xq, one can show that ∣∣dx
x
dydξ
∣∣ is defined invariantly. Hence, there is a canonical
global trivialization of ΩbpbT ˚Xq, and in particular, sections of b -density on bT ˚X
are identified with functions on bT ˚X.
B.2 Conormal bundles
Now we turn to the conormal bundles of submanifolds, which play a fundamental role
in the study of general conormal distributions.
Let Z Ă X be an embedded submanifold. Define the vector bundle pi : N˚Z Ñ Z
with
N˚pZ :“ tξ P T ˚pX
ˇˇ
ξpvq “ 0, @v P TpZu.
and N˚Z :“ špPZ Np˚Z. Note that N˚Z is a sub-bundle of T ˚X ˇˇZ and is called the
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conormal bundle of Z. It is, of course, just the dual bundle of NZ :“ TX{TZ, the
normal bundle of Z.
Assume that Z intersects BX “ Y transversally. This condition can be inter-
preted in terms of local coordinates: there exists a coordinate patch tU , px, y, zqu “
tU , px, y1, . . . , yk,
z1, . . . , z`qu near Z X Y with x the boundary defining coordinate, such that Z X U “
tpx, y, 0qu. In such a coordinate system, an element ξ in Np˚Z where p “ px, y, 0q can
be represented by
ξ “
ÿ`
j“1
ξj dzj.
Hence, a local coordinates system of N˚Z associated to tU , px, y, zqu is given by
tpi´1pU X Zq, px, y, ξqu “ tpi´1pU X Zq, px, y1, . . . , yk, ξ1, . . . , ξ`qu,
where ξi satisfies
ξip
ÿ
j
ηj dzjq “ ηi.
Now assume that tU 1, px1, y1, z1qu is another coordinate patch of X such that U XU 1X
Z X BX ‰ ∅, and moreover, Z X U 1 “ tpx1, y1, 0qu. Then, the change of coordinates
formula over pi´1pU X U 1 X Zq has the following form
x1 “ x1px, y, 0q, y1 “ y1px, y, 0q, ξ1 “ pH´1qT px, y, 0qξ,
where x1px, y, zq, y1px, y, zq, z1px, y, zq are the transition maps from U to U 1 and
Hpx, y, zq “
»————–
Bz11
Bz1 . . .
Bz11
Bz`
...
. . .
...
Bz 1`
Bz1 . . .
Bz 1`
Bz`
fiffiffiffiffifl . (B.1)
Note that the coordinate transition formula near an interior point of X in Z can be
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analyzed in the same way.
Recall that the (1-)density bundle of Np˚Z as manifold is
ΩpN˚pZq :“
ž
q
ΩpT ˚q pN˚pZqq,
where
ΩpT ˚q pN˚pZqq :“ tc |ω|
ˇˇ
ω P
ľ
`T ˚q pN˚pZq and c P Ru.
Since pξiq are (global) coordinates of Np˚Z for any fixed p P Z, dξ :“ |dξ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dξ`|
is a basis of ΩpNp˚Zq. We then construct a line bundle Ωf pN˚Zq on N˚Z whose fiber
over the point pp, ξq “ px, y, ξq is just ΩpNp˚Zq, that is,
Ωf pN˚Zq :“
ž
pp,ξqPN˚Z
ΩpN˚pZq.
The subscript “f” here stands for “fiberwise”, against the genuine density bundle
ΩpN˚Zq :“ špPN˚Z ΩpTp˚ pN˚Zqq. Through the discussion above, one sees that the
transition function (of the naturally associated local trivializations) from pi´1pU 1XZq
to pi´1pU X Zq is just
gU ,U 1pp, ξq “ |detHppq|´1 ,
where pp, ξq P pi´1pU 1 X Zq X pi´1pU X Zq and H was defined in (B.1).
Note that Ωf pN˚Zq can be interpreted as the pullback of the “normal density
bundle” over Z via the projection pi : N˚ Ñ Z. Similarly in the spirit, we can
consider the pullback of the “tangent b -density bundle” over Z. Hence, define
Ωb,tpN˚Zq :“
ž
pp,ξqPN Z˚
ΩpbT ˚p Zq, (B.2)
and we remark that
Ωf pN˚Zq b Ωb,tpN˚Zq – ΩbpN˚Zq. (B.3)
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B.3 Blow-ups
We review the notion of blow-ups introduced by R. Melrose.
When taking finite products of manifolds with boundary, the notion of man-
ifolds with corners arises naturally. A manifold with corners is locally modeled
Rn,k – r0,8qk ˆ Rn´k, where 0 ď k ď n. However, the theory is not universally
agreed, depending on the concrete applications, and there are a couple of inequiva-
lent definitions of manifolds with corners and smooth map, see [10]. We follow the
sense of Melrose in [25]. See also [13], [14], [22]. The prominent feature of this defini-
tion is that the (topological) boundary of a manifold with corners is a finite union of
hypersurfaces, i.e., co-dimension 1 embedded submanifolds. Moreover, the boundary
faces, that is, the intersections of boundary hypersurfaces, are also embedded sub-
manifolds. Note that if a boundary face is an embedded submanifold, then it is indeed
a p-submanifold, i.e., it is locally Rn1,k1 ˆ t0u Ă Rn,k with n1 ď n and k1 ď mintn1, ku.
We remark that this is important in the discussion of blow-ups. Main examples are
provided by finite products of manifolds with boundary.
Lemma B.2. If
Φ : Rn,k ÝÑ Rn,k
px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq ÞÝÑ pφ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , φnq
is a diffeomorphism such that φip¨ ¨ ¨ , xi´1, 0, xi`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ q “ 0 for 1 ď i ď k, then
φi “ xiφ˜i
for some φ˜i P C8pRn,kq with φ˜i ą 0.
Proof. By Taylor’s theorem, it is clear that φi “ xiφ˜i with φ˜i P C8pRn,kq. Note that
when xi ą 0, 0 ď i ď k, then φi ą 0, hence φ˜i ą 0.
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Observe that the Jacobian matrix of Φ is
JΦ “
»——————————————–
x1Bx1φ˜1 ` φ˜1 ¨ ¨ ¨ x1Bxk φ˜1 x1Bxk`1φ˜1 ¨ ¨ ¨ x1Bxnφ˜1
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
xkBx1φ˜k ¨ ¨ ¨ xkBxk φ˜k ` φ˜k xkBxk`1φ˜k ¨ ¨ ¨ xkBxnφ˜k
Bx1φ˜k`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bxk φ˜k`1 Bxk`1φ˜k`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bxnφ˜k`1
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
Bx1φ˜n ¨ ¨ ¨ Bxk φ˜n Bxk`1φ˜n ¨ ¨ ¨ Bxnφ˜n
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.
Since det pJΦq ‰ 0, by extending the determinant along the i-th row, it follows that
φ˜ip¨ ¨ ¨ , xi´1, 0, xi`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ q ‰ 0.
By continuity, we have
φ˜ip¨ ¨ ¨ , xi´1, 0, xi`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ q ą 0.
Corollary B.2.1. The b-derivatives are preserved by diffeomorphisms on Rn,k. In
particular,
• for 1 ď i ď k,
xiBxi “
˜
1` xi
φ˜i
Bφ˜i
Bxi
¸
x1iBx1i `
kÿ
j‰i,j“1
xi
φ˜j
Bφ˜j
Bxi x
1
jBx1j `
nÿ
j“k`1
xi
Bφj
Bxi Bx1j ;
• for k ` 1 ď i ď n,
Bxi “
kÿ
j“1
1
φ˜j
Bφ˜j
Bxi x
1
jBx1j `
nÿ
j“k`1
Bφj
Bxi Bx1j .
Let M be a n-dimensional manifold with corners. Suppose that N is a closed l-
dimensional p-submanifold of M . In particular, near any point y P N , M – Rl,kˆRj,i
centered at y and N – Rl,k ˆ t0u. One can define “M blown-up at N ”, rM ;N s,
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x1
x2
y
Ñ Inward
Ñ Outward
(a) Inward/Outward Pointing Vectors
x1
x2
y
S`NyY
(b) Spherical Normal Vectors
Figure B.1: Abstract Sphere
by introducing polar coordinate about N . As a set, rM ;N s is obtained by replacing
each point in N by an “abstract sphere”. Precisely, we define, at y (see Figure B.1):
inward-pointing tangent vectors in M : T`y M :“ t
nÿ
j“1
ajBxj ; aj ě 0 for j ď lu.
inward-pointing normal vectors to N : N`y N :“ T`y M{T`y N.
inward-pointing spherical normal vectors to N : S`NyN :“ pN`y Nzt0uq{R`.
inward-pointing spherical normal bundle to N : S`NN :“
ž
yPN
S`NyN.
M blown-up along N : rM ;N s :“ S`NN
ž
pMzNq.
The introduction of polar coordinates turns rM ;N s into a manifold with corners.
To illustrate this procedure, we investigate a pertinent example.
Let X be a manifold with boundary and Y “ BX. Then Y 2 is a boundary face of
X2, hence a p-submanifold. The stretched double product of X is
X2b :“ rX2;Y 2s.
Over Ω1 “ `ΩzY ˘š`S`NY |ΩXY ˘ in X2b , a chart φ : Ω1 Ñ R` ˆ S1,2 ˆ R2pn´1q is
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Y 2
X2
S`NpY 2q
X2b
Figure B.2: Stretched Double Product
given by
$’’’&’’’%
φpraBx1 ` bBx2s, yq “ p0, pa, bq?
a2 ` b2 , yq, if praBx1 ` bBx2s, yq P S
`NY,
φpx1, x2, yq “ p
b
x21 ` x22, px1, x2qa
x21 ` x22
, yq, if px1, x2, yq P ΩzY.
Assume that Φpx1, x2, yq “ px1A, x2B,Cq is a diffeomorphism on R2n,2, then the
transition map induced by Φ is
rΦpr, ω, yq “ prapAω1q2 ` pBω2q2, pAω1, Bω2qapAω1q2 ` pBω2q2 , Cq.
Note that A,B,C are smooth functions with A,B ą 0 by Lemma B.2, hence rΦ is
also smooth. Thus, X2b is equipped with a smooth structure, which makes it into
a manifold with corners. Other coordinate systems than the polar coordinates can
be introduced on X2b . For instance, the local functions ρpr, ω, yq “ rω1 ` rω2 and
spr, ω, yq “ lnpω1
ω2
q are smooth, and pρ, s, yq is a coordinate system on X2b mapping an
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X2b X
2
β2b
(a) Blow-down map
rb
lb
ff
∆b
(b) Submanifolds in X2b
Figure B.3: Blow-down Map and Submanifolds
open subset to r0,8q ˆ Rˆ R2pn´1q. The map
β2b : X
2
b ÝÑ X2
x ÞÝÑ
$’’&’’%
x, if x P X2zY 2
y, if x P S`NyY 2
is called the blow-down map. See Figure B.3a. Note that β2b P C8pX2b , X2q. Important
p-submanifolds of X2b include (Figure B.3b):
• left boundary, lb “ cl
´
pβ2b q´1pBX ˆ X˚q
¯
• right boundary, rb “ cl
´
pβ2b q´1pX˚ ˆ BXq
¯
• front face, ff “ S`NY 2
• b-diagonal, ∆b “ clppβ2b q´1p∆zY 2qq
Note that BX2b “ lbY rbY ff .
Lemma B.3. Let piL,b, piR,b : ∆b Ñ X be the restriction of the b -projections at the
b -diagonal. Then ppiL,b
ˇˇ
∆˚b
q˚ ´ ppiR,b
ˇˇ
∆˚b
q˚ extends to a bundle isomorphism
pi˚L,b ´ pi˚R,b : bT ˚X ÝÑ N˚∆b.
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Proof. We use local coordinates. Near BX, we have X – Rn,1 and use the coordinates
px, yq; near ∆b X ff , we have X2b – Rn,1 ˆ Rn and use coordinates px, y, s, zq “
px, y, ln x1
x
, y ´ y1q. Note that ∆b X O “ tpx, y, 0, 0qu, and T∆b
ˇˇ
∆bXO “ spantBx, Byu.
Hence,
ppiL,b
ˇˇ
∆˚b
q˚ ´ ppiR,b
ˇˇ
∆˚b
q˚pdx
x
q “ ds, ppiL,b
ˇˇ
∆˚b
q˚ ´ ppiR,b
ˇˇ
∆˚b
q˚pdyq “ dz.
Since {ds, dz} is a local frame of N˚∆b near ff X ∆b, the claim then follows from
Lemma B.1.
Corollary B.3.1. C8pN˚∆b,Ωf pN˚Zq b Ωb,tpN˚Zqq – C8pbT ˚X,ΩbpbT ˚Xqq –
C8pbT ˚Xq.
Proof. It follows from the lemma and (B.3).
The stretched triple product, X3b , is defined as the iterated blow-up
X3b :“ rX3; T ; tBF ,BS,BCus,
where T “ Y 2 Ă X3, BF “ Y ˆY ˆX “ pi´1F pY ˆY q, BS “ XˆY ˆY “ pi´1S pY ˆY q,
and BC “ Y ˆ X ˆ Y “ pi´1C pY ˆ Y q. It arises essentially when one studies the
composition of pseudodifferential operators. We rely heavily on the following result,
whose formulation was adapted from [15].
Theorem B.4. There exist unique continuous functions piO,b : X
3
b ÝÑ X2b , where
O “ F, S or C, such that
piO ˝ β3b “ β2b ˝ piO,b (B.1)
Proof. (Sketch) Note that, in the interiors, the left hand side of B.1 is just the ordinary
projection onto the correspondent components, and β2b acts as identity, hence piO,b
has to be defined canonically by piO. The uniqueness of piO,b then follows from the
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continuity. The existence could be established by exhibiting local formulas in terms
of coordinates. See, e.g., the formulas in the following Corollary.
Corollary B.4.1. Let V – Rn´1 be a coordinate patch of Y “ BX. Near the
boundary of X, we have X – r0, 1qx ˆ Vy. Moreover, X2 – r0, 1q2px,x1q ˆ V2py,y1q
and X3 – r0, 1q3px,x1,x2q ˆ V3py,y1,y2q. Then, in local coordinates, we have the following
representations of piO,b, where the coordinates in X
2
b near rbpX2b qX ffpX2b q, ∆bpX2b qX
ffpX2b q and lbpX2b q X ffpX2b q are given by px, ω, y, y1q :“ px, ln x1x , y, y1q, px, ω, y, zq :“
px, ln x1
x
, y, y ´ y1q and pγ, x1, y, y1q :“ pln x
x1 , x
1, y, y1q, respectively:
I. Near fsX ff Xmb P X3b , we use coordinates
ps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q :“ pln x
x2
, ln
x1
x
, x2, y, y1, y2q (B.2)
then ps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q P p´8, 0q ˆ p´8, 0q ˆ r0, 1q ˆ R3 and
piF,bps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q “ px2es, t, y, y1q near rbX ff P X2b ;
piS,bps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q “ ps` t, x2, y1, y2q near lbX ff P X2b ;
piC,bps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q “ ps, x2, y, y1q near rbX ff P X2b .
(B.3)
II. Near fsX lbX ff P X2b , we use coordinates
ps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q :“ pln x
x1
, ln
x1
x2
, x2, y, y1, y2q (B.4)
then ps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q P p´8, 0q ˆ p´8, 0q ˆ r0, 1q ˆ R3 and
piF,bps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q “ ps, x2et, y, y1q near lbX ff P X2b ;
piS,bps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q “ pt, x2, y1, y2q near lbX ff P X2b ;
piC,bps, t, x2, y, y1, y2q “ ps` t, x2, y, y1q near lbX ff P X2b .
(B.5)
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III. Near ff X csX lb P X2b , we use coordinates
ps, x1, t, y, y1, y2q :“ pln x
x2
, x1, ln
x2
x1
, y, y1, y2q (B.6)
then ps, x1, t, y, y1, y2q P p´8, 0q ˆ r0, 1q ˆ p´8, 0q ˆ R3 and
piF,bps, x1, t, y, y1, y2q “ ps` t, x1, y, y1q near lbX ff P X2b ;
piS,bps, x1, t, y, y1, y2q “ px1, t, y1, y2q near rbX ff P X2b ;
piC,bps, x1, t, y, y1, y2q “ ps, x1et, y, y1q near lbX ff P X2b .
(B.7)
IV. Near pi´1F,bp∆bq X pi´1S,bp∆bq, we use coordinates
px, s, t, y, z, wq :“ px, ln x
1
x
, ln
x2
x
, y, y ´ y1, y ´ y2q (B.8)
then
piF,bpx, s, t, y, z, wq “ px, s, y, zq near ∆b X ff P X2b ;
piS,bpx, s, t, y, z, wq “ pxes, t´ s, y ´ z, w ´ zq near ∆b X ff P X2b ;
piC,bpx, s, t, y, z, wq “ px, t, y, wq near ∆b X ff P X2b .
(B.9)
V. Near pi´1F,bp∆bq X fs. In X2b near ffpX2b q X lb, we use the coordinates
px1, y, γ, zq :“ px1, y, ln x
x1
, y ´ y1q,
and in X3b , we use coordinates
px2, y, s, w, t, zq :“ px2, y, ln x
x2
, y ´ y2, ln x
x1
, y ´ y1q. (B.10)
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Note that X3b – X2b ˆ Rnpt,zq and pi´1F,bp∆bpX2b qq – X2b ˆ t0u. Then
piF,bpx2, y, s, w, t, zq “ px2 es´t, y, t, zq near ∆b X ff P X2b ,
piS,bpx2, y, s, w, t, zq “ px2, y ´ z, s´ t, w ´ zq near lbX ff P X2b ,
piC,bpx2, y, s, w, t, zq “ px2, y, s, wq near rbX ff P X2b .
(B.11)
VI. Near pi´1F,bp∆bq X rb. In X2b near ffpX2b q X rb, we use the coordinates
px, y, ω, zq :“ px, y, ln x
1
x
, y ´ y1q,
and in X3b , we use coordinates
px, y, s, w, t, zq :“ px, y, ln x
2
x
, y ´ y2, ln x
1
x
, y ´ y1q. (B.12)
Note that X3b – X2b ˆ Rnpt,zq and pi´1F,bp∆bpX2b qq – X2b ˆ t0u. Then
piF,bpx, y, s, w, t, zq “ px, y, t, zq near ∆b X ff P X2b ,
piS,bpx, y, s, w, t, zq “ px et, y ´ z, s´ t, w ´ zq near lbX ff P X2b ,
piC,bpx, y, s, w, t, zq “ px, y, s, wq near rbX ff P X2b .
(B.13)
VII. Near pi´1S,bp∆bq X ss. In X2b near ff X rb, we use the coordinates
px, y, ω, zq :“ px, y, ln x
1
x
, y ´ y1q,
and in X3b , we use coordinates
px, y, s, w, t, zq :“ px, y, ln x
2
x
, y ´ y2, ln x
2
x1
, y ´ y1q. (B.14)
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Note that X3b – X2b ˆ Rnpt,zq and pi´1S,bp∆bpX2b qq – X2b ˆ t0u. Then
piF,bpx, y, s, w, t, zq “ px, y, t´ s, zq near rbX ff P X2b ,
piS,bpx, y, s, w, t, zq “ px et´s, y ´ z, t, w ´ zq near ∆b X ff P X2b ,
piC,bpx, y, s, w, t, zq “ px, y, s, wq near rbX ff P X2b .
(B.15)
VIII. Near pi´1S,bp∆bq X lb. In X2b near ff X lb, we use the coordinates
px1, y, γ, zq :“ px1, y, ln x
x1
, y ´ y1q,
and in X3b , we use coordinates
px2, y, s, w, t, zq :“ px2, y, ln x
x2
, y ´ y2, ln x
1
x2
, y ´ y1q. (B.16)
Note that X3b – X2b ˆ Rnpt,zq and pi´1S,bp∆bpX2b qq – X2b ˆ t0u. Then
piF,bpx2, y, s, w, t, zq “ px2 et, y, s´ t, zq near lbX ff P X2b ,
piS,bpx2, y, s, w, t, zq “ px2, y ´ z, t, w ´ zq near ∆b X ff P X2b ,
piC,bpx2, y, s, w, t, zq “ px, y, s, wq near lbX ff P X2b .
(B.17)
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Appendix C
Fredholm without Banach and
Hilbert
We give a detailed description of an unconventional approach which, as far as we
know, is due to Paul Loya and not published in literature yet, to establishing Fredholm
property of operators on various function spaces.
Let X be a compact manifold with or without boundary. Denote Y “ BX. Note
that Y might be a empty set. Let µ be a measure on X. CpXq is the Banach
space of complex-valued, continuous functions on X with the sup-norm. Let Φ be
a vector subspace of CpXq X L2pX;µq. We assume that Φ is closed under complex
conjugate, hence Φ is naturally equipped with an (Hermitian) inner product, namely,
the L2-inner product. However, we do not assume that the metric on Φ induced by
the inner product is complete, and we remark that this is the major advantage of
this approach and justifies the section title. Denote the collection of linear operators
on Φ by L pΦq. Suppose that ΨpXq is a vector subspace of L pΦq, and Ψ´80 pXq Ă
ΨpXq a subalgebra of L pΦq, such that ΨpXq ¨Ψ´80 pXq Ă Ψ´80 pXq. In applications,
operators in Ψ´80 pXq are usually identified with continuous integral kernels against
the measure µ. The major examples are provided, of course, by the various types
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of pseudodifferential operators. Henceforth, we will not distinguish the operators
in Ψ´80 pXq from their integral kernels and assume that Ψ´80 pXq Ă CpX2q. The
subscript 0 in Ψ´80 pXq alludes to some “regularities”, in addition to being “residual”.
whose meaning depends on the concrete calculus in question. For example, in b - or bl-
calculus, the additional condition is the vanishing of the normal operator. Analogous
regularity conditions are available for other b -type calculi, or heat calculus on closed
manifolds.
Assume that A P L pΦq, B P ΨpXq and R P Ψ´80 pXq such that AB “ Id´R.
The first and main step of our approach is to refine the remainder R, which we will
carry out momentarily. The ideal situation is that the remainder term R is given by
some “finite rank” operator. We begin with a definition.
Definition C.1. Let B Ă Ψ be an algebra closed under complex conjugate. A
function K in FB :“ B b B Ă CpX2q is called B-finite rank.
Explicitly, K is B-finite rank if it is of the form
Kpx, x1q “
kÿ
j“1
fjpxqgjpx1q
where fj, gj P B. Note that FB is a subalgebra of CpX2q with the multiplication
induced by the one in B. The elements in FB are meant to be serving as the integral
kernel of some operators with finite dimensional range. In fact, given any ϕ P Φ, since
B Ă Φ Ă L2pX;µq, we define
Kϕ :“
ż kÿ
j“1
fjpxqgjpx1qϕpx1qµpx1q “
kÿ
j“1
fjpxq
ż
gjpx1qϕpx1qµpx1q.
In particular, ImK Ă spantfju. On the other hand, the operators with a finite rank
integral kernel are not the finite-rank operators usually defined only on Banach spaces.
In the contrast, A continuous linear operator on some subspace of CpXq with finite-
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dimensional image is not necessarily given by a finite rank integral kernel. A simple
counterexample is given by T :“ 1δp on C8pXq, where 1 is the constant function
with value 1 on X and δp is the Dirac delta function at a fixed point p P X. Clearly
T is not even an integral operator.
Under some compatibility conditions, the finite-rank-refinement can be achieved
by choosing a new right-parametrix of A wisely.
Lemma C.1. Assume that
1. FB Ă Ψ´80 pXq Ă CpX2q;
2. Ψ´80 pXq ¨ CpX2q ¨Ψ´80 pXq Ă Ψ´80 pXq; and
3. given any Q P Ψ´80 pXq and f P B,
ş
fpxqQpx, x1qµpxq P B.
If there is an F0 P FB with
ż
|pR ´ F0qpx, x1q|µpx1q ď δ ă 1 (C.1)
for all x P X, then there exists a rB P ΨpXq and F P FB such that A rB “ Id´F .
Proof. Denote R ´ F0 by S. Note that S P Ψ´80 pXq by Assumption (1). Denote S
by Sp1q. For any integer k ě 2, let
Spkqpx, x1q “
ż
Spx, x2qSpx2, x3q . . . Spxk, x1qµpx2qµpx3q . . . µpxkq
“
ż
Spx, yqSpk´1qpy, x1qµpyq.
Note that Spkq P Ψ´80 pXq since Ψ´80 pXq is a subalgebra. By (C.1), we have
∥∥Sp2q∥∥8 “ sup ∣∣Sp2qpx, x1q∣∣ “ sup ∣∣∣∣ż Spx, yqSpy, x1qµpyq∣∣∣∣
ď ‖S‖8 ¨ sup
ż
|Spx, yq|µpyq ď δ ‖S‖8 .
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Proceed with induction, one could show that
∥∥Spkq∥∥8 ď δk´1 ‖S‖8 .
In particular, the series
Q “
ÿ
kě1
Sk
converges in CpX2q under the sup-norm topology. Note that
Qpx, x1q “ Sp1qpx, x1q ` Sp2qpx, x1q ` SQSpx, x1q
“ Spx, x1q `
ż
Spx, yqSpy, x1qµpyq `
ż
Spx, yqQpy, zqSpz, x1qµpyqµpzq,
hence by Assumption (2), Q P Ψ´80 pXq. In particular, Id`Q is just the inverse of
Id´S as operators on Φ. Observe that
ABpId`Qq “ pId´pR ´ F0q ´ F0qpId`Qq
“ pId´SqpId`Qq ´ F0pId`Qq
“ Id´F0 ´ F0Q.
Assume that F0px, x1q “ řj fjpxqgjpx1q with fj, gj P B. Then
F0Qpx, x1q “
ż
F0px, x2qQpx2, x1qµpx2q
“
ÿ
j
fjpxq
ż
gjpx2qQpx2, x1qµpx2q
“
ÿ
j
fjpxqrgjpx1q,
where rgjpx1q “ ş gjpx2qQpx2, x1qµpx2q P B, by assumption (3). Consequently, we have
F :“ F0 ` F0Q P FB. Let rB “ B `BQ, then rB P ΨpXq, and A rB “ Id´F .
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Henceforth, we will take the hypotheses in Lemma C.1 for granted.
The next simple fact, which says that a “big” vector subspace is indeed an (orthog-
onal) direct summand, from elementary linear algebra, turns out to be, surprisingly,
a crucial piece in proving the main result we desire. The proof was included to keep
this article self-contained.
Lemma C.2. Let V be a inner product space and U Ď V a subspace. Assume that
there is a finite dimensional subspace W such that WK Ď U , then
(a) UK is finite dimensional; and
(b) V “ U ‘ UK.
Proof. Since W is finite dimensional, for any v P V , v “ v1 ` pv ´ v1q, where v1 is
the orthogonal projection of v onto W , thus V “ W ‘WK. This implies furthermore
that pWKqK “ W , hence UK Ď W and (a) follows.
Observe that U{WK is isomorphic to a subspace of W , hence is finite dimensional.
Also, the orthogonal projection onto WK is obtained via the direct sum decomposition
V “ W ‘ WK, thus a practice essentially the same as the Gram-Schmidt process
produces a finite dimensional subspace P Ď U orthogonal to WK such that U “
WK ‘ P . The orthogonal projection onto U now can be defined by summing up the
projections onto WK and P , whose existence implies (b).
Here we point out that we made no assumption on the dimension of V and the
metric induced by the inner product. In particular, V was not intended to be a
Hilbert space.
We arrive at the main result of this section, which is readily obtained at this point.
Theorem C.3. ImpAqK is finite dimensional, and
Φ “ ImpAq ‘ ImpAqK.
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In particular, dim cokerpAq is finite.
Proof. By Lemma C.1, there is a rB P ΨpXq and an F P FB, such that A rB “ Id´F .
Assume that
F “
ÿ
j
ϕjpxqψjpx1q,
then we define
W “ spantψ¯ju Ď Φ,
where the bar over a complex-valued function stands for taking conjugate. Given any
u P WK, we compute
Ap rBuq “ pId´F qu
“ u´
ż ÿ
i
ϕjpxqψjpx1qupx1qµpx1q
“ u,
therefore WK Ď ImpAq. Now the desired result is implied by Lemma C.2.
Corollary C.3.1. If, in addition, A is self-adjoint, then A is Fredholm.
Proof. Just note that kerpAq “ kerpA˚q “ ImpAqK, which is finite dimensional.
Note that under the self-adjoint-ness assumption, the analytical index of A is
trivial. We record also the result about Fredholm property for not-necessarily-self-
adjoint operators.
Theorem C.4. Let A be a linear operators on Φ. If there exist linear operators
Bi P ΨpXq and Si P Ψ´80 pXq, i “ 1, 2, such that AB1 “ I ´ S1 and B2A “ I ´ S2,
then A is Fredholm.
Proof. It suffices to show dim kerpAq is finite dimensional. An argument parallel to
the one for Lemma C.1 (with the additional hypotheses that given any Q P Ψ´80 pXq
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and g P B, şQpx, x1qgpx1qµpx1q P B) shows that there exists an operator ĂB2 P ΨpXq
and a finite rank operator F2 P FB, such that ĂB2A “ I ´ F2.
Assume that u P kerpAq, then
0 “ ĂB2pAuq “ Iu´ F2u “ u´ F2u
thus kerpAq Ď Im(F2), which implies the claim, since dim ImpF2q is finite. See the
remark below Definition C.1.
The assumptions here are readily available for, e.g., the elliptic pseudodifferential
operators on closed manifolds. For the verification to b -pseudodifferential operators
of all the hypotheses involved, see [20]. The argument to the Fredholm property is
similar in spirit to the standard one via compact remainders (see [31]). However,
thanks to the presence of the finite rank remainders, Loya’s approach is much more
accessible.
Lastly, to enlighten the readers about how hypotheses in Lemma C.1 are possibly
verified, we recall a celebrated result from point set topology and a few consequences
of it. See Section 1.6 for the genuine usage on manifolds.
Theorem C.5 (The Complex Stone-Weierstrass Theorem). Let X be a compact
Hausdorff space. If A is a closed complex subalgebra of CpX,Cq that separates
points and is closed under complex conjugation, then either A “ CpX,Cq or A “
tf P CpX,Cq : fpx0q “ 0 for some x0 P Xu.
See [7] for a proof.
Corollary C.5.1. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces. Let F be the algebra
generated by functions of the form fpx, yq “ gpxqhpyq, where g P CpX,Cq and h P
CpY,Cq, that is, F “ CpX,Cq b CpY,Cq. Then F is dense in CpX ˆ Y,Cq.
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Proof. The closure ofF in CpXˆY,Cq is a subalgebra closed under complex conjuga-
tion, since all operations involved (that is, conjugation, addition and multiplication)
are continuous in the uniform convergence topology. Also, F contains all constant
functions. Recall that compact Hausdorff spaces are normal. Now the fact that F
(hence its closure) separates points is an easy consequence of Urysohn’s lemma.
We are mostly interested in compact manifolds, so the property of separating
points for subalgebras of functions with various order of differentiability follows readily
from the existence of bump functions, hence the result could be extended to those
settings.
We conclude this section by remarking that what we have proved in Theorem C.3
is essentially ”Hodge without Banach and Hilbert”, because it essentially produces
the Hodge decomposition with respect to A. See [19] for the details of a complete
proof of the classical Hodge theorem in this spirit, and more. Finally, this approach
could be easily adapted to the study of linear operators on sections of vector bundles.
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Appendix D
Heat kernel and η-invariant
Let A P ΨmpY q with m ą 0. Assume that A is elliptic and self-adjoint. Then
pA´ λq´1 is a continuous (in fact, holomorphic) family of bounded operator in L2pY q
(denoted by BpL2q in this section) for λ R specpAq. We first record the following
preliminary observation from functional analysis.
Lemma D.1. If A is self-adjoint, then
∥∥pA´ x´ iyq´1∥∥ ď 1|y| , @x, y P R with y ‰ 0.
Proof. In this argument, we denote ‖¨‖L2 by ‖¨‖ for any element in L2pY q. (In fact,
this works for any inner product space.) Since A´x is also self-adjoint for any x P R,
it suffices to show that
∥∥pA´ iyq´1∥∥ ď 1|y| , @y P R with y ‰ 0.
It is clear that
Im
`x pA´ iyqϕ, ϕ y˘ “ ´y ‖ϕ‖2 .
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We will also need the following inequality
∣∣@ pA´ iyq´1ϕ, ϕ D∣∣ ď |y|´1 ‖ϕ‖2 , @y P R with y ‰ 0,
or equivalently, ∣∣@´iypA´ iyq´1ϕ, ϕ D∣∣2 ď ‖ϕ‖4 .
To see this, denote ψ “ pA ´ iyq´1ϕ, then, by the self-adjoint-ness of A and the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we compute
∣∣@´iypA´ iyq´1ϕ, ϕ D∣∣2
“ ∣∣xϕ, ϕ y ´ @ApA´ iyq´1ϕ, ϕ D∣∣2
“ |xϕ, ϕ y ´ xAψ, pA´ iyqψ y|2
“ ∣∣‖ϕ‖2 ´ ‖Aψ‖2 ´ iy xAψ,ψ y∣∣2
“ `‖ϕ‖2 ´ ‖Aψ‖2˘2 ` y2 xAψ,ψ y2
“ ‖ϕ‖4 ` `‖Aψ‖4 ` y2 xAψ,ψ y2 ´ 2 ‖pA´ iyqψ‖2 ‖Aψ‖2˘
“ ‖ϕ‖4 ` `‖Aψ‖4 ` y2 xAψ,ψ y2 ´ 2 `‖Aψ‖2 ` y2 ‖ψ‖2˘ ‖Aψ‖2˘
“ ‖ϕ‖4 ´ ‖Aψ‖4 ´ y2 `2 ‖ψ‖2 ‖Aψ‖2 ´ xAψ,ψ y2˘
ď ‖ϕ‖4 .
Lastly, combining those two relations above, we have
∣∣´y ‖ψ‖2∣∣ “ ∣∣Im `x pA´ iyqψ, ψ y˘∣∣
ď ∣∣@ pA´ iyq´1ϕ, ϕ D∣∣
ď |y|´1 ‖ϕ‖2 ,
which implies the claim.
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Theorem D.2. pA´ τq´1 has only simple poles at a discrete set D Ă R. Moreover,
near any point τ1 P D,
pA´ τq´1 “ Bpτq ´ F
τ ´ τ1 , (D.1)
where Bpτq is holomorphic near τ1 with
Bpτ1q “
$’’&’’%
0 on kerpA´ τ1q
pA´ τ1q´1 on kerpA´ τ1qK
, (D.2)
and
F “ pikerpA´τ1q, (D.3)
the orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace of τ1.
Remark. See also [25, PROPOSITION 6.27].
Proof. From analytic Fredholm theory(see [25]), we know that pA´ τq´1 has a mero-
morphic extension with discrete singularities of finite rank. Since A is self-adjoint,
the singularities are contained in R. Assume x P R to be an eigenvalue of A, then,
from the preliminary lemma above, we have
lim
yÑ0 piyq
2pA´ x´ iyq´1 “ 0
so by the meromorphy of pA ´ τq´1, it has a simple pole at x. To show that the
residue of pA´ τq´1 at x is just ´ΠkerpA´xq, consider the identity
yϕ “ ypA´ x´ iyqpA´ x´ iyq´1ϕ
“ ypA´ x´ iyqpBpx` iyq ` F
iy
qϕ.
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Taking derivative with respect to y then letting y approach 0, we have
ϕ “ pA´ xqpBpxq ` ByBpxqqϕ´ Fϕ
or,
Id`F “ pA´ xqpBpxq ` ByBpxqq “ pA´ xq rB,
that says, pId`F qϕ P RpA´xq. Since pA´xq is self-adjoint, kerpA´xqK “ RpA´xq,
and the claim follows.
Now observe that, on one hand,
pA´ τ1qpA´ τq´1 “ pA´ τ ` τ ´ τ1qpA´ τq´1
“ Id`pτ ´ τ1qpA´ τq´1
“ pA´ τq´1pA´ τ1q,
and furthermore, inserting formula (D.1) to the second equality above, we get
pA´ τq´1pA´ τ1q “ Id`pτ ´ τ1qBpτq ´ F
which shows that Bpτq “ 0 on kerpA´ τ1q when τ ‰ τ1, but from continuity we also
have
Bpτ1q “ 0 on kerpA´ τ1q.
On the other hand,
pA´ τ1qpA´ τq´1 “ pA´ τ1qBpτq ´ pA´ τ1qF
τ ´ τ1
“ pA´ τ1qBpτq.
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Letting τ approach τ1, we have
pA´ τ1qBpτ1q “ Id´F
which implies
Bpτ1q “ pA´ τ1q´1 on kerpA´ τ1qK
and the proof is completed.
For a neat application of this important result, see [18, Theorem 4.1].
Recall that for λ P CzR with Imλ ‰ 0,
∥∥pA´ λq´1 ϕ∥∥
L2
ď |Imλ|´1 ‖ϕ‖L2 (D.4)
for any ϕ P L2pY q. Assume in addition that A is non-negative, we define the following
contour integral
T :“ i
2pi
ż
Γ
λ´1 pA´ λq´1 dλ (D.5)
where Γ “ tλ P C : Reλ “ εu oriented downward with 0 ă ε ă λ1, where λ1 is the
smallest positive eigenvalue of A. Note that ‖λ´1pA´ λq´1‖ “ Op|λ|´2q as |λ| Ñ 8
for λ P Γ, hence T is well defined. We shall first improve the estimate in (D.4).
Lemma D.3. Let A be self-adjoint and non-negative. If λ P C with Reλ ă 0, then
∥∥pA´ λq´1 ϕ∥∥
L2
ď |λ|´1 ‖ϕ‖L2
for any ϕ P L2pY q. That is, in terms of operator norm, we have
∥∥pA´ λq´1∥∥ ď |λ|´1 . (D.6)
Proof. The proof is an obvious adaptation of the one to Lemma D.1. To avoid repe-
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tition, we leave the details to the interested readers.
Corollary D.3.1. For any λ P Cz specpAq, let
χpλq “ max
"
1
|λ´ λj|
ˇˇ
λj P specpAq
*
,
then ∥∥pA´ λq´1∥∥ ď χpλq.
Proof. Assume that λj ă λ ă λj`1. Let V “ span
 
ϕk
ˇˇ
Aϕk “ λkϕk, λk ď λj
(
. Then
L2pY q “ V ‘ V K. Since pA|V K ´ λj`1q is also a self-adjoint, non-negative operator,
we have
∥∥pA|V K ´ λq´1∥∥ “ ∥∥rpA|V K ´ λj`1q ´ pλ´ λj`1qs´1∥∥ ď 1|λ´ λj`1| .
On the other hand, over the finite-dimensional vector space, A|V is diagonalizable,
hence ∥∥pA|V ´ λq´1∥∥ “ 1|λ´ λj| .
Consequently, we have
∥∥pA´ λq´1∥∥ ď max" 1|λ´ λj| , 1|λ´ λj`1|
*
.
Now the claim follows from the arbitrariness of λ.
Proposition D.1. Let G be the Green’s operator for A. Then T “ G.
Proof. Recall that for λ P Cz specpAq,
pA´ λq´1 “ Gpλq ´ pikerA
λ
,
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where Gpλq is holomorphic at λ “ 0, and Gp0q “ G. Hence,
λ´1pA´ λq´1 “ Gpλq
λ
´ pikerA
λ2
, and
i
2pi
¿
Γ1
λ´1pA´ λq´1 “ Gp0q,
where Γ1 is any simple closed curve enclosing the origin, oriented clockwise. Given
a ą , consider the boundary of a square with side length equal a enclosing the origin:
Γ1a “ Γa Y Γ1a Y Γ2a Y Γ3a (Figure D.1), where
Γa “ ΓX tλ P C
ˇˇ´ a{2 ď Imλ ď a{2u,
Γ1a “ tλ P C
ˇˇ
Imλ “ ´a{2u X tλ P C ˇˇ ´ a ď Reλ ď u,
Γ2a “ tλ P C
ˇˇ
Reλ “ ´ au X tλ P C ˇˇ´ a{2 ď Imλ ď a{2u,
Γ3a “ tλ P C
ˇˇ
Imλ “ a{2u X tλ P C ˇˇ ´ a ď Reλ ď u,
oriented respectively such that Γ1a is oriented clockwise. Denote
T ja “ ip2piq´1
¿
Γja
λ´1pA´ λq´1 dλ,
Re
Im
Γ
Γa
Γ1a
Γ2a
Γ3a
 λ1´ a 0
a
2
´a
2
Figure D.1: Contour Γ1a
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then by (D.4) and (D.6), limaÑ8 T ja “ 0, thus,
T “ lim
aÑ8
i
2pi
¿
Γa
λ´1pA´ λq´1 dλ
“ lim
aÑ8
i
2pi
¿
Γ1a
λ´1pA´ λq´1 dλ
“ lim
aÑ8Gp0q
“ G.
More generally, denote 0 ă λ1 ď λ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ , λj jÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 8 as the eigenvalues of A,
and let tϕju be a set of orthonormal eigenvectors associated to tλju. Note that near
λj,
pA´ λq´1 “ Gjpλq ´ Πj
λ´ λj ,
where Πj “ pikerpA´λjq, and Gjpλq is holomorphic (near λj) with Gjpλjq the generalized
inverse (or Green’s operator) of pA´ λjq. In particular, when λj ą 0,
λ´1pA´ λq´1 “ Gjpλq
λ
´
˜
λ´1j Πj
λ´ λj ´
λ´1j Πj
λ
¸
,
therefore, the residue at λ “ λj is just ´λ´1j Πj. Consequently, for r ą 0 such that
r R specpAq,
G “
ÿ
λjăr
Πj
λj
` Tr “
ÿ
λjăr
ϕj b ϕ¯j
λj
` Tr,
where
Tr “ i
2pi
ż
Γr
λ´1pA´ λq´1 dλ
with Γr “
 
λ P C ˇˇ Reλ “ r( oriented downwardly. By Corollary D.3.1, we have
Tr
rÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 0.
Lemma D.4. For r ą 0, let Vr “ spantϕj
ˇˇ
λj ă ru, and V Kr be the orthogonal
complement in L2pY q. Given any N P N`, there exists δ ą 0 such that when r ą δ,
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‖Gφ‖L2 ď λ´1N`1 ‖φ‖L2 for any φ P V Kr X C8pY q.
Proof. Write G “ řλjăs λ´1j ϕj b ϕ¯j ` Gs, then Gs Ñ 0 as s Ñ 8. Thus there is
some δ ą 0 such that when s ą δ, ‖Gs‖ ď λ´1N`1. Therefore, when r ą δ, for any
φ P V Kr X C8pY q,
‖Gφ‖L2 “
∥∥∥∥∥∥
ÿ
λjăr
1
λj
xφ, ϕj yϕj `Grφ
∥∥∥∥∥∥
L2
“ ‖Grφ‖L2 ď
‖φ‖L2
λN`1
.
Note that kerA is finite dimensional, since A is Fredholm. Let tψku be an or-
thonormal basis of kerA.
Proposition D.2. tψku Y tϕju forms a complete orthonormal basis of L2pY q.
Proof. Since C8pY q is dense in L2pY q, it suffices to prove the result for the space of
smooth functions under the L2-norm. Assume that φ P C8pY q, and Aφ “ u. Then
Gu “ φ´ pikerAφ, where v P kerA. For any r ą 0, we compute
φ´ pikerAφ´
ÿ
λjăr
xφ, ϕj yϕj “ Gu´
ÿ
λjăr
xφ, ϕj yλjϕj
“ G
¨˝
u´
ÿ
λjăr
xφ, λjϕj yϕj‚˛
“ G
¨˝
u´
ÿ
λjăr
xφ,Aϕj yϕj‚˛
“ G
¨˝
u´
ÿ
λjăr
xAφ, ϕj yϕj‚˛
“ G
¨˝
u´
ÿ
λjăr
xu, ϕj yϕj‚˛
“ Gv.
Since v “ u ´řλjăr xu, ϕj yϕj P V Kr , and ‖v‖2L2 “ ‖u‖2L2 ´řλjăr xu, ϕj y2 ď ‖u‖2L2 ,
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by Lemma D.4, ‖Gv‖L2 rÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 0.
Notation: Henceforth, we will rewrite tψku Y tϕju as tϕju.
Lemma D.5. Given any k P N, for sufficiently large ` P N, there exists some constant
C`k, such that
‖ϕ‖Ck ď C`k
`∥∥A`ϕ∥∥
L2
` ‖ϕ‖L2
˘
,
for any ϕ P C8pY q.
Proof. LetG be the Green’s operator of A. Recall thatGA “ AG “ Id´Π, where Π is
the orthogonal projection onto kerA, since A is self-adjoint. Recall that G P Ψ´mpY q
and Π P Ψ´8pY q. Note that for any ` P N`,
G`A` “ pGAq` “ pId´Πq` “ Id´Π.
Given any P P DiffkpY q, choose ` P N` such that ´m` ă ´k ´ dimY ´ 1. Then
PG` P Ψk´m`pY q Ď Ψ´pdimY`1qpY q, in particular, the Schwartz kernel of PG` is
continuous. Denote the kernel of PG` by K1px, yq and of PΠ by K2px, yq. Since
Pϕ “ P pG`A` ` Πqϕ “ pPG`qA`ϕ` PΠϕ,
by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
‖Pϕ‖C0 ď
∥∥pPG`qA`ϕ∥∥
C0
` ‖PΠϕ‖C0
ď
∥∥∥∥ż
Y
K1px, yqpA`ϕqpyq dy
∥∥∥∥
C0
`
∥∥∥∥ż
Y
K2px, yqϕpyq dy
∥∥∥∥
C0
ď
∥∥∥‖K1px, ¨q‖L2pY q ∥∥A`ϕ∥∥L2pY q∥∥∥C0 ` ∥∥∥‖K2px, ¨q‖L2pY q ‖ϕ‖L2pY q∥∥∥C0
ď
ˆ
sup
xPY
‖K1px, ¨q‖L2pY q
˙∥∥A`ϕ∥∥
L2pY q `
ˆ
sup
xPY
‖K2px, ¨q‖L2pY q
˙
‖ϕ‖L2pY q .
The lemma now follows from the arbitrariness of k and P .
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Proposition D.3. Given any φ P C8pY q, the (Fourier) series ř xφ, ϕj yϕj converges
to φ in the C8-topology.
Proof. For any k P N, by Lemma D.5, and the self-adjointness of A,
∥∥∥∥∥φ´ Nÿ
j
xφ, ϕj yϕj
∥∥∥∥∥
Ck
ďC`k
˜∥∥∥∥∥A`
˜
φ´
Nÿ
j
xφ, ϕj yϕj
¸∥∥∥∥∥
L2
`
∥∥∥∥∥φ´ Nÿ
j
xφ, ϕj yϕj
∥∥∥∥∥
L2
¸
ďC`k
˜∥∥∥∥∥A`φ´ Nÿ
j
xφ, ϕj yA`ϕj
∥∥∥∥∥
L2
`
∥∥∥∥∥φ´ Nÿ
j
xφ, ϕj yϕj
∥∥∥∥∥
L2
¸
ďC`k
˜∥∥∥∥∥A`φ´ Nÿ
j
@
φ, λ`jϕj
D
ϕj
∥∥∥∥∥
L2
`
∥∥∥∥∥φ´ Nÿ
j
xφ, ϕj yϕj
∥∥∥∥∥
L2
¸
ďC`k
˜∥∥∥∥∥A`φ´ Nÿ
j
@
A`φ, ϕj
D
ϕj
∥∥∥∥∥
L2
`
∥∥∥∥∥φ´ Nÿ
j
xφ, ϕj yϕj
∥∥∥∥∥
L2
¸
.
Therefore, from Proposition D.2,
∥∥∥φ´řNj xφ, ϕj yϕj∥∥∥
Ck
NÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 0.
Corollary D.5.1. If F P C8pY ˆY q, then řj,k xF, ϕj b ϕ¯k yϕj b ϕ¯k converges to F
in C8pY ˆ Y q.
In the rest of this section, we further restrict to A “ 4, a generalized Laplacian on
Y . By heat calculus, the heat kernel e´t4 exists and for any t ą 0, e´t4 P C8pY ˆY q.
With this a priori knowledge of the heat kernel, the following result is easily obtained.
Theorem D.6. Given any t ą 0, e´t4 “ řj e´tλj ϕj b ϕ¯j in the C8-topology.
Proof. Denote
@
e´t4, ϕj b ϕ¯k
D
by hjkptq. From Corollary D.5.1,
e´t4 “
ÿ
j,k
hjkptqϕj b ϕ¯k,
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and consequently, e´t4 ϕ` “ řj hj`ptqϕj. Thus, we have
0 “ pBt `4q
ÿ
j
hj`ptqϕj “
ÿ
j
ph1j`ptq ` λjhj`ptqqϕj,
and therefore, h1j`ptq ` λjhj`ptq “ 0. Solving the equations, we obtain that hj`ptq “
Cj` e
´tλj , for some constant Cj`. Recall that ϕ` “ limtÑ0 e´t4 ϕ`, and the heat kernel
is unique, hence we must have Cj` “ δj`, the Kronecker delta, and the proof is
completed.
Corollary D.6.1. Let fptq “ Trpe´t4q. Then f pmqptq “ řjp´λjqm e´tλj .
Proof. Recall that
f pmqptq “
ż
Bmt e´t4
ˇˇ
ty“y1uνpyq.
Note that Bmt e´t4 “ p´4qm e´t4, and
p´4qm
˜ÿ
j
e´tλj ϕj b ϕ¯j
¸
“
ÿ
j
e´tλj pp´4qmϕjq b ϕ¯j “
ÿ
j
p´λjqm e´tλj ϕj b ϕ¯j,
hence
f pmqptq “
ż ÿ
j
p´λjqm e´tλj ϕjpyqϕ¯jpyqνpyq “
ÿ
j
p´λjqm e´tλj .
Corollary D.6.2. limtÑ8 e´t4 “ piker4.
Proposition D.4. Let D0 be a Dirac-type operator on Y with dimY “ n, and
pλjqjě1 with |λj| ď |λj`1| be the eigenvalues of D0. Then
TrpD0 e´tD20q “
ÿ
jě1
λj e
´tλ2j “
ÿ
λj‰0
λj e
´tλ2j . (D.7)
Furthermore, as tÑ 0, the following asymptotic expansion holds:
TrpD0 e´tD20q „ t´n{2
8ÿ
k“0
tkak. (D.8)
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Proof. By definition, D0 is elliptic and self-adjoint, hence there is a complete orthonor-
mal basis of L2pY q consisting of eigenfunctions of D0, denoted by tψju. Assume that
D0 ψj “ λjψj, then e´tD20 “ řj e´tλ2j ψj b ψ¯j. Therefore
D0 e´tD20 “
ÿ
j
e´tλ
2
j pD0 ψjq b ψ¯j “
ÿ
j
λj e
´tλ2j ψj b ψ¯j,
which implies (D.7).
To see (D.8), it suffices to work locally. Recall that e´tD20 P Ψ´2H pY q. Assume that
over a local coordinate patch,
e´tD
2
0 “ t´n{2qpt1{2, x, x´ y
t1{2
qνpyq `R,
where qps, x, ωq P S pRˆ Rn;Rnq with qp´s, x,´ωq “ qps, x, ωq and R P Ψ´8H pRnq.
Also assume that over the same coordinate patch, D0 “ řnj“1 ajpxqBxj . Then we
compute
ajpxqBxj e´tD20 “ t´n{2ajpxq
˜
qxjpt1{2, x, x´ yt1{2 q `
qωjpt1{2, x, x´yt1{2 q
t1{2
¸
νpyq ` ajpxqBxjR
“ ajpxq
tn{2`1{2
´
qxjpt1{2, x, x´ yt1{2 q ` qωjpt
1{2, x,
x´ y
t1{2
q
¯
` ajpxqBxjR
“ t´n{2´1{2rqpt1{2, x, x´ y
t1{2
qνpyq ` ajpxqBxjR,
where
rqps, x, ωq “ ajpxqpsqxjps, x, ωq ` qωjps, x, ωqq.
Note that rqps, x, ωq P S pRˆ Rn;Rnq with
qp´s, x,´ωq “ ajpxq
`p´sqqxjp´s, x,´ωq ` qωjp´s, x,´ωq˘
“ ´ajpxq
`
sqxjps, x, ωq ` qωjps, x, ωq
˘
“ ´rqps, x, ωq,
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and ajpxqBxjR P Ψ´8H pRnq. In summary, one could show that D0 e´tD20 P Ψ´1H pY q.
Now observe that
ż
t´n{2´1{2rqpt1{2, x, 0qνpxq „ t´n{2´1{2 ż ÿ
`ě0
t``1{2B2``1s rqp0, x, 0q
p2`` 1q! νpxq
„ t´n{2
ÿ
`ě0
t`a`,
hence the claim follows.
Theorem D.7. For z P C,Re z ą dimY ´ 1{2 “ n´ 1{2, the integral
ηpzq :“ 1
Γp z`1
2
q
ż 8
0
tpz´1q{2 TrpD0 e´tD20q dt
exists, is holomorphic, and
ηpzq “
ÿ
λj‰0
signλj
|λj|z .
Moreover, ηpzq extends to be a meromorphic function over C.
Proof. Recall that 1{Γppz ` 1q{2q is holomorphic, hence we only need to analyze
η0pzq “
ż 8
0
tpz´1q{2 TrpD0 e´tD20q dt.
According to(D.8), for any N P N, write
gNptq “ TrpD0 e´tD20q ´ t´n{2
Nÿ
k“0
tkak, (D.9)
then near t “ 0, we have
|gNptq| ď CN tN`1´n{2.
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Note that
η0pzq “
ˆż 1
0
tpz´1q{2 TrpD0 e´tD20q dt`
ż 8
1
tpz´1q{2 TrpD0 e´tD20q dt
˙
“ η1pzq ` η2pzq,
where
η1pzq “
ż 1
0
tpz´1q{2 TrpD0 e´tD20q dt,
and
η2pzq “
ż 8
1
tpz´1q{2 TrpD0 e´tD20q dt.
From Weyl’s law, TrpD0 e´tD20q decays exponentially as t Ñ 8, hence η2pzq is holo-
morphic over C. With (D.9), we have
η1pzq “
ż 1
0
tpz´1q{2
˜
t´n{2
Nÿ
k“0
tkak ` gNptq
¸
dt
“
Nÿ
k“0
ż 1
0
t
z´n´1
2
`kak dt`
ż 1
0
t
z´1
2 gNptq dt
“
Nÿ
k“0
ak
pz ´ n´ 1q {2` k ` 1 `
ż 1
0
t
z´1
2 gNptq dt.
Hence, ηpzq is holomorphic over tRe z ą n ´ 1{2u, and extends to a meromorphic
functions.
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By (D.7), we compute
ηpzq “ 1
Γp z`1
2
q
ż 8
0
tpz´1q{2 TrpD0 e´tD20q dt
“ 1
Γp z`1
2
q
ż 8
0
tpz´1q{2
ÿ
λj‰0
λj e
´tλ2j dt
“ 1
Γp z`1
2
q
ÿ
λj‰0
ż 8
0
λ´1j
ˆ
u
λ2j
˙pz´1q{2
e´u du
“ 1
Γp z`1
2
q
ÿ
λj‰0
λ´1j
|λj|z´1
ż 8
0
upz`1q{2´1 e´u du
“
ÿ
λj‰0
signλj
|λj|z .
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